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Abstract

Security is no sugar coating that can be added to a software system as an afterthought;
a software system should be designed securely from the start. Over the years, many
approaches have been conceived that analyse the security of a software system
throughout the various phases of the software development process. One phase
in particular, software architecture design, has proven to be crucial in this process.

Analysis methods for software architecture security can be subdivided into two
categories: engineering methods and formal methods. While engineering methods
excel in achieving reasonable security with reasonable effort, formal methods can
provide stronger security guarantees in return for an often much larger investment.
However, formal methods do not always take the intricacies of software architecture
design into account. This includes providing support for the decomposition of large
models, information hiding through abstraction, reuse of verification results, creating
partial models with incomplete information early in the design phase, catering to
the various stakeholders involved in software development, and integration of the
modelling process itself in a larger enterprise risk management process. This last
feature is critical—if the residual risk inherent in a security analysis is not made
explicit, then the results of a formal analysis can be correct in theory but worthless
in practise.

The central thesis of this dissertation is that it is possible to bring both categories
of secure software architecture analysis methods closer together. We propose a
novel formal modelling and verification technique for software architectures that
is based on model finding. By systematically eliciting assumptions, we enable
integration of the verification results in a risk management process, and facilitate the
involvement of various stakeholders such as the security expert, application deployer
and requirements engineer. Furthermore, we prove that the verification results are
composable, which in turn supports information hiding through abstraction, reusing
(partial) verification results, and makes the verification of large models tractable.

The modelling technique is verified by creating a reusable library of a security
pattern language for accountability, in which a number of relevant undocumented
assumptions are uncovered that were left implicit in the original documentation. The
usability of this library is demonstrated through a small but rigorous observational
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iv ABSTRACT

case study, which shows that non experts can use this library to create secure
architectural compositions. We verify that the approach supports mainstream
architectural modelling practises, and that the verification supports mainstream
security properties. We also illustrate how extra language concepts can be leveraged
to improve upon the proposed modelling technique. We conclude that it is possible
to bring both the secure software architecture engineering community and formal
community closer together, a longer term process in which this work is a first step.



Beknopte samenvatting

Beveiliging is geen decoratie die achteraf aan een softwaresysteem kan worden
toegevoegd, een softwaresysteem moet veilig ontworpen worden vanaf het begin.
Door de jaren heen zijn er reeds vele aanpakken bedacht die de veiligheid van een
softwaresysteem analyseren tijdens de verscheidene fases van het ontwikkelingspro-
ces. Een van die fases in het bijzonder, het ontwerpen van een software-architectuur,
blijkt cruciaal in dat proces.

Methodes voor de beveiligingsanalyse van software-architecturen kunnen grotendeels
in twee categorieën ondergebracht worden: ingenieursmethodes en formele methodes.
Terwijl de ingenieursmethodes uitblinken in het verschaffen van een redelijk niveau
van beveiliging in ruil voor een redelijke inspanning, kunnen formele methodes
een veel sterker niveau van veiligheid garanderen voor een meestal veel grotere
inspanning. Maar formele methodes nemen niet altijd de subtiliteiten van een
software-architecturaal ontwerp in beschouwing. Dat houdt onder meer in dat ze niet
altijd ondersteuning bieden voor het opsplitsen van grote modellen, het verbergen
van informatie door middel van abstractie, het hergebruiken van verificatieresultaten,
en het creëren van partiële modellen vroeg in de ontwerpfase. Bovendien nemen ze
de verscheidene belanghebbenden die betrokken zijn bij het software-ontwerpproces
niet altijd in beschouwing, en is het ontwerpproces zelf niet altijd te integreren in een
algemeen risicobeheersproces. Dat laatste element is cruciaal. Als het overblijvende
risico inherent aan een beveiligingsanalyse niet expliciet gemaakt wordt, kunnen de
resultaten van een formele analyse correct zijn in theorie, maar waardeloos in de
praktijk.

De centrale stelling van deze dissertatie is dat het mogelijk is om beide kampen
van analysemethodes voor de beveiliging van software-architecturen dichter bij
elkaar te brengen. We stellen een nieuwe formele modelleer- en verificatietechniek
voor software-architecturen voor die gebaseerd is op het vinden van modellen.
Door systematisch assumpties bloot te leggen, kunnen we de verificatieresultaten
integreren in een risicobeheersproces. Zo vereenvoudigen we de betrekking
van de belanghebbenden als de beveiligingsexpert, de software-installateur, en
vereistenexpert. Voorts bewijzen we dat de verificatieresultaten samenstelbaar zijn.
Dat ondersteunt het verbergen van informatie door abstractie en het hergebruiken
van (partiële) verificatieresultaten. Ook maakt het de verificatie van grote modellen
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mogelijk.

We evalueren de techniek door een herbruikbare bibliotheek van een taal van
beveiligingspatronen voor het domein van toerekenbaarheid te creëren. Daarin
ontdekken we een aantal relevante assumpties die impliciet bleven in de originele
documentatie. De bruikbaarheid van deze bibliotheek tonen we aan door een kleine
maar rigoreuze observationele gevalsstudie, die toont dat non-experts deze bibliotheek
kunnen gebruiken om veilige architecturale composities te creëren. We verifiëren
dat de modelleeraanpak gangbare architecturale modelleerpraktijken ondersteunt,
en de verificatie gangbare beveiligingseigenschappen. We illustreren ook hoe extra
taalconcepten kunnen worden aangewend om de voorgestelde modelleertechniek te
verbeteren. We concluderen dat het mogelijk is om de ingenieursgemeenschap en de
formele gemeenschap voor software-architecturale beveiliging dichter bij elkaar te
brengen, een langetermijnproces waarin dit werk een eerste stap is.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction

Contemporary software systems do not work in isolation. Where in the early days of
software engineering a system was developed for a specific situation and deployed in
a fixed context, current systems almost always collaborate to achieve their tasks and
depend heavily on networking. Moreover, many long lived and legacy systems end
up migrating to different deployment environments altogether, where they interact
in ways that the original software developers might not have foreseen.

At the same time, increasing modularisation and reuse of libraries, software
components, middleware, and services, entail that more and more responsibilities
of the application are moved beyond the direct control of the software system
developer. In other words, the border between the core of a software system and its
environment is becoming vague at best. Essentially, the software system assumes that
the environment correctly realizes these externalized responsibilities. And the more
responsibilities are externalized to third-party libraries, components, middleware,
or services, the more the correct operation of that software system depends on the
correct operation of, and composition with, its environment.

Assumptions made by a software system on its environment are critical for security,
as security is a property that emerges from the interaction of a system with the
environment in which it is deployed. In order to assess whether a software system is
secure, these assumptions should be made explicit. Additionally, in order to build a
solid security assurance argument, these assumptions should be handled rigorously—
even formally. Section 1.1 motivates why formal software architecture designmethods
for security are a good idea. However, formal methods are misaligned with the current
practice of software engineering. Most formal methods are not developed with the
software architect in mind, they are not risk aware, and lack comprehensive support to
elicit and reason about these assumptions during architectural design, as outlined in
Section 1.2. The contribution of this dissertation, as outlined in Section 1.3, is a usable
formal modelling and analysis technique to verify whether a software architecture

1
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is secure, with explicit support for taking assumptions of the software system on its
environment into account.

1.1 Setting the scene

A software system is created to perform one or more tasks, specified in the form
of functional requirements. These functional requirements should be realized in
a specific qualitative way—for instance, taking certain performance, adaptability,
usability and security requirements into account. These additional requirements are
called non-functional requirements, qualities, or simply ‘ilities’, and their correct
realization is what frequently distinguishes successful from unsuccessful systems
[BCK03]. Requirements engineering is the branch of software engineering that
occupies itself with the systematic elicitation and refinement of both functional and
non-functional requirements. Some specific requirements engineering approaches
are UML use cases [JCJÖ92], KAOS [vL00], and problem frames [Jac01]. Independent
of the actual approach used, the end result is a list of implementable requirements
that the system-to-be should uphold. Based on these requirements, the system can
then be designed, implemented, tested, and eventually deployed.

A key step in ensuring that a software system realizes its qualities, is designing a
software architecture [BCK03]. According to ISO/IEC/IEEE standard 42010 [ISO11],
which defines a conceptual model of software architecture descriptions, an architec-
ture consists of the fundamental concepts or properties of a system in its environment,
which are embodied in its elements, relationships, and in the principles of its design
and evolution. It realizes the system requirements by assigning responsibilities to
isolated units of deployment, called components [SGM02]. These components then
interact with each other’s interfaces and communicate over connectors to realize the
intended system functionality.

Early studies have shown that it is five to one hundred times cheaper to fix
fundamental flaws in the system early on [BB05], making analysis during the design of
a software system more cost-effective than finding and fixing bugs after the software
is deployed. Especially for security, having strong guarantees that the system-to-be
upholds its security requirements is essential, as even one security flaw in the design
of the system suffices to compromise the entire system—a problem sometimes referred
to as the brittleness of software security [Bel06]. Therefore, analyzing the security
properties of a system on the architectural level is paramount.

Methods to analyze the security of a software architecture can be roughly grouped
in two categories: engineering methods and formal methods. Engineering methods
such as Microsoft’s Secure Development Lifecycle [HL06] are practical methods that
embrace current best practices to secure a software system. Their main characteristics
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are that they are scalable, fit well within current software development processes,
and provide decent results with a nominal investment of effort. For instance, in
[Mic], Microsoft claims that applying the SDL resulted in a reduction of disclosed
vulnerabilities of 45% in the Windows operating system one year after release, and a
reduction of 91% in SQL Server three years after release. However, the flexibility and
relatively lower effort of these engineering methods come at a cost. In general, the
obtained security assessment results are informal—they are often nothing more than
a checklist of issues relevant to security, but neither allow rigorous reasoning about
the security of the system, nor provide any well-defined guarantees of completeness
or even correctness of the verification results.

Formal approaches such as SAM [HYS+04] allow the software engineer to create
models in a mathematically grounded language. The advantage of creating such
rigorous and well defined models is that they remove ambiguity and enable (partially
or fully automated) verification of their correctness. It is well established that applying
formal modelling in software engineering pays off, especially when it is used from
early on in the software development process and followed through to the final
stages [Bjo87, CW96, WLBF09, EKN+12, AJK+12]. The trade-off for creating such
rigorous models is that the formal modelling process is labour intensive, which
explains why formal modelling is usually limited to critical parts of a software system
or algorithms, if it is applied at all. Formal methods are also not always properly
aligned with current software development processes. This misalignment ranges
from a discrepancy in modelling abstractions (e.g., labelled transition systems and
Petri nets versus components and connectors), to a lack of flexibility in the modelling
process itself (e.g., lack of support for changing deployment environments, changing
requirements, or analyzing partial models early in the software design phase).

To summarize, software architecture design is an important phase in the software
development process for ensuring that a software system upholds its security
requirements. Formal methods for security provide strong arguments for their
adoption in the software architecture design phase, such as enabling rigorous
reasoning, providing correctness and completeness arguments, and supporting
automated verification. However, formal methods often lack the practical applicability
inherent in engineering methods.

1.2 Problem statement

The process of securing a software system permeates the entire life cycle of that
system—from inception to after it has been deployed. Therefore, securing a software
system happens on various levels of abstraction, ranging from the organizational and
management level, over the software design level, down to the system and hardware
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level. Throughout this process, and especially during the architectural design stage,
risk analysis is a necessity. According to McGraw [McG04], disregarding risk at this
level will lead to costly problems down the road. Additionally, external review (i.e.,
outside the design team) of risk is often necessary. Actually, many stakeholders apart
from the software architect are involved in the software security process, ranging from
the requirements engineer, the security engineer that identifies and mitigates security
weaknesses, the risk manager that decides whether a certain risk is acceptable in a
business context, the actual software engineers that implement the system, security
testers (also called ‘pentesters’) to verify that the security mitigations are sufficient,
and the system deployer and maintainer that are responsible for instantiating the
system and its day to day care.

A usable formal method for software architecture security should heed the observations
that securing a software system spans many levels of abstraction, is grounded in
risk, and involves many stakeholders. This does not mean that the ideal formal
method spans the entire breadth of the software development spectrum and caters
to all stakeholders equally (actually, the converse is true: a good formal method is
scoped and does one thing well [CW96, vL00]). However, it should strive to be easily
integrated in larger software development and security processes. Therefore, it should
explicitly support refinement of security critical parts of the architecture and hiding
of irrelevant details through abstraction, risk assessment, and anticipate interaction
with various stakeholders.

So what connects architectural refinement to risk and serves as a bridge between
stakeholders? According to Haley et al. [HLMN04], key to deciding which parts of
the environment of the system need further analysis and which do not, are trust
assumptions. Trust assumptions are the decision about how much to trust1 the
supplied indicative (i.e., objectively true) properties of the environment of a software
system. These assumptions are common in all security analysis methods—after all,
the result of the security analysis of a software system is necessarily relative to
the environment of that system. For instance, authentication based on passwords
assumes that the passwords of user accounts are kept private. This is a non-trivial
assumption—what about when the web browser on a public computer stores your
password, or when you are actually giving your password to a malicious site (as in so-
called phishing attacks)? None of these situations actually involves the application to
which you want to authenticate. In other words, correctly managing a password is an
inherent part of the environment of the system, and can never be achieved completely
by that system itself. This moves part of the responsibility of authentication to the
environment (e.g., the web browser, operating system, and network) of that system.

1Note that trust, as used here, is not to be confused with trustworthiness, which is often defined as
the holistic property that encompasses security, safety and reliability [Ber05]. We also do not mean
trustworthiness between humans and organizations (i.e., honesty, trustfulness, and competence), as is the
case in the work by Giorgini, Massacci et al. [GMMZ06].
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Documenting trust assumptions is crucial during risk assessment. For instance, the
threat that information is disclosed over a connection could be discarded because that
communication channel is behind a firewall. If the underlying assumption (e.g., “the
communication channel is behind a firewall”) is not explicitly documented, then any
change to the environment of that system risks voiding the results of the security
analysis, thereby rendering the system insecure. Therefore, an explicit enumeration
of the set of assumptions in which the analysis is grounded is necessary to back up
the analysis result and to build a supporting assurance argument. A security analysis
should make these trust assumptions explicit by either specifying what guarantees
the environment offers, or what properties the environment needs to uphold.

However, support for explicit reasoning about assumptions on the level of software
architectures is lacking, as we will see in Chapter 2. Engineering methods recognize
the importance of making the underlying trust assumptions explicit. This mostly
happens informally, which inhibits rigorous reasoning and automated completeness
and correctness checks. In formal methods, on the other hand, assumptions are
embedded in the model used for the analysis and are often implicit. For instance,
availability weaknesses are not discovered if the model can not represent the case of
failing components. Clearly, if the assumptions on which the analysis is based are
not realistic, the result can be formally correct but practically meaningless. It is the
main goal of this dissertation to propose a formal software architecture modelling
approach with explicit support for eliciting and reasoning about such assumptions. It
should support both refining the security critical parts of an architecture and hiding
irrelevant details through abstraction, be risk aware, and anticipate interaction with
various stakeholders. Finally, the proposed approach should be aligned with software
architecture design best practices, and increase the value of verification results by
making them reusable.

1.3 Contributions of this text

The first research problem addressed by this work is whether it is possible to provide
systematic support for uncovering trust assumptions in formal methods for modelling
and analyzing the security of a software architecture. The first contribution of this
dissertation is a formal architectural modelling and analysis method that focusses
on iteratively constructing the set of assumptions (called the context) which are
required by the system to operate correctly. The analysis method is built on top of
the Alloy language [Jac02, Jac06], a formal modelling language based on first order
logic and set theory, and provides formal guarantees that the system model upholds
the security requirements in light of the stated assumptions. This context, as elicited
by the software architect, can then be used by the security analyst as an explicit
target of assessment in a risk management process, and as a driver for deciding what
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parts of the software architecture should be refined. The context helps to refine
the important, yet vague question “Is my system secure?”, to a more practical one,
“Is the expected context realized by the deployment environment?”. Additionally,
the application deployer can use the context as a checklist of properties that the
deployment environment should uphold for the application to be deployed securely.
Our modelling approach is documented in Chapter 3.

The second research problem concerns the performance of verifying large, detailed
models. Often, the level of detail inherent in architectural models is limited by
the performance overhead of verification. Contemporary enterprise systems are
far too large to be verified in one monolithic step—moreover, to enable integration
in an iterative development process, the proposed approach should be iterative as
well. Therefore, the second contribution of this work is a formal framework for the
decomposition of large architectural models. We prove that, under specific conditions, a
large architectural model can be split up in a number of refined models and an abstract
composition that shows how these refined models are composed. We also show that
the approach can be applied in practice to completely mitigate the performance
problem. The framework for decomposition is presented in Chapter 4.

The third research problem investigates whether it is possible to create reusable
models—building blocks that can easily be composed to create larger secure
architectural models. A widely accepted approach to reuse architectural security
knowledge are security patterns. The third contribution presents how the approach
proposed in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 can be leveraged to create a reusable library
of formal security pattern models for the domain of accountability. We document
the assumptions that were uncovered by these pattern models, and show that the
uncovered assumptions are non-trivial and can be used to improve existing pattern
documentation. We also show that the uncovered assumptions can be leveraged to
make interpattern relationships more explicit. The formal pattern library is presented
in Chapter 5.

Next, we evaluate the proposed approach according to three dimensions, i.e., whether
it is sufficiently expressive to model common architectural and security concepts,
whether models can successfully be composed into larger architectures, and if the
modelling language itself is susceptible to improvement. In order to evaluate the
first dimension, we document how common architectural styles can be modelled
and how mainstream security properties manifest themselves in our models. We
evaluate the second dimension by means of an observational case study with two
subjects. The case study shows that the approach leads to consistent results, and that
the proposed library of security pattern models is reusable. Furthermore, we discuss
the skills that are required to successfully apply this approach. As the third leg of
the evaluation, we critically reflect on the created models by identifying modelling
quirks and idiosyncrasies, and show how they can be mitigated by means of language
support. The evaluation is presented in Chapter 6.
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We conclude in Chapter 7, where we also outline a roadmap of future work. However,
we begin with an overview of the current state-of-the-art in Chapter 2.





CHAPTER 2
Background

This chapter aims to overview security assessment techniques for the domain of
software architecture. We begin in Section 2.1 by providing an overview of the vast
field of software security, and in particular engineering methods for creating and
analyzing secure software architectures. Our focus is on methods that comprise the
state of the practise in secure software engineering. We summarize some methods
that gained (at least minimal) adoption by the software industry, and include a brief
discussion on risk and risk assessment. As the focus of this work is on software
architecture, we exclude those methods that are not specific to architectural design,
such as requirements engineering (e.g., the KAOS approach [vL00] and problem
frames [Jac01]), secure coding (e.g., secure coding principles such as in [GVW03]),
security testing (e.g., the work by Potter andMcGraw [PM04]), and intrusion detection
and tolerance (e.g., the work by Madan et al. [MGPVT04]).

Formal modelling techniques for software architectures are discussed in Section 2.2.
The focus of that section is on providing an overview of the current state of the formal
methods research community, as most of these approaches are not widely adopted in
practise by the software engineering community. In order to highlight the broad range
of formal methods, we highlight one method, UMLSec, which positions itself closer
to the software engineering community, and another, SAM, which is farther away
from software engineering practise but still specific to software architecture. Special
attention is given to Alloy—we include both a brief tutorial on Alloy, and an overview
of other software architecture modelling methods that leverage it. Again, as this work
focusses on software architecture, we exclude those methods that are not directly
applicable to software architecture design, such as formal methods for cryptography
(e.g., the work by Backes, Pfitzmann and Waidner [BPW03]; a more general overview
on formal methods for cryptography is provided by Meadows [Mea03]).

The gap between engineering and formal approaches for software architecture
security is summarized in Section 2.3.

9
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2.1 Engineering secure software architectures

The field of software engineering is extensive, and software architecture security
methods are but a piece of the software security puzzle. Section 2.1.1 summarizes that
puzzle and shows where software architecture methods fit in. Next, three methods in
particular are highlighted—the STRIDE threat analysis method as part of Microsoft’s
Secure Development Lifecycle is discussed in Section 2.1.2, the ATAM architecture
analysis method is discussed in Section 2.1.3, and risk assessment by means of the
CORAS method is discussed in Section 2.1.4. These methods were selected as they are
a good representation of contemporary architecture evaluation methods. Summaries
of similar architectural evaluation methods, and their differences, are provided by
Dobrica et al. [DN02] and Babar et al. [BZJ04].

2.1.1 A brief overview of secure software engineering

On a very high level of abstraction are frameworks such as the IT Infrastructure
Library (ITIL), which provides a complete framework for IT service management.
This includes guidelines for identifying a service strategy and subsequent service
design, service transition to ensure a fluid migration of a new service into production,
and service operation and continual service improvement to manage and improve
the efficiency of that service [Arr10]. Especially the last parts of the ITIL framework
dictate that it is crucial to continuously monitor system health, manage and mitigate
disruptions in a timely fashion and determine the root causes of identified problems.
However, actual details on implementing an IT security management framework are
scarce on this level of abstraction.

Best practises for creating an IT security management framework (also referred to as
an Information Security Management System or ISMS) were collected from 1995 on
in the British BS 7799 standard [BS 95], which eventually evolved into the ISO 27000
series of standards in 2007 [ISO09]. The purpose of an ISMS developed in compliance
with the ISO 27000 series is to select adequate security controls to protect information
assets. This is done in a circular process (plan–do–check–act). Related standards
specific to the identification, assessment, and mitigation of threats to an IT system
are the NIST Special Publication 800-30 [GS02] and the Australian and New Zealand
standard 4360:2004 [Joi04]. However, these best practises say relatively little about
how an actual software system should be developed. There, standards such as ISO/IEC
26702 come into play [ISO07]. This standard specifies a system engineering process
(including requirement analysis and validation, functional analysis and verification,
and design) for commercial product oriented systems. In order to achieve a holistic
approach for secure systems engineering, best practises should be integrated in a
system engineering process, according to Evans et al. [ETTM10]. While both these
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best practises and processes are specific to IT security, they still do not contain specific
security requirements or technical security guidelines.

A more specific standard for computer security evaluation is the Common Criteria
(ISO/IEC 15408) [CC009]. This standard intends to allow the specification of security
requirements of a customer, the specification of security attributes of a product, and
the evaluation of whether a product meets these security requirements in a specific
situation. The Common Criteria does specify concrete security requirements, but
keeps these requirements independent of specific technologies, and does not provide
guidance during the software design stage. Other related work derived from the
Common Criteria suggests a process for dealing with security requirements early on
during the software development process [VWW02, MFMP07]. Even more specific
are the PCI Data Security Standards, whose goal it is to help secure payment card
interactions [Cou]. These include guidelines on deploying and configuring a firewall,
implementing stateful network inspection, and so on. However, as the PCI standard
is structured more as a checklist for security compliance, it also does not provide
guidance during the actual software design stage. Three specific approaches that
can be applied to security in the software design stage are Microsoft SDL, ATAM,
and CORAS, which will be discussed in Section 2.1.2, Section 2.1.3, and Section 2.1.4,
respectively.

Finally, detailed architectural design solutions are frequently packaged as security
patterns. These patterns constitute reusable, domain independent architectural design
solutions to recurring security problems, and can be applied independently of any
specific security process. Over the course of the last two decades, many of these
patterns have been published and collected (e.g., [SNL05, SFBH+06, KETEH06]).
Related research focusses on constructively integrating these security patterns in
secure development methodologies. For instance, Schumacher et al. [Sch03] propose
an ontological approach to modelling security patterns that focuses mainly on finding
the right pattern. Cheng et al. [CKCW03] leverage security patterns to verify
requirement properties. Kubo et al. [KWF07] present a methodology to automatically
extract security pattern relationships from HTML documents. Concerning the
assessment of the quality of security patterns, Halkidis et al. [HCS04] perform a
qualitative analysis of patterns contained in the Blakley and Heath inventory. Konrad
et al. [KCC03] apply the same evaluation criteria to the Yoder and Barcalow inventory.

The idea of eliciting and documenting assumptions made during the software
development process is not new. It is a widely adopted practise in requirements
engineering. For instance, Haley et al. [HLMN06] claim that adequate security
requirements explicitly take assumptions into account, and document how these
trust assumptions can be taken into account in the problem frames requirements
engineering methodology. In KAOS [vL09], an assumption (or expectation) is a goal
assigned to a single agent in the software environment that, unlike requirements,
can not be enforced by the system-to-be. KAOS also supports reasoning about these
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expectations. Fickas et al. [FF95] note that not only requirement fulfilment should
be monitored, but also the assumptions under which the system is designed. Wile
[Wil01] shows how assumptions can be seen as a form of residual requirements, which
remain after an architecture is created to realise a set of original requirements. Roeller
et al. [RLvV06] give an overview of assumption elicitation in software engineering;
they also describe a methodology to recover assumptions made on a technical,
organizational and management level, based on analyzing various sources such as
interviews, financial reports, version control and source code. Khan et al. [KH06]
observe that software also has to be assessed relative to the context in which it will
be deployed.

2.1.2 TheMicrosoft Secure Development Lifecycle and STRIDE

A well-known methodology for secure software development is Microsoft’s Secure
Development Lifecycle (SDL) [HL06]. SDL is a holistic process that provides guidance
in securing an application from inception to product release. The SDL process
is subdivided in 13 stages, that range from education and awareness of software
engineers to planning security response execution for after the software is released.
However, the phase that is most relevant to our purposes is risk analysis.

The risk analysis phase contains the core of the SDL process—threat modelling. The
goal of this phase is to understand potential security threats, determine their risk, and
mitigate them appropriately. The output of this process is a high-level overview of the
application model and how it handles data, in a data flow diagram (DFD). Additionally,
this DFD should be accompanied with use scenarios, external dependencies, security
assumptions and external security notes.

In [HL06], Howard and Lipner illustrate applying the SDL process on a Pet Shop
application, and provide the following guidelines. Before beginning the risk analysis,
the software engineer should compile a list of external dependencies and security
assumptions for the software-to-be. Example external dependencies of this Pet Shop
are: clients should be running Internet Explorer 6.0 or later, the server runs Windows
Server 2003 SP1, etc. Example security assumptions are the following. No sensitive data
is deliberately persisted on the client, but sent over SSL/TLS connections. The database
server holds authentication information. The server application setup program correctly
configures the ACL for the Web.config file. IIS 6.0 and ASP.NET enforce authentication
correctly. Example external security notes are that administrators can change any
setting in the system, including the Web service, and a list of permitted open ports.
However, no additional information is given on how these lists of dependencies,
security notes and assumptions should be compiled.

Data flow diagrams have been around for a while [Koz97]. Creating a DFD is an
iterative process. On the highest level is the context diagram, which shows the
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system under development as a black box, and the external entities that interact with
the system. Then, for every other iteration, a process of the DFD is selected and
refined into the next level DFD. This process repeats itself until there are no more
complex processes left. An example DFD for the Pet Shop application is shown in
Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1: An example data flow diagram of the Pet Shop application from [HL06].

The DFD is subsequently used to identify threats by means of the STRIDE
approach. STRIDE represents the threats of spoofing identity, tampering, repudiation,
information disclosure, denial of service, and elevation of privilege; these are matched
on the elements from a DFD, according to Table 2.1. This matching process results in
a list of instantiated threats, of which the risk has to be determined. Whether a threat
is acceptable or not, is determined by the “bug bar”—a baseline of threat categories
that are considered unacceptable, which is created in the project inception phase.
Finally, mitigations are planned for every unacceptable threat. This might include
countering the threat with technology, turning off the feature, warning the user, and
so on.

To summarize, as suggested in the name, Microsoft Secure Development Lifecycle
integrates security throughout the entire software development process. It does this
in an informal, yet practical way. While it explicitly acknowledges the importance of
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Table 2.1: Mapping STRIDE threat categories to DFD element types, from [HL06].
The symbol ✓ indicates a potential weakness, the † is only relevant when the data
store contains audit data.

DFD element type S T R I D E
External entity ✓ ✓
Data flow ✓ ✓ ✓
Data store ✓ † ✓ ✓
Process ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

trust assumptions and the need for their identification, it does not contain guidance
on constructively eliciting these assumptions, nor how to gain indications that the
list of assumptions is complete or correct.

2.1.3 ATAM

The Architecture Tradeoff Analysis Method, or ATAM, is a practical method to assess
the consequences of architectural decisions in light of quality attribute requirements,
and was developed at Carnegie Mellon in 2000 by Kazman et al. [KKC00, BCK03].
The ATAM process is subdivided into four phases. The first phase is preparatory,
it allows stakeholders and analysts to meet and the overall goals of the analysis
to be established. The architectural analysis is performed in phases two and three.
This second phase allows the evaluators to get an initial high level picture of the
architecture under evaluation, and the third phase then serves to refine that picture
and answer questions that were uncovered during the second phase. The fourth phase
documents and reports the analysis results. We focus here on the second phase, as
the third phase is mainly a more in-depth repetition.

Presentation. The purpose of this phase is threefold. First, the ATAM method is
explained to all stakeholders, such as the customer, architect, system maintainers
and administrators, managers, and so on. Second, the project manager describes
the business goals that motivate the design of the architecture (e.g., time to market,
security, high availability). This is key in knowing which qualities will be prioritized
in the architecture. Third, the architect presents the proposed architecture, while
focussing how it intends to meet the presented qualities.

Investigation and analysis. This phase contains the core of the ATAM analysis.
First, the relevant architectural approaches are identified by the architect. Second,
the relevant qualities to the system are elicited and refined down to the level of
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scenarios. Every scenario documents a certain external stimulus, the (measurable)
response that the system should generate as a reaction to that stimulus, and the
architectural decisions that have an impact on achieving that response. Scenarios can
be subdivided in use case scenarios (i.e., involving typical uses of the system), growth
scenarios (i.e., involving anticipated growth of the system), and exploratory scenarios
(i.e., covering extreme changes to explore the limits of the system). The scenarios
are then prioritized. Third, the architectural approaches that have been selected by
the architect to realize the quality scenarios are analyzed (e.g., a security approach
that intends to realize a security goal would be subjected to a security analysis). It is
during this step that architectural risks and potential trade off points are elicited.

As an example, Kazman et al. consider a battlefield control system in [KKC00]. By
questioning the various stakeholders, the ATAM analyst uncover that the main
qualities of interest for this system are performance, modifyability and availability. In
order to assist in translating qualities into testable scenarios, ATAM provides quality
attribute utility trees. These trees have a quality as their root, which then branches
into quality attribute scenarios. Usually, these trees are elicited by the ATAM analysis
team based on information obtained by probing the stakeholders. In the battlefield
control system example, the three high-level qualities are refined to the utility tree
shown in Figure 2.2. While these utility trees can compile industry experience and
best practise into a reusable format, the trees are necessarily domain independent
and do not provide any completeness guarantees.

48 CMU/SEI-2000-TR-004

architecture and affected the system’s performance characteristics, as we shall see. In addition 
to this style

• for availability, a backup commander approach was described

• for modifiability, standard subsystem organizational patterns were described

• for performance, an independent communicating components approach was described.

Each of these approaches was probed for risks, sensitivities, and tradeoffs via our style-spe-
cific questions, as we shall show below.

10.2.3 Eliciting the Utility Tree
The stakeholders in this ATAM were most interested in modifiability and performance. Upon 
probing, however, they admitted that availability was also of great importance to them. Based 
upon their stated concerns and our elicitation, a utility tree was created. A portion of this is 
shown in Figure 13. As part of our elicitation process we ensured that each of the scenarios in 
the utility tree had a specific stimulus and response associated with it.

10.2.4 Analyze Architectural Approaches
At this stage in the analysis we had in our possession a set of architectural documentation 
including some architectural approaches that had been identified, but we had little insight into 
the way that the architectural approaches actually performed to accomplish the BCS’s mission. 
So we used a set of screening questions and qualitative analysis heuristics to flesh out our 

Utility

Performance

Modifiability

Availability

New msg format < 1 p.m.

New msg data type < 1 p.w.

Change web UI < 2 p.w.

Failure of commander nodeDiskless operation

Survive single network failure

(H,L)

(M,H)

Figure 13: A Portion of the BMS Utility Tree

Ballistics kernel computation

Inter-node message transfer
(H,M)

(H,H)
Response time < 1sec

Change from JVM to EJVM

HW failure MTTR < 5 min.

Figure 2.2: An example utility tree, from [KKC00].

Each quality attribute scenario is then assigned an importance for the system as a
whole, as determined by the stakeholders, and an associated risk which indicates how
difficult it is to achieve this scenario. For instance, in Figure 2.2, the performance
of the subsystem that transfers messages between nodes is considered both highly
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important (i.e,. ‘H’) to achieve a response time under one second, while the associated
risk of achievement is considered medium (i.e., ‘M’).

After prioritizing these scenarios based on the assigned importance and risk of
achievement values, architectural approaches can be analyzed to see whether they
accomplish the system qualities. For instance, one identified architectural approach
for increasing the availability quality from Figure 2.2 is to have a backup commander
node to mitigate the failure of the primary commander node. The analysts then
come up with a list of questions to analyse the suitability of the chosen architectural
approach, e.g., how the failure of a component or communication channel is detected,
how a failed component is marked for replacement, and so on. These questions serve
as input for the second, more in-depth, analysis phase.

Testing. This phase is essentially a second iteration of the investigation and analysis
phase. It is usually performed one to two weeks after the second phase. First, the set
of quality scenarios from the previous phase is extended to include extra scenarios
that might be generated by the entire group of stakeholders. The extended set of
scenarios is prioritized via voting. Second, the architectural approaches selected to
realize the qualities are reevaluated (as in the ‘investigation and analysis’ phase), but
this time the new scenarios are used as test cases to evaluate them. This may result
in the identification of new risks, sensitivity and trade off points.

Reporting. The results of the analysis are collected and reported to the stakeholders.
An important factor here is to report on risks, i.e., potentially problematic architectural
decisions, and non risks, i.e., good decisions that rely on (frequently implicit)
assumptions that need to be understood and explicitly recorded.

To summarize, ATAM helps in eliciting and analyzing architectural decisions in
a systematic way, which allows stakeholders to trade off architectural qualities.
However, as ATAM is not security centric, the guidance offered for security
assessments remains vague. For instance, there is no predefined utility tree for
security, forcing analysts to come up with their own interpretation (as in [RAYH09],
who explicitly mention that they do not claim to have created an exhaustive security
taxonomy). This clearly hampers the objectivity and repeatability of the analysis, and
makes it very difficult to create a completeness or correctness argument. It also makes
the success of an ATAM analysis highly dependent on the experience and expertise
of the analysts.
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Risk Low impact Medium impact High impact
High likelihood Low Medium High

Medium likelihood Low Medium Medium
Low likelihood Low Low Low

Table 2.2: An example risk matrix, based on [GS02].

2.1.4 Risk assessment and CORAS

NIST SP 800-30 [GS02], which provides guidelines on risk management for IT systems,
defines risk as a function of the likelihood of something bad happening (i.e., the
likelihood of a threat source attempting to exploit a weakness), the magnitude of the
impact should that event occur (i.e., when the weakness is successfully exploited),
and the adequacy of controls that are in place to mitigate that risk. Risk is usually
summarized in a risk matrix, such as the one shown in Table 2.2.

Based on the risk level, mitigations should be implemented as soon as possible for high
risks, mitigations should be planned in the foreseeable future for medium risks, and
low rated risks can optionally be accepted, that is, allowed to exist without mitigations
or treatments in place. According to AS/NZS 4360:2004 [Joi04], whatever risk remains
after treatment is called residual risk. The willingness of an organization to accept
risk is often called its risk posture.

But how is risk identified in a systematic way? We have already seen one method that
helps to elicit threats, i.e., STRIDE. However, a threat is not necessarily a risk—what is
missing is the cost of a threat being exploited, the likelihood of that happening, and the
adequacy of existing controls1. One method that does exactly this is CORAS [Hog07],
a graphical modelling language based on UML [Obj10] that facilitates modelling
security risks. The CORAS language consists of three specifications, i.e., the abstract
syntax (also known as the conceptual foundation), the graphical syntax built on top
of UML, and the textual syntax which contains rules to translate a CORAS model
with precise semantics into English.

The conceptual foundation is centered around stakeholders that assign value to assets.
These assets are subject to vulnerabilities which can be exploited by threats, and give
rise to unwanted incidents. A risk is then defined as an unwanted incident which
can occur with a given likelihood and result in a specific consequence. Finally, a
treatment mitigates risk. The graphical representation of these concepts is shown in
Figure 2.3. Based on these concepts, a security analysis approach is then defined in
seven steps.

1Note that SDL used to include a risk formula referred to as DREAD [HL06]. However, this has been
considered obsolete since 2005 [Epp12].
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8 – The CORAS language 
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always defined with respect to a single stakeholder. The level of risk is measured by a risk 
value (e.g. low, medium, high or other scales) which is based upon the estimated 
likelihood (a general description of frequency or probability), frequency or probability
for the unwanted incident to happen and its consequence in terms of damage to an asset 
[6]. A treatment is the selection and implementation of appropriate options for dealing 
with risk [55, 76]. 

8.1.2 The Graphical Syntax 
Figure 50 presents the syntactical representation of the conceptual foundation that is used 
in the CORAS diagrams, i.e. the graphical syntax. The stapled arrow is used for treatments, 
while the solid arrow is used between threats, vulnerabilities, threat scenarios, unwanted 
incidents and assets. The logical and/or gates are used when drawing fault trees [66] with 
the CORAS language. 

Threat 
(accidental)

Threat 
(deliberate)

Threat (non-
human)

Asset Vulnerability

and orThreat 
scenario

Unwanted 
incident Risk

Stakeholder

Logical or 
physical 
region

Treatment

Figure 50 – The graphical syntax 

The graphical syntax is further described in the example driven introduction in the 
modeling guideline in Sect. 8.2. 

8.1.3 The Textual Syntax  
The textual syntax of the CORAS language [36] (full details in Appendix D) has been 
defined for the elements in Figure 50, except for the AND/OR gates and the region. 
Ongoing research [21] is investigating the concept of region and this work may be included 
into the textual syntax in the future. Defining a textual syntax for the logical gates has so 
far been out of the scope of our work, but it may be a subject for future work. 

To characterize the textual syntax for the CORAS language, we have used the ISO 
standardized Extended BNF notation [81]. The vertical bar _|_ represents options, braces 
{_} (respectively {_} ) means an ordered sequence of zero (respectively one) or more 
repetitions of the enclosed element, and square brackets [_] denotes optional features. The 
terminal operators are surrounded by quotes: ‘_’. 

To improve readability, we do not resolve all the EBNF definitions completely into 
terminal operators, but stop at the level of identifier, linguistic term and numerical value.
An identifier is a name or a natural language description of an element, i.e. a finite 
sequence of upper- and lower-case letters, numbers, spaces and punctuation marks. Its 
precise definition in EBNF is: 

Figure 2.3: The CORAS graphical syntax, from [Hog07].

Context establishment. This phase is subdivided in three steps. The first step is
an introductory meeting between the analysis team and the client, to ensure that the
goals of the analysis are clear. In the second step, the analysis team presents their
understanding of what they learned in the first meeting, and presents a high level
security analysis to identify and fix the scope. In the third step, the target of the
analysis is additionally refined, and assumptions and preconditions are made explicit.

Risk identification, risk estimation. These two phases are organized as individual
workshops. In the first phase, the analysis team sits together with experts on the
target of the analysis, in order to identify as many unwanted incidents, threats, and
vulnerabilities as possible. An example outcome of this process is shown in Figure 2.4.
In the second phase, likelihoods and consequences are assigned to the results of the
risk identification phase.

8 – The CORAS language 
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We now explain one chain of events from the initiation caused by a threat to the left, to its 
impact on an asset to the right. The threat "IT-infrastructure" may first exploit the 
vulnerability "hardware failure" to make the server crash. Then it uses the vulnerability 
"poor backup solution" to initiate the threat scenario "application database fails to switch to 
backup solution". This threat scenario may again lead to the unwanted incident 
"unavailability of application", which impacts the availability of the application.

Figure 58 – Threat diagram: direct assets 

To assess the indirect assets, the unwanted incidents that indirectly harm assets are 
specified separately (Figure 59). If they were to be modeled in the threat diagram above 
they would have been placed to the utmost right, but by extracting them into a separate 
diagram we can also include relevant incidents from other threat diagrams. Often indirect 
assets are of a more organizational or enterprise related kind, and therefore likely to be 
affected by several different types of incidents described multiple, different threat 
diagrams. To keep the unwanted incidents relation to their initiating threat, the threats are 
included in the diagram, while information about the vulnerabilities and threat scenarios 
are left out. 

Figure 59 – Threat diagram: indirect assets 

Figure 2.4: An example CORAS threat diagram from [Hog07].

Risk evaluation, risk treatment. In the risk evaluation phase, the analysis team
presents their preliminary risk findings to the client. This usually triggers adjustments
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and corrections, after which treatments are identified and evaluated by means of
discussion between participants. Treatments are then added to the threat diagrams.

To summarize, while the CORAS approach acknowledges the importance of making
assumptions and preconditions of an analysis explicit, no guidance is provided on
how to identify these. Additionally, the informal nature of CORAS analysis results
prevents automated reasoning about the correctness or completeness of these results—
the quality of the analysis results are therefore largely dependent on the skills and
experience of the persons involved in the analysis.

2.2 Formal analysis of secure software architectures

The brief overview of practical software engineering security approaches from
Section 2.1 highlights both the breadth of the field and its current state of the practice.
While those approaches are fairly comprehensive, none of them is able to provide
guarantees on the correctness of the security of the end result, or reason about the
security of the software system in an automated, rigorous fashion. This section briefly
overviews formal methods for software system security. These approaches trade off
the comprehensiveness of the engineering approaches with depth and rigor of the
analysis result.

A high-level overview on the landscape of formal methods for software architecture
security is provided in Section 2.2.1. Section 2.2.2 documents UMLSec. Section 2.2.3
goes into more detail in the Software Specification and Analysis Method. Section 2.2.4
introduces the Alloy language and Alloy Analyzer tool, as that tool is relevant for
this work and will be leveraged in Chapter 3. Section 2.2.5 documents how Alloy has
been used in formal verification of software architectures and security.

2.2.1 An overview of formal secure modelling methods

There are many success stories of formal methods being applied to complex
systems and uncovering design issues. An early overview of industrial adoption
of formal methods by Craigen et al. [CGR95] finds that formal methods had been
successfully used to verify software systems ranging from the regulatory, commercial
to exploratory domains. However, as the first hurdle to more widespread adoption,
they identify the need for improved integration of formal methods with software
engineering practises. Morimoto [Mor08] overviews how formal verification has
been successfully applied to business process modelling. Esteve et al. [EKN+12]
document how they applied probabilistic model checking to verify the correctness of
the design of a state of the art satellite platform. They conclude that full system level
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formal models are feasible with the current state of the art. Andronick et al. [AJK+12]
document their success in verifying the seL4 operating system microkernel.

Architectural modelling techniques exist on many different levels of abstraction.
Depending on their intended purpose, they range from high-level models that focus
on aligning the requirement elicitation and architecture phase, to detailed models to
map architectures on hardware or detailed design.

On the requirements engineering level, it is crucial to elicit the precise requirements
that the stakeholders expect of the system-to-be. Formal methods can help to
pinpoint requirements in an unambiguous way [Yu97, ELC+98, HLMN08, vL09].
These requirements are then used to create a high-level software architecture. As
a bridge between the requirement space and architecture design, Grünbacher et al.
[GEM04] propose a lightweight modelling approach, called CBSP (Component-Bus-
System-Property). Their models are based on a small but extensible set of architectural
concepts. They acknowledge that modelling or even partially implementing an
architecture plays an important role in fully understanding requirements.

In architecture design as well, formal approaches have been applied successfully,
either to fix the description of the architecture in an unambiguous way and check
whether the composition is correct with respect to certain properties (e.g., [LKA+95,
CCMS02, HYS+04, DCB09]), or whether the architecture upholds a specific style (e.g.,
[MTWJ96]). One important aspect of architectural models is that the architect often
only has an incomplete view on the architecture early in the design phase. Famelis,
Salay et al. [SFC12, MF12] present an approach that is able to reason with uncertainty
inherent to partial models. They conclude that well managed uncertainty can be
beneficial while introducing only minimal extra cost.

The architecture is subsequently refined down to detailed design, and eventually
translated to code. Again, formal methods have proven useful in showing that a
detailed design specification upholds the properties of the abstract model or, in other
words, that the detailed model is a refinement of the abstract model or specification
[AL91]. Finally, formal methods can help in showing that code upholds a specification
[JSP+11].

Architectural models are widely used to perform security assessments early in the
development cycle. Boyd documents how secure communication can be verified
on architectural models in [Boy93]. Luckham et al. [LKA+95] present Rapide, an
approach to specify and analyse executable architectural prototypes for properties
such as concurrency, synchronisation and data flow. Note that this approach is
limited to analyzing a fixed list of properties, and does not lend itself well to verify
application specific security requirements. Sarmah et al. [SHS08] propose a lattice
based classification founded on formal concept analysis using a trust based security
model. France et al. [FKGS04] describe a formal UML based approach to modelling
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design patterns. Eckhardt et al. [EMA+12] apply model checking to two security
patterns for denial of service, and show that their composition leads to a new,
improved pattern. Kuz et al. [KZB+12] describe a research program that builds on the
results of Andronick in [AJK+12] to enable formal verification of larger architectures
by means of so-called trusted patterns.

McUmber, Campbell et al. [MC01, CCMS02] propose a static verification approach
for security, for UML models. They accept UML class and state diagrams as input, as
well as a security property specified in their property specification language. Both
artefacts are subsequently translated to Promela and verified by the SPIN model
checker. They conclude that linking requirements elicitation, model design and
automated verification is essential for achieving secure systems. Another security
verification approach which is built around UML, is UMLSec.

2.2.2 UMLSec

UMLSec [Jür02, Jür05, JS11] is an architectural specification and analysis method
for security. It extends UML [Obj10] with security specific concepts which can be
leveraged to verify that the model upholds specific properties, such as not leaking
sensitive material (‘no down flow’), whether two parties exchange data in such a way
that cheating is impossible (‘fair exchange’), and so on. Note that this approach is
limited to analyzing a fixed list of properties (i.e., secrecy, integrity and authenticity),
and does not lend itself well to verifying application specific security requirements.
More specifically, UMLSec extends UML with stereotypes to annotate a UML model
with the following information.

Security requirements. These are specified on the logical level of the system. As
an example from [Jür05], a dependency from a web server to the ‘get password’
interface of a client can be annotated with the stereotype secrecy, as illustrated in
Figure 2.5. This signifies that for every communication link between the elements that
depend on each other in that way, the threat scenario arising from the attacker model
assumed to hold over that link should not violate the secrecy or integrity requirement
on the communicated data.

Security assumptions. These are specified on the physical level. An example
is a communication link that is assumed to be realized by the Internet, and is
therefore annotated with the Internet stereotype, as illustrated in Figure 2.5. Note
that the default attacker model specifies that Internet links uphold neither secrecy
nor integrity of communication. Therefore, the secrecy requirement would not hold
in that example.
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Figure 2.5: An example deployment diagram annotated with UMLSec stereotypes for
secure communication, from [Jür05].

Security policies. These govern the interactions of the different system parts. As
an example, [Jür05] documents a sales application, in which the use case diagram
is annotated with the fair exchange stereotype. This fair exchange requirement
can then be additionally refined in a corresponding activity diagram of the sales
process—actions can be annotated with the start, resp. stop tag, and executing the
start actions should eventually result in the stop actions. This can optionally be
mechanically checked.

UMLSec also includes cryptographic annotations similar to those used in [NS78],
which allows more complex modelling of security interactions with UML sequence
diagrams. As an example, [Jür05] models a naive key exchange protocol between a
client and a server, which is then verified against an attacker model that assumes that
the cryptographic primitives themselves can not be broken, but checks whether the
interaction itself does not contain design flaws which would allow, for instance, a
‘man in the middle’ attack. Similar functionality is offered to express secure states of
objects with state chart diagrams.

UMLSec is built on top of a formalisation of a simplified fragment of UML, which
models components by their input and output queues, and internal states. The security
analysis is underpinned by an attacker model which is provided in the form of a
threatsA(s) function, which maps a stereotype s on a set of actions (i.e., a subset of
{read, delete, insert}) that the attackerA is able to perform on s. Attacker behaviour
is then modelled by an adversary function that shows how that attacker influences
component input and output queues and states.

Tool support exists that enables automated verification of UMLSec models. In [Jür05],
Jürjens documents three plug-ins to the overall verification framework depicted in
Figure 2.6. The first leverages the Promela specification language and Spin model
checker, and supports model checking UMLSec models that contain cryptographic
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properties such as data secrecy. That plug-in is complemented by a second plug-in
that leverages automated theorem proving by means of the TPTP notation and SPASS
theorem prover. While it is more efficient, it makes extracting attack traces of insecure
specifications more difficult. That plug-in supports modeling attacker knowledge to
verify data secrecy—the secrecy of an expression E from adversaries of type A is
defined asE never occurring in the knowledge set ofA during execution of the system.
A third plug-in leverages the output of the second plug-in, which is in fact a set of
Horn clauses. These can then be fed to a Prolog engine, which verifies the UMLSec
model by assigning values to these clauses, as opposed to solving them symbolically.

UML Editor
(UML 1.5 / XMI 1.2 - compliant)

e.g. Poseidon 1.6

UML Model
(UML 1.5 /
XMI 1.2)

Analysis engine
MDR

JMI

Model
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Result
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Error Analyzer
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Figure 2.6: Tool support for verifying UMLSec models, from [Jür05].

To summarize, UMLSec heavily leverages UML, the de facto standard of modelling
languages, and enriches it with stereotypes to express security properties. These
can then be automatically verified. However, UMLSec only allows certain categories
of security requirements—secrecy, integrity and authenticity. Additionally, these
properties need to be assigned to specific (sometimes detailed) elements of the
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architecture. This impacts the applicability of UMLSec in the early stages of
architectural design.

2.2.3 The Software Specification and Analysis Method

A related architectural modelling approach is the software specification and analysis
method (SAM) [WHD99, HD02, DWTB03, HYS+04]. That approach allows an
architect to decompose and refine an architecture in such a way that certain global
properties remain valid. It does this by subdividing a model in a structural and a
behavioural part.

The structural specification. This specification is expressed in logic statements,
called architectural constraints, that each of the modules and their composition must
satisfy at every design level. The structural specification allows reasoning about
architectural properties, independent of the level of abstraction. Depending on the
needs of the modeller, different logics can be used (e.g., real-time computational tree
logic [WHD99] or first order linear time temporal logic [HD02]). The architectural
constraints must be consistent.

Architectural constraints can additionally be subdivided into two categories—
composition constraints and environment constraints. The former constrain the
interaction of multiple components, while the latter constrain individual components
or connectors. Constraints are expressed over the interfaces of components, which
allows the modeller to change the design of individual components without voiding
the analysis of the entire system.

The behavioural specification. For every element that makes up an architecture
(i.e., components and connectors), their behaviour is specified by means of a
Petri net. This makes the architectural model executable. Again, depending on
the needs of the modeller, different types of Petri nets can be used (e.g., real-
time Petri nets [WHD99] or predicate transition nets [HD02]); however, the Petri
net specification should be compatible with the chosen structural specification
logic. The behavioural specification of every architectural element must uphold
the corresponding architectural constraints.

As shown in Figure 2.7, an architectural model in SAM is inherently hierarchical. The
structural specification goes in lockstepwith the refinement of the architectural design.
For every refinement step, the refined architecture must inherit all ports associated
with the abstract architecture, and must uphold all constraints of the abstract
architecture. The authors of SAM claim that because of this iterative refinement,
every architectural decision can be traced back to the original requirements and,
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Fourth, SAM needs to be understandable and usable.
To realize these features, we introduced hierarchical
decomposition. The visual structure and the simple
control flow mechanism of Petri nets are certainly very
helpful. Furthermore, we restrict that the propositional/
predicate symbols used in temporal logic specifications
be only the ports defined in Petri net models. This re-
striction significantly simplifies the resulting temporal
logic specifications such that they are easy to write and
understand. Furthermore, we use as much software tool
support as possible in both developing and analyzing
SAM specifications.

2.1. Visualizing the structures of software architectures

In SAM, a software architecture is visualized by a
hierarchical set of boxes with ports connected by di-
rected arcs. These boxes are called compositions. Each
composition may contain other compositions. The bot-
tom-level compositions are either components or con-
nectors. Various constraints can be specified. This
hierarchical model supports compositionality in both
software architecture design and analysis, and thus fa-
cilitate scalability. Fig. 1 shows a graphical view of an
SAM software architecture, in which connectors are not
emphasized and are only represented by thick arrows.

Each component or connector is defined using a Petri
net. Thus the internal logical structure of a component
or connector is also visualized through the Petri net
structure.

Textually, an SAM software architecture is defined
by a set of compositions C ! fC1;C2; . . . ;Ckg (each
composition corresponds to a design level or the concept
of sub-architecture) and a hierarchical mapping h re-

lating compositions. Each composition Ci ! fCmi;
Cni;Csig consists of a set Cmi of components, a set Cni
of connectors, and a set Csi of composition constraints.
An element Cij ! "Sij;Bij#, (either a component or a
connector) in a composition Ci has a property specifi-
cation Sij (a temporal logic formula) and a behavior
model Bij (a Petri net). Each composition constraint in
Csi is also defined by a temporal logic formula. The
interface of a behavior model Bij consists of a set of
places (called ports) that is the intersection among rel-
evant components and connectors. Each property
specification Sij only uses the ports as its atomic prop-
ositions/predicates that are true in a given marking if
they contain appropriate tokens. A composition con-
straint is defined as a property specification, however it
often contains ports belonging to multiple components
and/or connectors. A component Cij can be refined into
a lower-level composition Cl, which is defined by
h"Cij# ! Cl.

2.2. Modeling the behaviors of software architectures

In SAM, the behavior of a component or a connector
is explicitly defined using a Petri net. The behavior of an
overall software architecture is implicitly derived by
composing all the bottom-level behavior models of
components and connectors. SAM provides both the
modeling power and flexibility through the choice of
di!erent Petri net models. We have used several Petri net
models including time Petri nets (Wang et al., 1999),
condition event nets, and predicate transition nets (He
and Deng, 2000, 2002) in our previous work. The se-
lection of a particular Petri net model is based on the
application under consideration. A simple Petri net

Fig. 1. An SAM software architecture.

X. He et al. / The Journal of Systems and Software 71 (2004) 11–29 13

Figure 2.7: Overview of an architectural model in SAM, from [HYS+04].

conversely, the impact of the requirements on the subsequent refinements can be
seen.

To summarize, SAM focusses on creating a formal architectural representation
for simulation, reachability analysis, model checking and interactive proving of
architectural properties. While it does have a related concept to trust assumptions,
i.e., environment constraints, SAM does not help in eliciting assumptions directly.

2.2.4 A brief introduction to Alloy

Alloy [Jac02, Jac06] is a formal modelling language based on first order logic and
set theory, heavily inspired by Z [Spi89]. The Alloy Analyzer is a constraint solver
that provides fully automatic simulation and checking by finding model instances
that correspond to a certain model description. Furthermore, the analyzer is able
to automatically verify model properties and visualise counterexamples. The Alloy
language is explicitly designed to make it easy to build models incrementally and,
according to its author, was influenced by modelling languages such as the object
models of OMT and UML. This makes it a prime candidate for our intended purpose,
i.e., modelling software architecture design. While we have considered alternative
model finders, it turns out that the Alloy approach is a reasonable efficient choice for
our intended purpose (as we will see in Chapter 4).
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As a small illustration of the syntax and semantics of the Alloy language, consider
the following. There are servers that host web pages, and clients can connect to those
servers and retrieve pages. However, we only want servers to serve pages to clients
that are properly connected to that server, and only when the client is authorized.
This situation can be modelled in Alloy as follows. First, we begin by introducing
some types (or ‘sigs’ in Alloy parlance).

Listing 2.1: Defining new types in Alloy.

1 // A page represents content that is hosted by a server.
2 sig Page {}
3

4 // A client connects to a server to retrieve pages.
5 sig Client {
6 connected: lone Server
7 }
8

9 // A server hosts a set of pages to its connected clients.
10 sig Server {
11 hosts: set Page,
12 authorizedClients: set Client
13 }

Of these three types, Page2 is a simple atomic type without internal structure, and
Client and Server each contain fields (that is, relations) that interrelate those types to
each other. For instance, the field connected: lone Server signifies that every Client has
an attribute connected, which refers to zero or one Server. We can now define what
we mean by “connected clients can retrieve pages”. This is encoded as a predicate
defined on the Server as follows.

Listing 2.2: Defining predicates in Alloy.

14 // Definition of the retrieve operation on a server.
15 pred Server.retrieve(c:Client,p:Page) {
16 c in this.authorizedClients
17 p in this.contents
18 }

This predicate, which represents the retrieve operation, accepts two arguments: a
Client c and a Page p. The predicate is true when c is authorized, i.e., a member of the
this.authorizedClients relation where this is the Server to which the retrieve request was
made, and p is a member of the this.contents relation. We can now express the property
we want our model to uphold: whenever a client retrieves a page from a server, then

2From now on, modelling concepts are typeset in this font.
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that client is connected to that server and the client is authorized according to that
server.

Listing 2.3: Defining and verifying properties in Alloy.

19 // Whenever a client retrieves a page, that client and the server are connected.
20 assert Requirement {
21 all c:Client, s:Server, p:Page {
22 s.retrieve[c,p] implies c.connected = s and c in s.authorizedClients
23 }
24 }
25

26 check Requirement for 3

An assertion is a predicate that can automatically be verified to hold by the Alloy
Analyzer. In order to do this, the modeller has to provide a so-called scope. For
instance, here, the requirement is to be checked for a scope of three. This implies
that all combinations of up to three Client, Server and Page instances will exhaustively
be verified by the Alloy Analyzer to uphold the Requirement predicate. In this case,
as depicted in Figure 2.8, the property does not hold, and the analyzer visualizes a
counterexample that violates the requirement.

Figure 2.8: Verifying the example requirement.
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The counterexample is an instantiation of our model where the client c belongs to
the authorizedClients of server s; however, c is not connected to s. In other words, the
model does not enforce that the client is connected to the right server. This can be
mitigated by either reworking the original model, or by adding a fact as follows. This
fact enforces that whenever a server considers a client to be authorized, that client is
connected to that server.

Listing 2.4: An example fact.

27 fact ConnectIsSymmetric {
28 all s:Server, c:Client | c in s.clients implies c.connected = s
29 }

Given this fact, no more counterexamples are found and the Alloy Analyzer declares
that the assertion may be valid—indeed, it is still possible that counterexamples exist
in larger scopes. However, one of the underlying principles of model finding, the
so-called small scope hypothesis, claims that most counterexamples are found in a
reasonably small scope [Jac06]. And the upside of this inherent incompleteness is
that the Alloy Analyzer is able to reason about partial, incomplete models. This makes
it very suitable for modelling software architectures, as we will see in the remainder
of this work.

2.2.5 Automated verification with the Alloy Analyzer

Given that the Alloy language was created explicitly to model software design, it
should come as no surprise that model finding by means of the Alloy Analyzer has
gained the attention of the software architecture modelling community. Kim et al.
[KG06] present an approach to analyze architectural styles for properties such as
consistency, composability, and refinement. In their work, an architectural model
consists of components, connectors, configurations of these elements, and their
properties (such as priority or CPU usage, latency, and reliability). Merle et al. [MS08]
formally model the Fractal component model (Bruneton et al. [BCL+06]) in Alloy,
as it allows for lightweight modelling and rapid iterations between modelling and
verification.

Alloy has also been used to create models of security mechanisms. Lin et al. [LBC10]
use Alloy to model and verify partial attacks against cryptographic systems. Their
approach comprises two variants—one that reasons about entropy, and another
that reasons about possibility sets. Hashii [Has04] applied Alloy to model the
DARPA Polymorphous Computing Architecture (PCA), an architecture for solving
the multilevel security problem. They also document running into the so-called state
space explosion problem, where their model needed to be sufficiently abstracted in
some areas as the Alloy Analyzer would crash with an out of memory exception on
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larger models. We will also run into this problem, and show how it can be mitigated,
in Chapter 4. Chen et al. [CGKP06] use first order epistemic logic to encode and
verify a general security model in Alloy. Their security model contains properties of
secure communication, such as message integrity, confidentiality, authentication and
non repudiation.

Akhawe et al. [ABL+10] leverage Alloy to create and verify a model for web security.
De Ryck et al. [DRDJP11] use themodel from [ABL+10] tomodel and verify their client-
side protection mechanism against CSRF attacks. In that work, they systematically
extend the Akhawe model to make it more realistic, in a way that could be interpreted
as an ad hoc application of the approach we present in this work.

2.3 Conclusion

Securing a software system is an inherently complex problem that permeates the
whole software life cycle and brings together viewpoints that range from the
organizational to the physical level, and from a regulatory to the implementation
level. Engineering methods for software security are generally developed with this
life cycle in mind, but tend to trade off analysis depth for practical applicability.
While they acknowledge the important role that trust assumptions play in the
security of a software system, they lack support to elicit and reason about these
assumptions, which are crucial for assessing the security of a software architecture.
In Microsoft’s SDL approach, the risk analysis phase explicitly mentions the need
for documenting external security notes and security assumptions before starting
the STRIDE approach, but provides no constructive guidance on how to do this.
ATAM also mentions the need to document architectural decisions, and especially the
often implicit assumptions on which they are built. The CORAS approach yet again
mentions the need to make assumptions and preconditions explicit on which the rest
of the analysis is based, before the risk identification and estimation phase. Again, no
constructive guidance is provided. Finally, none of these methods provides any sort
of completeness argument, and the breadth of uncovered security issues is largely
dependent on either predefined checklists (e.g., the STRIDE table and ATAM utility
trees) or the skills and experience of the security expert (e.g., during brainstorming
sessions in both ATAM and CORAS).

Formal methods for software security, on the other hand, are usually scoped to a
single point in the software life cycle. What they lack in breadth, they make up in
depth. As it is possible to formally reason about the results of a formal analysis, it is
also usually easier to verify the relevance of the analysis results and verify the impact
of an uncovered issue on the entire system through simulation. However, there exists
a disconnect between formal methods and practical engineering-oriented methods.
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Usually, formal methods are risk agnostic. This limits their integration in the ‘big
picture’ of enterprise risk management processes. Also, this tends to quietly ignore
that no security solution is perfect, and it is impossible to reduce residual risk to zero.
Formal methods could, in theory, provide explicit support for both uncovering and
reasoning about trust assumptions. However, this support is not fully realized in
current approaches. The SAM approach does not mention assumptions explicitly, but
has a very related concept in environment constraints in a structural specification.
UMLSec has an explicit notion for security assumptions. However, these assumptions
limit themselves to predefined stereotypes on the physical level. While UMLSec does
not contain constructive guidance on how to elicit these assumptions, it does provide
capabilities to verify whether the security functionality of the system matches these
assumptions.

The next chapter presents a formal architectural modelling technique that takes a
first step in bridging this gap.



CHAPTER 3
Security centric modelling of

software architectures

This chapter presents the first contribution of this dissertation—an approach to analyze
the security of software intensive system architectures. We start from the observation
that security analysis methods can provide correct yet meaningless results if the
assumptions underlying the model do not conform to reality. Therefore, we focus
on making these underlying assumptions explicit, so that they can be taken into
account. The approach is designed to be used by (and usable for) the software
architect. Its semantics deliberately stay close to standard architectural concepts
such as components and connectors, yet it is easily extended with domain specific
concepts. It can be applied early on in the architectural design phase, is iterative
in nature, and can handle partial models and incomplete information. It can easily
be integrated in a larger software development process, and the interactions with
different stakeholders are made explicit.

3.1 Introduction

Automated analysis on formal models of software architectures can uncover gaps, as
illustrated in the simple client-server example from Section 2.2.4. When this kind of
analysis is applied in a security setting, the uncovered gaps correspond to weaknesses
that the architect did not anticipate. However, how do we know that the model itself
is realistic, and the uncovered results useful? The example model in Section 2.2.4 is
clearly too abstract to use the verification results in the security assessment of the
authorization process of a real web server. Because of that naive model, the analysis
never takes situations such as network failure or unreliable connectors into account,
or even hints at the example trust assumption from Section 1.2, i.e., that passwords

31
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should not be cached and should be protected from “phishing” attacks. How to create
sufficiently realistic models that are of use to the software architect is the topic of
this chapter.

This chapter presents a formal architectural modelling and analysis method that
helps the software architect to iteratively construct the set of assumptions (called
the context) which is required by the system to operate correctly. We provide an
analysis method that formally verifies that the system model upholds the security
requirements in light of the stated assumptions. The context can be used as an explicit
target of assessment in a risk management process. It refines the important, yet vague
question “Is my system secure?”, to a more practical one, “Is the expected context
matched by reality?”. Additionally, the context serves as a checklist of properties
that the deployment environment should uphold for the application to be deployed
securely.

Accept?
(add an assumption)

Mitigate?
(refine/extend model)

Verify 
the model

Identify and 
assess weakness

Relax
instance-level

constraints

Counter-  example?

12

Model description
(soware architecture)

Assumptions
(context)

Assertions
(security requirements)

Figure 3.1: An overview of the approach. The black rectangles denote the inputs to
the methodology, the arrows denote the different steps.

A number of approaches exist to assist in (semi-) automatically verifying models,
including assisted theorem proving, model checking, and model finding. Central to
our approach is the technique ofmodel finding. As opposed to theorem proving, model
finding enables completely automated verification of properties and the visualisation
of both positive instances (i.e., witnesses or illustrations) and negative instances
(i.e., counterexamples) of a theory, at the cost of only providing guarantees that the
property holds for relatively small model instances. Theorem proving, on the other
hand, provides universally valid results at the cost of requiring more effort—while
there is software to assist in creating proofs, no fully automated theorem prover for
sufficiently expressive logics exists. Illustrating positive or negative model instances
with theorem provers is also not straightforward. We deliberately trade off the
stronger guarantees of theorem proving for the increased usability of model finding.

Another widely used verification technique is model checking. In model checking,
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temporal properties are verified to hold on finite models, that is, models with a
finite amount of states. Model checking takes into account all explicitly modelled
state transitions, visits the reachable states and checks whether the property under
observation holds. The models created in model checking can be seen as graphs of
states connected by explicitly modelled transitions. Model finding, on the other hand,
does not depend on the explicit modelling of transitions—if certain model behaviour
is not prevented by a constraint in the model, model finding will take it into account.
Therefore, models created with model finders can initially be seen as fully connected
graphs in which all transitions between states are possible. Adding constraints to a
model removes some of these transitions. This way of modelling, where the modeller
does not need to explicitly add transitions that express what an attacker could do, can
potentially help in uncovering more attacker behaviour. However, care needs to be
taken that no overly strong constraints are added to the model. In order to prevent
this from happening, we leverage model relaxation to fully realize the potential of
model finding in uncovering more potential attacker behaviour.

Our approach is illustrated in Figure 3.1. It uses the Alloy model finding approach to
both create and verify models. First, an Alloy model of the software architecture
is created (which is supposed to contain at least information on the system
decomposition, the deployment description and the functional scenarios). Due
to the nature of model finding, this model of the architecture does not have to
be complete; the architect can start early in the architecture design phase with
small models, and iteratively refine them. The model is created in accordance to an
architectural meta model which provides reusable domain independent abstractions
such as components, connectors, and so on. The security requirements are also
formally modelled as Alloy assertions. While verifying the architectural model against
the security requirements, a context is iteratively built which contains a formalization
of all the assumptions that are necessary for the requirements to be realized. The
context is constructed by iterating over all automatically generated counterexamples
that violate the requirements of the modelled architecture, debunking the implicit
assumptions that made these scenarios feasible, and explicitly adding constraints to
the context to prevent these counterexample from occurring (see arrow 1). These
constraints represent the expectations on the deployment environment (e.g., the
security guarantees provided by the middleware), on the third party security solutions
integrated in the architecture (e.g., an authorization engine), and on the internal parts
of the system that are not explicitly modelled at the current level of refinement.

Every constraint in the context documents something that the architect explicitly
takes for granted in the current formal model. It is then up to the security engineer
to accept these assumptions, or to suggest security mechanisms with which the
architecture can be extended so that the assumption becomes superfluous (see arrow
2). Note that, as the abstractions in the Alloy model (which are also used in the
counterexamples) are very close to standard architectural abstractions, it is relatively
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easy to interpret the counterexamples and to map the results of the analysis back
to the actual issues in the architectural model. Therefore, the proposed approach
provides constructive support to the architect as well.

This chapter is structured as follows. Section 3.2 describes our architectural meta
model, introduces Alloy as the target formalism for our analysis, and shows how
architectural descriptions are mapped to Alloy. Section 3.3 introduces model
relaxation and its impact on verifying the system security requirements. The analysis
process, the iterative construction of the context, and the stakeholders that are
involved in the analysis are outlined in Section 3.4. The types of weaknesses that can
be discovered are discussed in Section 3.5. We conclude in Section 3.6.

3.2 Ingredients for formallymodelling architectures

In order to create a formal architectural model, we leverage information from different
architectural views, as documented in Section 3.2.1. These architectural views are then
systematically encoded in Alloy by mapping them to an architectural meta model that
we have created. This meta model is documented in Section 3.2.2. How we express
and verify properties on the resulting formal architectural model is discussed in
Section 3.2.3. We conclude with some final remarks on the meta model in Section 3.2.4.

The approach is illustrated on a model of an online shop. This shop allows customers
to purchase items via their webbrowser. Items can be added to a virtual shopping cart,
after which the user checks out and the cost is calculated. The customer then pays for
the transaction. We focus on one security requirement, which states that successfully
completed transactions should be logged by the shop in a secure (i.e., tamper proof)
way. In other words, it should be impossible to either alter a logged transaction or
delete it, without the alteration being detected. The initial architecture of the shop is
documented next.

3.2.1 Important architectural views

Software architectures are documented in terms of different views, with each view
consisting of one or more models [ISO11]. For the purpose of security analysis,
we propose a meta model (based on the “4+1” views from Kruchten [Kru95]) that
incorporates information from the physical, logical and scenario view. Information
from the development view is disregarded, as we focus on the security of a system
running in a specific deployment environment and less on how the system is to be
constructed. While our approach does not require precisely these views (based on
available architectural documentation, less or more information could be included
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(a) Logical view.

(b) Physical view. (c) Scenario view.

Figure 3.2: Different views on the online shop, using UML notation.

in the analysis), we find that they are a practical choice, given the wide acceptance
of the “4+1” model on which they are based. The views specific to the online shop
illustration are shown in Figure 3.2 using UML notation [Obj10].
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The logical view captures the components comprising the system. As shown in
Figure 3.2a, the logical view of the online shop consists of a Shop component, which
realizes the functionality expected by the shop’s customers, and a Logger component,
which realizes the security requirement imposed on the transaction log, i.e., that no
logged entry can be modified or deleted without detection. Such a solution could have
been selected from a catalog of security mechanisms, such as the Secure Logger
security pattern from [SNL05]. The Logger exposes two interfaces, one public LogIF
which is used by components that need to log messages, and a private LogAdminIF
which is used by the AdminConsole. The AdminConsole component represents the
dashboard that the shop administrator uses to read the log, and to verify that it is
still intact. The main purpose of including information from the logical view in the
model is to enable the functional modelling of the system (i.e., to create a model that
simulates the behaviour of the final system, up to a certain level of abstraction). The
logical view does not help in uncovering security weaknesses directly, but provides
the scaffolding on which the information of the other two views is grafted.

The physical view describes the mapping of the software onto the hardware and
reflects its distributed aspects. In Figure 3.2b, three nodes are relevant to the shopping
system. The customer’s browser device (hosting the browser process which is not
depicted) is attached to the server (hosting both the Shop and the Logger process)
via the Internet. The Shop and Logger are connected via a local connector, which we
model as a link, since UML2 lacks explicit connector semantics. The AdminConsole
executes on the administrator’s desktop, and is connected to the server via a private
intranet. The physical view is the main driver of the security analysis process. The
information contained therein allows reasoning about security issues such as data and
communication integrity, data flow properties, availability of nodes and links, and
the introduction of malicious entities in the deployment environment. For instance,
Figure 3.2b allows the analysis to reason about data flow between the customer’s
browser and the Shop, as it shows where these processes are hosted and which
communication channels are available to exchange this data.

The scenario view illustrates how the elements in the other views work together by
the use of a small set of important scenarios, which are instances of more general
use cases. Figure 3.2c captures the scenario of buying an item from the Shop. The
customer adds items to the shopping cart, after which the cart is checked out. The
Shop calculates the total cost, and returns this to the customer. The customer pays
the specified amount, after which the transaction is logged by the Shop via the Logger.
This view builds upon the foundations in the logical view to allow reasoning about
what the system should do. It shows which model elements are relevant for the
execution of a system operation and enables tracing the impact of low-level security
properties to a global impact on the functionality of the system. For instance, the
impact of the inability of the Logger to logmessages is made clear in Figure 3.2c, which
shows that the Log operation is used in the implementation of the Pay operation of
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the online shop. In general, the scenario view allows reasoning about architectural
security properties such as full mediation (e.g., that all requests are routed through
an enforcement point), ordering of operations (e.g., that payment precedes shipping)
and timing issues (e.g., race conditions).

3.2.2 Integrating architectural views in a meta model

We focus on creating architectural models in Alloy that are semantically close to
the industrial practise, i.e., containing an UML-like vocabulary. We facilitate this by
providing an architectural meta model, depicted in Figure 3.3, that incorporates the
three architectural views described in Section 3.2.1. Note that the cardinalities in this
meta model are deliberately kept underconstrained (e.g., an Invocation can be received
by a Component, but does not have to be). We will come back to this in Section 3.2.4.
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Figure 3.3: Our architectural meta-model (using UML syntax).

The concepts presented in the meta model represent a proper subset of UML that we
expect the architectural description to adhere to. A software architecture as described
in Section 3.2.1 is mapped to our Alloy meta model as follows. The mapping of logical
and physical elements is straightforward. An architectural component, interface and
operation are mapped to their namesake types in Alloy, as are UML nodes and links.
Architectural connectors are a bit more problematic, as there is no corresponding
concept in UML. We assume that a Connector must be present between two (or more)
Components, i.e., connect those Components, before they can interact. Furthermore,
if a Connector exists between Components on different Nodes, then there must be a
corresponding Link between those Nodes to host the Connector. These assumptions
are sufficiently generic that they are applicable to a wide range of component based
systems, as we will see in Chapter 6.

A complete presentation of our Alloy meta model is included in Appendix A. As an
illustration, the modelling process is applied to the parts of Figure 3.2 marked by a
dashed rectangle.
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Concerning the logical view (c.f. Figure 3.2a), the Logger and Shop components are
modelled as follows. Note that all the types from Figure 3.3, such as Component,
Invocation and Node are defined in the meta model and largely omitted here for brevity.
Specific parts from the meta model are repeated where required.

Listing 3.1: Introducing the Logger component in Alloy.

30 sig Logger in Component { } // Every Logger is a Component (‘in’ denotes a subset relation).
31

32 sig Shop in Component {
33 logger: Logger one→Time // ‘logger’ is an attribute of Shop.
34 // It contains a reference to a logger−instance.
35 }
36

37 sig Log in Operation { } // Log is an operation.
38

39 sig LogIF in Interface { } { // LogIF is an interface.
40 // The LogIF is realized by the Logger, and contains only one method (i.e., ‘Log’).
41 // The methods and realizedBy relationships are defined in (and inherited from) Interface.
42 methods = Log and realizedBy = Logger
43 }

Before the Shop and Logger components can be detailed, we need to define the types
that are used in their definition. As shown in the definition of LogIF (line 42), this
interface contains the method Log and is realized by Logger. This operation accepts
and processes Messages. Internal to the Logger component, a logged message is
represented in a different format (e.g., a sequence number is added). These additional
details can be derived from the description of the adopted solution (e.g., the Secure
Logger pattern [SNL05]). To this aim, the ProcessedMessage type is introduced
(line 44). According to a similar rationale, the SignedMessage type (which denotes a
digitally signed ProcessedMessage) must be introduced as well (line 52). It contains
a reference to the current ProcessedMessage (line 53), the signedContent (line 54), i.e.,
the ProcessedMessage that was originally signed, as well as the Principal that signed
the message (line 55). A SignedMessage is valid at a certain point in time when the
content matches the signed content, and it was signed by the LoggerEntity. This is
captured in the isValid predicate on line 60. Note that the above Alloy description of
the Secure Logger pattern could be provided to the architect via a library, as we will
see in Chapter 5.

Listing 3.2: Introducing domain-specific types used by the Logger.

44 sig ProcessedMessage {
45 // ‘content’ is a relation from one Message to Time atoms.
46 // Note that the arrow defines a relationship from the type on the left to the type on the right.
47 content: Message one→Time,
48 // Similarly, ‘id’ is a relation from one integer to time.
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49 id: Int one→Time
50 }
51

52 sig SignedMessage {
53 content: ProcessedMessage one→Time,
54 signedContent: ProcessedMessage one→Time,
55 signedBy: Principal one→Time
56 }
57

58 // This defines a predicate on instances of SignedMessage, with one Time ‘t’ as argument. Note that,
59 // as in Java, the current instance is accessible with the keyword ‘this’.
60 pred SignedMessage.isValid(t:Time) {
61 // In Alloy, relationships can be navigated using the ‘.’ operator (i.e., . signifies a relational join).
62 // For instance, ‘this.content.t’ denotes the current content of a SignedMessage, which is a
63 // ProcessedMessage. The second ‘.content.t’ denotes the current content of that ProcessedMessage, which
64 // is a Message.
65 this.content.t.content.t = this.signedContent.t.content.t
66 this.signedBy.t = LoggerEntity
67 }

Now that the necessary types have been introduced, the previous definition of the
Logger can be completed with the attribute shown in Figure 3.2 (i.e., a mutable list of
signed messages) as follows.

Listing 3.3: Defining the internals of the Logger.

68 sig Logger in Component {
69 // ‘contains’ attributes a variable list of SignedMessage instances to every Logger instance.
70 contains: set SignedMessage→Time
71 }

Alloy does not have a built-in notion of time. Therefore, time is explicitly modelled
as a set of discrete, ordered Time instances. Associations (such as the set of nodes
connected by one link) can be made mutable by adding a relationship with the Time
set (i.e., the connects relationship that relates Node to Link in Figure 3.3 is a relationship
from Node over Link to Time, or Node→Link→Time).

Central to the scenario view is the Invocation, which can be created by the calling
component (i.e., invoked) and consumed by the receiving component (i.e., executed).
Once an invocation is invoked, it is buffered in a connector. When it is consumed by
the receiving component, it is removed from the connector.

Listing 3.4: Definition of the Invocation type, from the meta model.

72 sig Invocation {
73 of: one Operation, // The operation being invoked.
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74 args: set univ, // The arguments of the invocation.
75 caller: lone Component, // The caller, as expressed ‘on the wire’.
76 orig_caller: one Component, // The component that sent the original invocation.
77 receivers: set Component, // The receiving components.
78 invoked: lone Time, // The time of invocation (if any).
79 executed: lone Time // The time of execution (if any).
80 }

An equivalence relationship is defined between invocations with identical senders and
receivers, the same operation, and the same invocation time. This allows analyzing
situations where an invocation is swapped for an equivalent one, e.g., one with the
same logical caller (line 76) but actually sent by a different physical caller (line 75), as
is the case when an invocation is routed through different intermediary components,
for instance.

Every operation is coupled to its behavioural specification by adding an extra fact
to the model1. In architectural terms, this corresponds to associating a request
received at a component interface to the internal implementation of such an operation.
For instance, consider the Logger which offers a Log operation. Suppose that the
specification of the Log operation is contained in the predicate Logger.write, then the
Log operation is coupled to this specification as follows (note line 102).

Listing 3.5: Coupling the Logger interface to its behavioural specification.

81 pred Logger.log(m:Message, t:Time) {
82 // ‘some’ represents existential quantification in Alloy.
83 some pm:ProcessedMessage, s:SignedMessage {
84 pm.content.t = m and s.content.t = pm
85 s.sign[LoggerEntity,t] and s in this.contains.t
86 }
87 }
88

89 pred Shop.pay(…) {
90 …
91 // A client of the Logger invokes the Log operation by means of the Invoke predicate,
92 // defined in the meta model.
93 Invoke[this,this.logger.t,Log,m,t]
94 }
95

96 sig Logger in Component {
97 …
98 } {
99 // ‘all’ represents universal quantification.

1Note that, since Alloy does not offer reflection, it is not possible to couple the behaviour of an operation
directly to the instance of an Operation model element.
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100 all t:Time | some c:Component,arg:univ |
101 // The Execute predicate is true whenever a corresponding Invocation is executed.
102 Execute[c,this,Log,arg,t]⇒ this.log[arg,t]
103 }

The Shop is now able to invoke the Log operation by calling the Invoke predicate, with
m the message contents, and t the current time instance, as shown on line 93. The
Invoke predicate, as part of the meta model, then creates an appropriate Invocation
with the time stamp ‘invoked’ initialized to t. That Invocation is then buffered in a
connector, as follows.

Listing 3.6: Semantics of invoking an invocation, from the meta model.

104 pred Invocation.invoke {
105 // If there is a time when this invocation is invoked, then…
106 some this.invoked⇔ {
107 // The original calling component is connected to (at least) one connector
108 // to pass the invocation on. The invocation will only be buffered in one
109 // connector.
110 let conn = { c:Connector | this.orig_caller in c.connects.(this.invoked) } {
111 one c:conn {
112 // There is a new corresponding invocation buffered by the connector.
113 this in c.buffer.(this.invoked)
114 // If there is a time before this.invoked (i.e., this.invoked differs from the first time tick),
115 // then this invocation was not previously buffered in the connector.
116 (this.invoked) ≠ TO/first⇒ this not in c.buffer.((this.invoked).prev)
117 }
118 }
119 }
120 }

This snippet of Alloy specification states what it means for an invocation to be
‘invoked’. At the time of invocation (if any), the invocation is placed in the buffer of
a connector connected to the calling component. Similarly, but not shown here, that
invocation would be removed from the buffer of the connector at execution time. The
definition of a connector is as follows.

Listing 3.7: Definition of connector, from the meta model.

121 sig Connector {
122 // The set of components connected by this connector
123 connects: set Component→Time,
124 // The set of invocations buffered by this connector
125 buffer: set Invocation→Time
126 }{
127 // Connectors have to be supported by a physical communication path
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128 all disj c1,c2:Component,t:Time | c1 + c2 in connects.t implies
129 some n1,n2:Node {
130 c1 in n1.hosts.t and c2 in n2.hosts.t
131 n1 = n2 or some l:Link | n1+ n2 in l.connects.t
132 }
133 }

The connections on line 106 and 128 relate the role of the different physical and logical
elements of the architecture to the correct realisation of the use cases. Conversely,
this also links the impact of the failure of each of the architectural elements back
to the correct operation of the system as a whole. For instance, consider the case
where no physical communication path (i.e., a ‘link’) exists between two nodes. Then
there can not be a logical connection (i.e., a ‘connector’) between the components
deployed on these nodes and, conversely, no invocations can be exchanged between
these components.

The architect can instruct the Alloy Analyzer to generate instances of the model with
the command run {} for 3. This will visualise arbitrary model instances within a scope
of 3 (i.e., with a maximum of three component instances, three connector instances,
three times, etc.). Larger scopes allow reasoning over more complex instances, while
increasing analysis overhead. By checking that the model still has instances within
the current context, the architect can verify that the model is realizable (i.e., that
there are no internal contradictions). This check enforces that applying our approach
results in consistent models.

3.2.3 Expressing and verifying security requirements

Supposing that the rest of the system of Figure 3.2 is similarly modelled, it is now
possible to express and verify the security requirements of the Logger. We assume that
a security requirement is expressed as constraints on the behaviour that is observable
from the interface exposed by the respective component. This approach is similar to
SAM, as summarized in Section 2.2.3, and allows the architect to change the design of
individual components without voiding the analysis results of the entire system—this
is handled in depth in Chapter 4. The integrity requirement that messages written to
the log should not be deleted, is modelled as an assertion. Assertions are similar to
regular predicates, but they can be automatically verified by the Alloy Analyzer.

Listing 3.8: Expressing a security requirement of the Logger.

134 assert NoDeletion {
135 all t:Time,m:Message,s:Shop | Invoke[s,s.logger.t,Log,m,t] implies (
136 some t1:t.nexts + t {
137 all t2:t1.nexts + t1 | (s.logger.t2).verify[1,t2] implies
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138 (s.logger.t2).read[m,1,t2]
139 }
140 )
141 }

Note that the read and verify predicates represent the implementation of the Read, resp.
Verify operations. The predicate read is true if the specified second argument (‘1’ for
‘true’, ‘0’ for ‘false’) corresponds with that processed message being present in the
log at that time, and verify is true whenever the first argument (again, ‘1’ for ‘true’,
‘0’ for ‘false’) matches the perceived status of the log. In other words, the NoDeletion
requirement asserts that an invocation from a Shop of the Log operation on its Logger
results in a correct state of that Logger.

The architect can verify whether the NoDeletion requirement holds with the command
check NoDeletion for n, which would exhaustively explore every model instance
within a scope of n. If it does not hold, a counterexample can be visualised.
This counterexample represents an attack against the model. The absence of
counterexamples guarantees that the requirements follow logically from the model,
within the specified scope. This check enforces that the model is secure with respect
to the current level of refinement.

3.2.4 Meta model revisited

Themeta model is deliberately defined in a way that all architectural elements contain
as few constraints as possible, while still behaving as expected. More specifically, the
meta model does not assume the following properties. Liveness and ‘at most once’
invocation semantics are not taken for granted; it might be that one invocation gives
rise to a repeated execution of the corresponding operation, or no execution at all.
In order message delivery or other timing related properties are also not taken for
granted. Furthermore, all modelled entities are not considered static—components
can dynamically be added to or removed from a connector, communication links can
fail and new ones can be introduced, etc. Because of the minimalistic definition of
the architectural concepts in the meta model, it becomes more flexible and allows the
architect to model very heterogeneous architectures, as we will see in Chapter 6.

More importantly, however, these minimalistic definitions remove bias from the
modelling process. By assuming as few constraints as possible on an architecture by
default, the analysis will consider more potential system behaviour and, therefore,
uncover more weaknesses. This works as follows. During analysis, arbitrary unnamed
entities such as components and nodes will be automatically taken into account by the
Alloy Analyzer. This open world reasoning is at the basis of model finding, and is the
main reasonwhywe leveragemodel finding as opposed tomodel checking approaches.
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As the only thing that is taken for granted are the constraints expressed by the
architect, the analysis on such a generic model will uncover every configuration of
model entities that violate the specified requirements, within the constraints imposed
by the architect. Furthermore, by initially assuming as little as possible, the analysis
will uncover more trust assumptions. This is the main topic of the next section.

3.3 Uncovering hidden assumptions through model
relaxation

The modeller may implicitly introduce constraints that are too strong (and therefore
unrealistic), as they are not realized by the deployment environment and might
therefore not be true at runtime. In these cases, a positive result from the security
analysis is not reliable as the architecture is “secure” only with respect to a set
of unrealistic assumptions. Hence, the analysis tool might even create a counter-
productive, ill grounded belief of security.

Consider, for instance, the following alternative definition of a SignedMessage in
which the reference to time variability has been dropped. This definition silently
assumes that the content of a signed message is immutable, i.e., it is impossible to
alter a signed message, as it is not time dependent. This hidden integrity assumption
prevents reasoning about situations where the content of a SignedMessage is changed
over time by an attacker, thereby hiding potential architectural weaknesses.

Listing 3.9: Alternative, static definition of SignedMessage.

142 sig SignedMessage {
143 …
144 content: one ProcessedMessage // was ‘‘→ Time’’.
145 }

As a more subtle example, consider the following definition of an Invocation.

Listing 3.10: Alternative, static definition of Invocation.

146 sig Invocation {
147 …
148 executed: one Time // was ‘‘lone’’.
149 }

This definition implies that every Invocation is executed at exactly one time. In other
words, this model implicitly assumes that all invocations will eventually be executed
(so denial of service attacks are effectively possible), the connector containing that
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invocation can not fail (and it is impossible to disrupt communications), there is
always a time when the receiving component is available (and, a fortiori, there is a
node hosting that component, so the logging server is always up) and, if the sender
is a component hosted on another node, the link between both nodes is available.

The above examples clarify how easy it is to introduce implicit assumptions in an
architectural design and that the security implications can be far-reaching. Generally,
hidden assumptions can be avoided on two levels. The first level is procedural, and
consists of enforcing certain relaxation rules, described in Section 3.3.1. The second
level is structural, and consists of embedding the relaxation rules in the meta model
(to a large extent), as documented in Section 3.3.2. This way, whenever a model is
created in conformance to the meta model, many hidden assumptions can be avoided
by construction. This is an advantage for the modeller, as enforcing the relaxation
rules can be challenging, especially for large-scale systems.

3.3.1 Relaxation rules

While it is hard to provide completeness criteria for these relaxation rules, practise
has shown that the following rules avoid introducing hidden assumptions in new
models.

1. Avoid overly constraining the cardinality of relationships. Both connectors and
links should connect an arbitrary (i.e., 0..∗) number of components, resp. nodes,
by default. This permits reasoning about confidentiality and availability issues,
such situations where a connector fails and does not connect the necessary
components, or where an unforeseen component is accidentally connected.

2. Avoid overly constraining the number of instances of components and nodes. It
should be possible to have too few (e.g., no logger is present in the system),
as well as too many instances (e.g., there are two loggers) of every type. This
relates to availability and, to a lesser degree, integrity issues.

3. Do not assume that relationships are constant throughout time. This prevents
reasoning about situations where component attributes are altered, or entities
are spoofed. This rule mainly relates to integrity issues.

4. Avoid making timing assumptions. This includes liveness assumptions (i.e.,
assuming that something will happen in every model instance) and atomicity
assumptions (i.e., assuming that two events happen atomically). This rule
mainly relates to availability issues, and in a lesser degree to integrity issues
(race conditions etc.).
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5. Avoid assuming that events are ordered, such as assuming that invocations
are delivered in order. This mainly relates to integrity issues, including race
conditions.

Fortunately, correctly applying these relaxation guidelines is not hard, as we will see
next.

3.3.2 Supporting relaxation via the meta model

Most of the model relaxation rules are embedded at the meta model level, so that they
are fulfilled by construction. This is done as follows.

1. The relationships between different meta model elements are not constrained
in cardinality, e.g., a connector can connect an arbitrary amount of components.
Additionally, wherever applicable, cardinalities are generalized to lone (0..1)
as opposed to one, and set (0..∗) as opposed to some (1..∗). This is the case for
Invocations, that might be invoked (at a lone Time) and might be executed (at a
lone Time).

2. The amount of instances one type can have is not constrained in the meta
model.

3. All relevant relationships defined in the meta model are time dependent,
except for the attributes of Invocation. However, the equivalence relationship
defined between Invocations fulfills a similar role, as an invocation with altered
arguments will be considered equivalent to the original one.

4. The only timing assumption built into the meta model is that an Invocation
can only be executed after it is invoked. However, not all Invocations that are
invoked are necessarily executed.

5. Connectors do not guarantee in order invocation delivery (or even delivery at
all, for that matter).

This ensures that “vanilla” instantiations of the meta model are relaxed as per
Section 3.3.1. However, once the modeller introduces custom types and additional
constraints in a model, some rules can no longer be enforced on the meta model level
only. Ultimately, the modeller is responsible for not overly constraining the model
description. This is where the relaxation rules should be applied manually, i.e., the
modeller should take care that newly introduced component attributes are mutable
by making them time dependent, use lone and set as opposed to one and some, and
avoid prematurely constraining the cardinality of newly introduced types.
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3.4 Constructive model analysis

In order to be usable in practise, the modelling approach needs to be integrated into a
constructive process. By systematically verifying an architectural model that upholds
the relaxation rules, the context of that model can be elicited. This context is an
explicit set of assumptions that need to hold for the model to be secure with respect to
the formalized security requirements. How this is done systematically is documented
in Section 3.4.1. How this can be aligned with iterative software development is
documented in Section 3.4.2.

3.4.1 Creating an initial model context

As the Alloy Analyzer is a model finder, asserting whether a property holds
corresponds to trying to find counterexamples, i.e., instances where that property
does not hold within the scope of the analysis. When no such counterexample is found,
the property is said to be valid within the given scope. The properties of interest to
us are the security requirements. Given a requirement R, the Alloy Analyzer will
try to find model instances where ¬R is true. If such an instance is found, then that
instance is effectively the abstraction of an attack on the model. If no such instance is
found, R holds for all model instances, and the architectural model is secure (within
the scope of the analysis).
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Figure 3.4: Automatically generated visualisation in which a logged entry is deleted.

When the NoDeletion requirement from Section 3.2.3 is verified against our initial
model, the tool finds an attack in which a message is logged and simply deleted from
the log (i.e., removed from the Logger.contains relationship). In order to mitigate this
attack, the explicit assumption that no logged entry can be deleted, needs to be added.
This is essentially the negation of the attack instance. Therefore, the counterexample
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provided by the tool is an insightful means to constructively extend the architectural
model.

Listing 3.11: An initial, high level assumption.

150 pred DeletionIsImpossible {
151 all l:Logger, t:Time − TO/last, s:SignedMessage |
152 s in l.contains.t⇒ s in l.contains.(t.next)
153 }

Interpreting counterexamples can appear daunting. Although it is not a trivial
process, there are some helpful heuristics. First, by starting from a small scope
and systematically incrementing it, the architect can identify the nature of the
uncovered weakness. A scope of one time instance hints at a (static) deployment
issue, while a scope of two or more hints at a (dynamic) runtime issue. Similarly,
a minimal scope of two or more Invocations hints at either a synchronization or
spoofing issue, while a minimal scope of zero for Components, Connectors etc. hints at
availability issues of those elements. For instance, the counterexample from Figure 3.4
requires at least two time ticks, hinting that the uncovered issue happens at runtime.
Second, by visualizing multiple counterexample, the architect can quickly identify
the commonalities between these counterexamples. For instance, in every variant
of the counterexample in Figure 3.4, the contents of a Logger change, hinting that
a runtime modification of the contains relationship is the cause of the uncovered
weakness. Third, a number of recurring types of assumptions are already encoded
as reusable predicates in the meta model, e.g., that Connectors should be reliable, and
that Invocations should be ‘live’ (i.e., executed at least once) or ‘instantaneous’ (i.e.,
executed immediately). The architect can straightforwardly test whether they are true
in the generated counterexamples and, if not, add these predicates as assumptions to
see if this mitigates the problem. We return briefly to this topic in Chapter 7.

When the DeletionIsImpossible predicate from Listing 3.11 is added as a fact to the
model, deletion attacks are no longer generated. Instead, the Alloy Analyzer finds
other counterexamples where the invocation to log a message is never processed by
the Logger, one where the connector buffering the invocation breaks down before the
Log invocation is processed, one where a connector is used by the shop before the
logger is connected, one where log calls are routed trough insecure connectors (even
though secure connectors exist) and one where invocations are tampered with (i.e.,
their arguments modified) while transmitted. Analogous to the previous paragraph,
these counterexamples are interpreted by the modeller and facts are added to the
model until no additional counterexamples are generated. This iterative process
results in the following context2, which contains both assumptions specific to the
domain of the model and domain independent assumptions on the meta model.

2Note that the full specification of the other assumptions can be found in Appendix B.
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Listing 3.12: The initial, high level context for the Logger.

154 fact Context {
155 DeletionIsImpossible
156 AtLeastOnceInvocationSemantics
157 LogConnectorsAreReliable
158 LogConnectorsCorrectlyInitialized
159 LogCallsCorrectlyRouted
160 LogConnectorsAreTamperProof
161 }

Next to the DeletionIsImpossible assumption, this context assumes that the middleware
on which the system is built should support ‘at least once’ invocation semantics,
so that the Logger receives at least one call per invocation of the Log operation.
Furthermore, connectors between the Shop and Logger should be reliable (i.e., they do
not become unavailable after a set of components is connected), protect the integrity
of invocations ‘in transit’, and be correctly initialized (i.e., used only after both the
Shop and Log are connected). Additionally, invocations of the Log operation should be
routed through these connectors. For instance, this corresponds to web applications
that also accept HTTP calls while they support HTTPS, rendering surfing sessions of
oblivious end users insecure.

Having a sufficiently relaxed model is key for reasoning about what model instances
are possible within the minimal guarantees that the modelled deployment environ-
ment offers. Every model instance allowed within this space (i.e., configurations of
both anticipated and unanticipated components, which exhibit arbitrary behaviour
unless explicitly forbidden by some statement in the model description) that violates
the requirements is considered as a possible attack.

At this point, the architect has a list of necessary trust assumptions that need to hold
for the system-to-be to realize its security requirements. However, these assumptions
are not necessarily realistic. Therefore, the risk inherent in the context should be
assessed. This is where the approach integrates with existing risk management
processes.

Consider for instance the CORAS method, summarized in Section 2.1.4. Given
an assumption as the target of the analysis, the CORAS analysis team would sit
together with domain experts and try to identify as many unwanted incidents,
threats and vulnerabilities as possible. Note that, unlike our architectural analysis,
the CORAS analysis would include threats that are out of the scope of the purely
technical architecture, and include human and other threats. In the second CORAS
phase, likelihoods and consequences would be assigned to the assumption failing.
Independent of the actual risk assessment method used and how risk is calculated, an
assumption falls into one of three categories.
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Acceptable. The risk inherent in the assumption is sufficiently low, or it is trivially
true, and does not need further mitigation. The assumption is accepted, and its
risk becomes residual risk. The assumption is retained for traceability reasons,
but can safely be ignored.

Unacceptable. The risk inherent in the assumption is too high for the risk posture
of the system-to-be. The assumption should be mitigated by adding a security
mechanism to the architecture, e.g., by applying cryptography to mitigate
a confidentiality assumption. By adding a suitable security mechanism, the
assumption becomes obsolete; however, the security mechanism will most
likely introduce new trust assumptions. The architectural model is subsequently
verified again, and the process iterates.

Unknown risk. It is possible, especially in the initial iterations of architectural
design, that the uncovered assumptions are too abstract for their risk to be
properly assessed. This is a clear indication that the architecture should be
refined to factor out this assumption. After refinement, the process iterates.

Exactly how an unacceptable context is refined, is handled next.

3.4.2 Refining the model context

Although the initial context presented above might be acceptable in some circum-
stances (for instance, when the log is written to a “write once read many” medium
such as a CD-R, the assumption DeletionIsImpossible is guaranteed by construction),
we will continue from the premise that it is not. In order to make the context more
realistic, the part of the model related to the unacceptable assumptions is refined by
adding a countermeasure. Note that refining the architecture does not impact the
security requirements to be verified, as they are expressed in terms of the interface of
the system. Here, only the component internals are modified.

The original course grained, unacceptable assumption (line 155) is removed from the
context. The architecture is then refined with additional security mechanisms—here,
the Logger is refined according to the Secure Logger pattern. The Logger is fitted
with a counter, and every ProcessedMessage receives a sequence number between 0
and the value of that counter, which is subsequently incremented. After refining the
architecture, the model is verified again. As before, the counterexamples are used as
guidance to uncover new trust assumptions, resulting in lines 163 to 166 being added
to the context.

Listing 3.13: A second, more refined context for the Logger.

162 fact Context {
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163 AssumeTamperproofNextUID
164 LoggerSignaturesCannotBeForged
165 ShopUsesSameLogger
166 LoggerDoesNotOverwriteEntries
167 AtLeastOnceInvocationSemantics
168 LogConnectorsAreReliable
169 LogConnectorsCorrectlyInitialized
170 LogCallsCorrectlyRouted
171 LogConnectorsAreTamperProof
172 }

First, the Logger should protect the integrity of the next sequence number to be
assigned. Second, signatures of logged entries can not be forged (i.e., if the signed
message contents differ from the actual contents, themessage signer has to be different
as well). This corresponds to assuming that the signature algorithm is secure. If the
modeller is not sure about the validity of this assumption, it should be refined further
and include, for instance, how cryptographic keys are managed. That modelling
decision would in turn uncover key management assumptions. Third, the Shop should
make sure to use the same Logger throughout time. This corresponds to an integrity
assumption on a component attribute, as is the case in the first assumption. Fourth,
the Logger does not overwrite older entries. This corresponds with an assumption of
trust in the Logger component itself—the specified behavioural description is complete,
and the Logger will not exhibit additional functionality. The architectural specific part
of the context remains unchanged.

The completeness of the context is trivially verified by the Alloy Analyzer—if no
counterexample is found, then the context is complete. In order to verify whether
the context (or the model itself) is not overly restrictive, it is important to verify that
the model still has instances by effectively generating an example instantiation of the
Shop. As long as the context is not complete, new assumptions are added one by one
as new counterexamples emerge.

As the context is built incrementally starting from the counterexamples provided
by the tool, it is possible that too many explicit assumptions have been added along
the way. In order to verify that the context is minimal, the Alloy Analyzer can be
used to verify that the removal of any single assumption from the context results in a
counterexample.

Note that this only verifies that the context is minimal with respect to the granularity
with which the assumptions are expressed—it is possible that a coarse grained
assumption a can be refined in two finer grained assumptions a = a1 ∨ a2 of which
only one is necessary. While it is theoretically possible to normalize all assumptions
to, for instance, disjunctive normal form to try and find a minimal context, we argue
that this is not desirable, for two reasons. First and foremost, this would greatly
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impair understandability of the uncovered assumptions. In their current form, they
represent the interpretation of a counterexample by the modeller. Were they to be
automatically normalized, the meaning of that interpretation would be lost. Second,
design best practises are equally applicable to creating an architectural model, and
the modeller should strive for high cohesion in writing down assumptions. This helps
in avoiding too coarse grained assumptions from the start.

The previous discussion assumes that the modeller is creating a context in which the
system will operate correctly in a top-down fashion. Conversely, it is also possible
to use an existing, pre-packaged model (i.e., a profile) which corresponds to the
actual deployment environment of the system, and verify whether the architectural
model combined with this pre-packaged context results in a secure configuration.
For instance, a profile can be developed for the security guarantees provided by a
specific middleware (e.g., in order message delivery, at least once invocation semantics,
tamper proof links). Consider an environment with SSL/TLS protected connectors.
This would result in the following predicate provided by the profile (to be added to
the context). When deployed in such an environment, our experiments show that to
minimize the online shop context lines 168–171 can be safely removed.

Listing 3.14: Modelling an environment with SSL/TLS protected connectors.

173 pred SSL {
174 all c:Connector {
175 c.receiversAuthenticated and c.callersAuthenticated
176 c.deleteProof and c.tamperProof
177 }
178 }

Profiles are one way to improve the reuse of modelling. We will see a more powerful
method, based on refinement, in Chapter 4.

3.4.3 Stakeholder involvement

As mentioned in Section 1.2, the full-scale software development process involves
many stakeholders. The main stakeholder for architectural modelling is of course
the software architect. The architect creates and maintains the formal architectural
models, and performs the verification. However, other involved stakeholder roles3

are shown in Figure 3.5. Their involvement is summarized below.

3Note that these roles are not necessarily fulfilled by different persons—the same person can take up
more than one role. For instance, it would not be uncommon for the architect to also fulfil the risk manager
role.
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Figure 3.5: An overview of the stakeholders involved in the approach, superimposed
on Figure 3.1. The roles that are involved are in bold next to the relevant process step.
The dashed arrows show whether the roles receive output from, or provide input to,
specific modelling artefacts.

Requirements engineer. Apart from providing the initial security requirements,
the requirements engineer can also receive feedback from the architectural
modelling process [Nus01]. From time to time, the analysis uncovers that the
provided requirements are flawed. This can happen in a number of ways—
multiple requirements can conflict, a requirement may be too strict or not strict
enough, or models upholding the requirement could be significantly simplified
if a requirement would be reworded. Especially if the requirements engineering
process was informal, writing requirements down in a formal language is itself
often sufficient to uncover vague or inconsistent wording. In this case, the
architect can provide the requirements engineer with feedback in the form
of both illustrations (i.e., positive visualisations) and counterexamples (i.e.,
negative visualisations) to help in revising a requirement.

Security engineer. Uncovered weaknesses in the form of assumptions that need to
be mitigated and corresponding counterexamples should be assessed by the
security engineer. The security engineer can, when required, help the architect
to correctly interpret a counterexample, and provide advise on what security
mechanism should be implemented to mitigate the weakness.

Risk manager. The risk manager should set the risk posture of the system-to-be,
thereby deciding when assumptions can be accepted or have to be mitigated.
Conversely, when it is known that a trust assumption is violated, the architect
can provide the risk manager with feedback in the form of counterexamples of
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errant system behaviour that is made possible by the violated assumption and
a list of security requirements that no longer hold. This helps the risk manager
to calculate and prioritize risks.

Software engineer. At the end of the process, the detailed architectural description
serves as a contract of the system to be built by the software engineer.

Application deployer. The final list of trust assumptions should be realized by the
deployment environment of the system for it to be secure. Therefore, that list
can serve as a checklist for the application deployer to help ensure that the
system is deployed correctly.

Note that the software architect is the only stakeholder that needs to be exposed
to the formal specification. It is not necessary for the other stakeholders to learn
the modelling technique or create models—the approach is deliberately designed
to impose as few restrictions on the rest of the software development process as
possible.

3.5 Discussion

Assumptions as constraints on the environment. As mentioned in Section 3.1,
assumptions act as constraints on the environment of the system-to-be. We are now
able to make this notion of ‘environment’ more precise. The assumptions in the
context can refer to other, specific entities in the deployment environment of the
modelled system (e.g., the ‘Shop’ in the assumption ShopUsesSameLogger on line 165),
unnamed entities that are expected to behave in a certain way when the system is
deployed (e.g., LogCallsCorrectlyRouted on line 170, which imposes constraints on how
Invocations are routed, even though the exact responsibility of routing an Invocation is
not directly assigned to any element of the environment), or constraints on data types
(e.g., LoggerSignaturesCannotBeForged on line 164). This corresponds to the definition
of trust assumptions of Haley et al. in [HLMN04], i.e., that a trust assumption acts as
a restriction on the behaviour of a dependent domain.

However, we also observe a fourth type of assumption that constrains internal
implementation details of the modelled system that are not explicitly modelled on the
current level of abstraction (e.g., both the DeletionIsImpossible assumption on line 155,
and subsequent AssumeTamperproofNextUID assumption on line 163). The environment
therefore consists of constraints on architectural entities external to the system being
modelled, and entities that can not adequately be modelled on the current level of
abstraction. In both cases, the constraints on the environment are expressed in the
vocabulary internal to the model (that is, concepts from the meta model and domain
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specific concepts added by the architect). We will return to the nature of assumptions
in Section 5.2.3.

Relevance of uncovered weaknesses. The relevance of the uncovered weak-
nesses can be interpreted in two ways. First, the types of assumptions that can
be uncovered (and conversely the type of security properties that can be analyzed)
depend on the information incorporated in the model and, hence, on the view types
described in Section 3.2.1. A default instantiation of the meta model can readily unveil
the following categories of security weaknesses (as is evaluated in Chapter 6).

Integrity issues are readily uncovered, as all component attributes as well as
invocations are mutable.

Availability issues are readily uncovered as the number of element instances is
unconstrained (so the analysis will take situations with too few components,
nodes, etc. into account).

Timing related issues such as deadlock, liveness and synchronization issues can
also be unearthed, as the model implicitly supports parallelism (i.e., multiple
invocations can be made per time instance, and under constrained parts of
the model exhibit arbitrary behaviour). The only caveat is that predicates are
treated atomically—if an operation is encoded in a single predicate, its execution
will be implicitly atomic.

Confidentiality issues can also be uncovered. However, this property emerges
from the way that the architect specifies the security requirement and
subsequent model. We will come back to this in Section 6.3.1.

Second, a large advantage of our approach over checklist based approaches (such
as STRIDE) is that weaknesses uncovered by this approach are necessarily relevant
to the specific security requirements of the modelled architecture. Checklist based
analysis approaches, on the other hand, have a tendency to generate many potentially
irrelevant threats. It is then up to the architect and security engineer to assess the
relevance of each generic threat in the specific context of the analysed system, which
is both time consuming and error prone.

Implicit versus explicit attacker models. There are both advantages and
disadvantages to having an implicit attacker model, as opposed to an explicit attacker
model. As argued in Section 3.2.4, the proposed approach removes the need to
explicitly model attacker behaviour early in the verification process, and focusses on
reasoning about the minimal assumptions that are expected to hold in the deployment
environment. We argue that this is beneficial for two reasons.
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First, removing the need to explicitly model attacker behaviour early on, allows the
software architect to interpret uncovered counterexamples as broadly as possible. In
general, the software architect initially creates a high-level architectural model from
scratch, or composes reusable models in an abstract composition (as we will see in
Chapter 4). In both cases, the encountered counterexamples are sufficiently abstract
and generic that they can easily be interpreted without resorting to an explicit attacker
model and linking them to attacker actions. For instance, consider the counterexample
depicted in Figure 3.4 and its corresponding interpretation as the DeletionIsImpossible
assumption in Listing 3.11. Interpreting this counterexample in a positive way (i.e.,
“assume that the contents of the Logger are still there on the next time tick”) also
captures unwanted behaviour that is not directly linked to an attacker (e.g., the hard
disk on which the Logger stores its contents might fail), while interpreting the same
counterexample in a negative way (e.g., “assume that no attacker can delete contents of
the Logger”) might not. As the first interpretation is broader than the second, it might
be that the risk inherent in the first interpretation would be deemed unacceptable,
while the second interpretation would be considered acceptable (e.g., when a Logger
is considered in an internal, trusted network).

Second, reasoning about the minimal assumptions that the deployment environment
should uphold, makes the verification results reusable. Conversely, having an
explicit attacker model that can be changed whenever a different type of adversary
is considered, would impair the reusability of the verification results. Consider an
explicit attacker model that can be tailored to specific anticipated threats (e.g., an
attacker that can only observe invocations, but not modify them). This would ensure
that only counterexamples that are actually realizable by that specific threat would
be uncovered. In our example, no counterexamples that represent spoofing attacks
would be generated. On the other hand, deploying the system in another environment
where active attackers are anticipated, would render the assumptions elicited during
verification invalid. The analysis would then have to be performed again with a new
attacker model that incorporates spoofing attacks.

However, this does not remove the need to consider attacker capabilities (as per an
explicit attacker model). Instead, the need for an explicit attacker model is moved to
later in the modelling process, when the architectural model is sufficiently refined.
This need manifests itself in two ways. First, the risk manager needs to take attacker
capabilities into account when determining the likelihood of an uncovered attack
from occurring, and to ‘sign off’ on assumptions when their residual risk is acceptable,
as discussed in Section 3.4. Second, when creating detailed models of security critical
parts of the architecture (e.g., the security pattern models we present in Chapter 5),
the uncovered counterexamples subsequently become harder to interpret. In this case,
counterexamples are often interpreted by trying to link them back to attacker actions.
We will return to this topic in Section 6.5, and outline how an explicit attacker model
can still be added to assist in interpreting counterexamples in Chapter 7.
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Usability. Theusability of this approach is influenced by three factors. First, because
Alloy enables verification of incompletely specified models, even very small initial
models can already be used for initial verification. Second, due to the nature of the
context refinement process, design effort is focussed on the security critical parts
of the architecture. Fine-grained refinement (possibly down to the level of detailed
design) is only required in high-risk situations (when an assumption is unacceptable),
justifying the additional effort. This is the case with the next sequence number in the
logger component from Section 3.4.2. Third, as hinted at in Section 3.2.2, often used
models (such as those of security patterns) could be compiled into a reusable library,
greatly alleviating modelling effort for the architect. This is discussed in depth in
Chapter 5.

Scalability. The scalability of applying this approach is influenced mainly by the
abilities of the model finder to verify large models—the verification overhead of
the model finding process quickly becomes unwieldy. Verification performance can
be traded off with the exhaustiveness of the analysis via the scope supplied to the
Alloy Analyzer. Early in the modelling process, smaller scopes can uncover the
simpler attacks (the ‘low hanging fruit’) almost in real-time. Later in the validation
process, larger scopes can potentially find very complex attacks, while requiring
considerably more verification time. The approach is also made more scalable by
limiting verification effort to the security critical parts of the architecture, and by
hierarchically validating subsystems, as mentioned earlier. Nevertheless, a monolithic
modelling approach does not scale sufficiently to allow modelling and verifying
realistic architectures. Therefore, a decomposition technique for large models so that
they can be verified one part at a time is a necessity. This is handled exhaustively in
Chapter 4.

3.6 Conclusion

This chapter has presented a formal approach which leverages model finding
techniques to analyze a software architecture and uncover non-trivial types of security
weaknesses. It is designed to be easily integrated in larger risk aware software
development processes, can be applied early on in the architectural design phase,
supports incomplete models, and focusses on uncovering threats that are relevant to
the security requirements of the system. The presented approach is constructive as it
provides guidance through counterexamples, which makes the process of fixing the
discovered security issues easier. Furthermore, as a byproduct, the resulting formal
model supports traceability (via the so-called context) of the assumptions made by
the modeller on the deployment environment of the system.
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One important property of this approach is that it allows the architect to iteratively
refine the model while focussing on the unacceptable or too abstract assumptions
in the context. In other words, the context can be used as a tool for risk driven
architectural decomposition. However, in order to provide the architect with hard
guarantees that a refined model is still compatible with the abstract model, and that
the composition remains secure, a more formal underpinning of the approach is
required. That formal framework is the topic of the next chapter.



CHAPTER 4
Decomposing large

architectural models

This chapter presents the second contribution of this work. We characterize the
performance of verifying large models, and conclude that it is not feasible to verify
realistic architectural models with contemporary model finders. We propose a formal
framework that allows reasoning about decomposing a large model in an abstract
composition on one hand, and a number of refined models on the other hand. Not
only does this completely solve the performance problem of verifying large models,
but it sets the stage to create reusable libraries of security pattern models, as we will
see in Chapter 5.

4.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter we have introduced a formal modelling technique for software
architectures. However, the resulting models (which we call ‘monolithic’) easily grow
beyond the size that can be handled by state-of-the-art verification tools, including
the Alloy Analyzer. Furthermore, the level of detail of the uncovered weaknesses
(i.e., the quality of the security analysis) is directly proportional to the level of detail
with which the architecture is modelled. In general, these tools do not manage to
efficiently verify models with sufficient level of detail. In Section 4.3 we substantiate
these claims by means of a quantitative evaluation of two tools in the context of a
case study. We observe that the current performance limitations of the model finding
tools make them an unrealistic choice for verifying real world architectural models.

The key contribution of this chapter is a theoretical result that can be leveraged to
overcome these scalability issues. This result (in the form of three theorems) provides

59
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the necessary guidance about how to decompose an architectural model into parts in a
way that (1) the security of the parts can be independently verified, (2) the parts can be
replacedwithmore abstract representations, and hence (3) the security of the complete
model (which we call ‘modular’) can be verified at a fraction of the computational
cost that would be necessary for the monolithic model. Additionally, a much deeper
level of analysis can be achieved, meaning that more sophisticated weaknesses can
be uncovered. The theorems are described in Section 4.5. In Section 4.6, these results
are applied to the original case study of Section 4.3. We show that the theoretical
results are applicable in practise and that they greatly improve the performance of
the verification process. In fact, the above mentioned performance limitations are
completely resolved.

In the concluding part of the chapter we discuss some engineering implications of
our theoretical results in Section 4.7, and provide our final remarks in Section 4.8.
However, we begin with a brief overview of model theory and how this relates to our
approach in Section 4.2.

4.2 Background

Formally, we consider an architectural description as presented in Chapter 3 as a set
of constraints (i.e., a theory in model theory) over certain types such as ‘component’,
‘connector’, defined in a language. First, some background on model theory is
presented in Section 4.2.1. How the approach from Chapter 3 is mapped to model
theory is shown in Section 4.2.2.

4.2.1 Background on model theory

This section is based on the work by Hodges [Hod97]. A signature K is given by a
set of constants, and for each n > 0 a set of n-ary function symbols and n-ary relation
symbols. A language L consists of the terms and formulas based on some signature
K . The set of terms of language L is inductively defined as follows. Any constant c
ofK is a term of L; any variable x is a term of L; if t1, . . . , tn is an n-tuple of terms
of L and F is an n-place function symbol of K , then F (t1, . . . , tn) is a term of L;
nothing else is a term.

The set of formulas of a language L is inductively defined as follows. If t1 and t2 are
terms of L, then t1 = t2 is a formula of L; if t1, . . . , tn is an n-tuple of terms of L and
R is an n-place relation symbol of K , then R(t1, . . . , tn) is a formula of L; � (read
as ‘false’) is a formula of L; if ψ and φ are formulas of L, then so are ψ ∧ φ (ψ and
φ), ψ ∨ φ (ψ or φ), ψ⇒ φ (ψ implies φ), and ¬φ (not φ); if ψ is a formula of L, and x
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is a variable, then ∀x.ψ (for all x, ψ holds) and ∃x.ψ (there exists an x for which ψ
holds) are also formulas of L; nothing else is a formula. For simplicity, no distinction
is made between a signature and the language based on it.

Each language defines the vocabulary to a collection of structures. For instance, while
a language could contain vocabulary such as ‘Component’, and a relation ‘connected
to’, a specific structure over this language is a set of two components ‘Shop’ and
‘Database’, with ‘Shop connected to Database’. Formally, a structure A for language L
is a pair (A, (⋅)A), where A is a non-empty set and (⋅)A is an interpretation function
defined on the symbols in L, such that for every constant c of L, (c)A is an element
of A; for every n-place predicate symbol R of L, (R)A is a subset of An; and for
every n-ary function symbol F of L, (F )A is a function from An to A. The set A is
called the universe of A. We call A typed if it is partitioned into a finite number of
subsets Ti, called types. Similarly, every type can be partitioned in a finite number of
subtypes. The scope of a type Ti is defined as the maximum number of elements in Ti.
We define the universe A to be of scope n when all types are of scope n. Intuitively,
the scope is a restriction on the size of model instances. One can readily consider the
elements a ∈ A as being part of the language—but we gloss over this distinction.

The satisfaction of an L formula ψ for a structure A is defined as the relation A ⊧ ψ,
pronounced as ψ is true in A or A satisfies ψ. First, the meaning of closed terms t in
A is given by (t)A. Then define inductively on the formula ψ:

A ⊧ t = s if and only if (t)A = (s)A

A ⊧ R(t1, . . . , tn) if and only if ((t1)
A, . . . , (tn)

A) ∈ (R)A

A ⊧ ψ ∧ φ if and only if A ⊧ ψ and A ⊧ φ

A ⊧ ψ ∨ φ if and only if A ⊧ ψ or A ⊧ φ

A ⊧ ¬ψ if and only if A /⊧ ψ

A ⊧ ∃x.ψ(x) if and only if for some a ∈ A,A ⊧ ψ(a)

A ⊧ ∀x.ψ(x) if and only if for all a ∈ A,A ⊧ ψ(a).

We use ⊧ ψ as a shorthand for A ⊧ ψ, for all A.

An L-theory is a collection of L formulas. A structure A is a model instance of the
theory T if and only if A ⊧ ψ for every ψ ∈ T . The interpretation of an L formula ψ
is the set of models satisfying that formula, defined as JψKL = {A ∣ A ⊧ ψ}. This can
easily be extended to a theory T , namely JT KL = ⋂ψ∈T JψKL . Model finding is the
process of finding a model instance A ∈ JT KL , given a theory T and a maximal scope
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for the universe of A. Model finders are tools that automate model finding. Model
finding is only guaranteed to be complete within the scope of the analysis.

Suppose we have two languages L and L′ such that L ⊆ L′. If B is an L′-structure,
then restricting its interpretation function to L gives an L-structure A. We say that
A is an L-reduct of B, denoted A = B ↓ L , and that B is an L′-expansion of A.
Informally, A can be seen as B with the non L-specific parts removed. Given a set
S of L′-structures, the reduction of S to L-structures, where L ⊆ L′, is denoted by
S ↓ L and defined as computing the L-reduct of each element of S. We use − ↓ L
to denote the function that maps a set S to its L-reduction S ↓L . The concepts of
reduction and expansion are crucial to our decomposition approach, as we will see
in Section 4.5. First, we show how these concepts can be mapped to how we model
software architectures.

4.2.2 Modelling a software architecture

Whenwe write down an architectural description, we are essentially creating a theory
over a language containing architectural vocabulary. Our architectural vocabulary
is defined in the meta model documented in Section 3.2.2. In effect, the meta model
defines a language L, while an architectural model description becomes a theoryM
over L.

An instantiation of an architectural description can be seen as a model of that theory
(i.e., a specific set of instances of components, connectors, etc., that uphold the
constraints imposed by the architectural description). These instances are precisely
what model finders such as Alloy compute automatically. In order to avoid confusion
between the architectural and model theoretical notion of “model”, we will use the
term “model instance” to stand for a logical model or an instance of an architecture,
while we use “model description” to refer to either the logical theory or the description
of an architecture. If the architectural model description M does not contain
inconsistencies, then there is at least one model instance A ⊧ M . In the software
architecture domain, ifM were a set of constraints on the component type level, then
A would be a set of component instances that resolve the constraints inM .

The central concept in the meta model is the component, which exposes operations.
A component is the concept that encapsulates behaviour. The operations can, when
executed, change the internal state of the component (i.e., modify the value of one of
its attributes), send out invocations to other components in turn, or return values in
answer to the original call. For the remainder of this work, a component is defined
formally as the following.
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Definition 4.1 (component). A component C with n operations andm attributes is
defined as

C ∶= (
m

⋀
i=1
Attri) ∧ (

n

⋀
j=1
(Opjpre ⇒ Opjpost))

where Attri is the definition of an attribute of C , i.e., a relationship between C and
one or more other types, Opipost is a predicate encapsulating the intended behaviour of
the i-th operation (i.e., its postconditions), and Opipre the preconditions that trigger the
execution of that i-th operation.

For example, the partial model description presented in Section 3.2.2 introduces one
attribute Attr1 called contains on the Logger, on line 70. That model description
also defines an operation Op1 called Log. The precondition of that operation, Op1

pre,
states that an invocation of the log operation has been received by the component,
as represented by the Execute predicate on line 102. The precondition implies the
corresponding postcondition Op1

post, represented there by the log predicate defined
on line 81.

4.2.3 The verification process

When the modeller creates an initial, high level model description M of the
architecture of the system-to-be, then this model description consists of a number of
domain specific type definitions and relationships over those types, and one or more
component definitions. The goals of the system-to-be are also encoded as first order
logic predicates over the operations offered by the modelled components. Call this
set of requirements R = {R1,R2, ...,Rn}. We can now begin to verify whether the
model description entails the requirements, or ⊧M ⇒ R. If A ⊧ ⋀iRi, then A is a
secure model instance. If all model instances A such that A ⊧M are secure (in other
words, ⊧M ⇒ ⋀iRi), thenM is a secure model description.

Suppose that M is not a secure model description. This means that there exists a
model instance X , called an attack, such that X ⊧M and X ⊭ Ri, for some i. In the
software architecture domain, X would be a configuration of component instances
that corresponds to the constraints imposed inM , but nevertheless does not uphold
the security requirement Ri. The attack X is the result of a weakness inM , which
is essentially insufficiently constrained and allows too much behaviour. An attack
might be that the logger attribute on line 33 is modified to reference a second, illicit,
Logger instance. The illicit Logger could then return arbitrary results, while claiming
to still be intact.

These weaknesses arise from a mismatch between what the modeller assumed, and
what would be true in a worst-case scenario deployment. As documented in Chapter 3,
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such an attackX can be mitigated by finding an extra constraint cwhich precludes the
attack from occurring. That is, X ∉ JM ∧ cKL . We call c an explicit assumption. Given
a set of explicit assumptions C such that ⊧ (M ∧C) ⇒ R and the set JM ∧ CKL
is not empty (i.e., C prevents all identified attacks from occurring, and does not
introduce contradictions), then we refer to C as a context ofM , and we call the tuple
(M,C,R)

L
a secure model description.

4.3 Limits of model finding

As we have seen in Chapter 3, model finding is a very powerful tool for uncovering
potential attack scenarios during a security analysis, as it enables the architect to
focus on modelling what is known to hold in the system-to-be and its environment.
However, with great power comes great computational overhead. Model finders
accept an input model in a tool-specific input language, which is then translated to
a normalized format (i.e., “grounded”), and verified by an off-the-shelf SAT-solver.
Performance of the verification is determined by the performance of both steps.
As SAT-solving is NP-complete [Coo71], there is no known method to efficiently
check whether a model description is secure. Note that this performance problem
is not limited to model finding—model checking (both for linear temporal logic
and computational tree logic) is PSPACE-hard [Sch02], and suffers equally from
similar scalability issues. Depending on the size of the modelled architecture (i.e., the
number of elements such as components, connectors, and nodes), the complexity of
the requirements to be verified, and the depth of the analysis (i.e., the scope), the
verification overhead quickly becomes unwieldy.

Consider the case study depicted in Figure 4.1, which is an elaboration of the simple
online shop presented in Chapter 3. A company has deployed a service, and needs
to audit all invocations made to that service. To achieve this, the software architect
introduces an interception facility (called the AuditSystem) to intercept all service
invocations and generate audit events which are written to a log. The logging
functionality is implemented by a Logger component. Furthermore, as we only want
authorized users to access the service, the service contains authorization functionality,
realized by the AuthorizationEnforcer component. The requirement to be verified is
that for every execution of the operation ProcessRequest on the ServiceIF interface, the
request is authorized and a corresponding audit event is stored by the AuditSystem.

We have selected this case study for a number of reasons. First, it models a recurring
problem that we have encountered in industrial research projects ranging from the
e-health domain, to e-publishing and next-generation mashup environments. The
problem is solved by means of well-known security patterns [SNL05]. Second, despite
its apparent simplicity, it is far from trivial as it contains heterogeneous architectural
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concepts such asmessage passing, message interception, delegation, parallel execution,
and encapsulation. Third, its size is sufficiently large that model finding quickly runs
into trouble.

Figure 4.1: Logical view on an example architecture, providing access control and
auditing functionality.

To investigate how well verification with model finders scales, we run a series
of tests in a testing environment consisting of an off-the-shelf desktop computer,
equipped with an Intel Core2 Duo CPU at 3.16GHz (only one core was used during
the verification), using the Alloy Analyzer 4.1.10 on the Sun JVM version 1.6.0_24.
The JVM was assigned 2560 MB of heap space. Given that SAT solving is inherently
fraught with heuristics and (sometimes even non-deterministic) optimizations, it is
very difficult to provide an objective, repeatable measure of its performance. Therefore,
the data presented in this chapter should not be interpreted as a final benchmark, but
merely as a realistic indication of what to expect, performance wise.

We run three experiments with each an increasingly more complex model description,
referred to as model description A, B and C. These three variants of the model
description are verified in increasing scope size (i.e., the maximum number of
instances per type used for finding counterexamples). Model description A contains
the following elements: three components (AuditSystem, Service, and Client); two
interfaces (ServiceIF and LogIF); three operations (ProcessRequest, Read, and Verify);
one connector; and two invocations. This first naive model description does not have
any detailed security mechanisms, and is therefore only secure in contexts where we
postulate that the requirements hold. Model description B decomposes the Service
component by adding the AuthorizationEnforcer, and includes some simple behaviour.
However, it still leaves the auditing and logging functionality abstract. Model
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description C extends model B by decomposing the AuditSystem in an AuditInterceptor
and Logger, and includes abstract cryptographic primitives to model the cryptographic
pre-processing of logged messages to avoid undetected deletion of audit records,
similar to the model of the Secure Logger presented in Section 3.4.2.

There are two dimensions that directly impact the size of the problem to be verified,
and put a lower bound on the overhead to achieve useful results. The first dimension
is the level of detail of the model description itself. The more detailed the model
description, the more detailed are the attack scenarios uncovered by the analysis.
Conversely, not enough detail might render the analysis (and the analysis results)
useless. For instance, A is a trivial description that is of no practical use to the
architect (i.e., it only produces the trivial result that the requirements hold when the
requirements hold). While B includes slightly more detail, it is still very abstract but
allows us to begin uncovering non-trivial assumptions, i.e., that connectors should
be reliable and correctly initialized, that invocations should be routed over these
reliable connectors, etc. Model description C is able to produce meaningful results
on a suitable level of abstraction, e.g., that the digital signatures used by the logger
to sign log entries should be unforgeable, and that the integrity of the algorithm to
assign sequence numbers to logged messages should be protected.

The second dimension is the level of assurance obtained by the verification process,
which is dependent on the scope of the verification. For a scope of n, the analyzer will
only reason about model instances containing up to n component instances, n node
instances, etc. The minimal scope is implied by the level of detail. Consider model
description A, which introduces (among others) three distinct component types. To
produce meaningful verification results, A would require a scope of at least three.
However, C adds two new component types, bringing the minimal scope to five.
Therefore, increasing the level of detail of the model effectively increases the minimal
verification scope.

Figure 4.2 shows the impact of increasing the scope on the verification duration (in
seconds) of the three model descriptions A, B and C. Note that the duration on the
Y-axis includes both the grounding, and the subsequent SAT-solving. If we want
to verify the simple model description A for its minimal scope of 3, as documented
previously, the verification takes 2 seconds but produces no useful results. Verifying
B for its minimal scope 4 takes 44 seconds. Verifying the refined model description
C for its minimal scope of 5 takes 761 seconds (i.e., almost 13 minutes). When
we want to increase the size of the scope by one, to gain additional trust in the
verification results, A is verified for a scope of 4 in just under 10 seconds, B takes
30 minutes for a scope of 5, while C is verified for a scope of 6 in over one hour
(i.e., 67 minutes). As increasing the level of detail of a model description increases
the minimal scope and adds computational overhead at the same time, a monolithic
verification process clearly does not scale well. For a scope of 7, which provides an
acceptable level of assurance, the verification of C takes almost five hours. When
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Figure 4.2: Verification performance of model descriptions on different levels of
abstraction, in function of an increasing scope.

additionally increasing the scope to gain a stronger level of assurance, the solver
crashes with an out-of-memory error.

Of course, analyzing a model description for a fixed global scope is not optimal. It
is possible to fine-tune the scope to include fewer instances of types known to be
less important in the analysis, such as only two nodes and one link if the architect
knows that more can never be present in the final deployment environment. However,
manually fine-tuning the scope has security implications, as the architect must be
certain that the constraints implied by that scope are upheld. In a sense, reducing the
scope can introduce hidden assumptions. Furthermore, this fine-tuning of the scope
by itself is not sufficient to make verification of more complex models tractable.

The numbers shown in Figure 4.2 are not specific to Alloy only, but represent the status
quo of model finders. Actually, relative to other model finders, Alloy is a reasonably
efficient choice for this type of problem. To get an indication of the performance
of Alloy relative to other model finders for the models we have in mind, the Secure
Logger model as part of the refined model C was translated by an expert to the IDP
system1, developed by Wittocx et al. [Wit11]. Figure 4.3 shows a comparison of the
verification of that model by the Alloy analyzer on one hand, and the IDP system on
the other. Note that the y-axis uses a logarithmic scale. For scope 4, Alloy takes only
5% the overhead of IDP (43 seconds versus 928 seconds), as the architectural models
are highly symmetrical. That is, for our purposes, a model instance where the client is

1See http://dtai.cs.kuleuven.be/krr/software/idp.

http://dtai.cs.kuleuven.be/krr/software/idp
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Figure 4.3: Comparison of verification of a part of the architectural model description
between the Alloy Analyzer and IDP.

connected to the service, or the service to the client, are identical. The Alloy Analyzer
has built-in strategies to detect and factor out these highly symmetrical situations
(called “symmetry breaking”) which results in faster solving, at the cost of slightly
slower and more complex grounding. For a scope of 5, the IDP solver crashes with
an out of memory exception.

In conclusion, while model finders are able to verify reasonably detailed models of
small architectures in an acceptable time frame, verification overhead scales very
badly. This calls for other means to scale the verification approach in order to handle
realistically large architectures, and verify them in a reasonable time.

4.4 Splitting up large models

Decomposing (and its inverse, composing) models is a well studied problem. Delaware
et al. [DCB09] propose a machine checked model of safe composition of software
features, as often encountered in software product lines. Their approach is based on
Lightweight Feature Java, a kernel language to express feature based product lines
of Java programs, in which they verify whether a feature composition is well typed.
Ray [Ray03] shows how individual parts of a larger software system can be verified
independently by means of model checking by isolating components in a “verification
harness”, similar to unit testing. This largely mitigates the state space explosion
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problem. Clarke et al. [CGL94] describe how they use abstraction to hide details of
complex models, and then verify properties on the abstracted model that are linked to
the complex model. This allows applying model checking on models with very large
state spaces. In later work, Clarke et al. [CGJ+03] show how to use counterexamples
generated during the analysis to automatically guide the abstraction process. In his
PhD thesis, Long [Lon93] presents a compositional verification technique that, next
to the abstraction approach, proposes an assume-guarantee reasoning approach for
model checking. This enables splitting up a large model in multiple parallel models
on the same level of abstraction, which can then be verified independently.

Specific to software architectures, Moriconi et al. [MQ94, MQR95] document a method
for refining an abstract architecture into amore concrete one, with relative correctness
guarantees. These relative correctness guarantees also include checking whether an
architecture does not violate certain properties inherent to a specific architectural
style, such as “no feedback loops in pipe and filter systems”. One important conclusion
that Moriconi et al. draw is that it should not be possible to infer new facts about the
abstract architecture from the concrete architecture. In our work, this property is
relevant in avoiding conflicts on the abstract level and ensuring that decompositions
remain non conflicting. It is realized by requiring that an abstraction is a sound
interface of a refinement, as we will see in Section 4.5. The SAM approach as
documented in Section 2.2.3 also has provisions to iteratively refine (parts of) an
architecture.

Formal verification approaches and cryptographic protocols have a rich and
productive history together. While the focus of this work is not on verifying
cryptographic protocols, many ideas from that world directly apply to verifying
software architectures. Sprenger et al. [SB10] propose a method based on stepwise
refinement to verify security protocols with the Isabelle/HOL theorem prover
[NWP02]. They document the importance of verification during the design phase (as
opposed to post-hoc verification approaches), for three reasons. First, this leads to
valuable insights into the problem, when these insights are still able to influence the
solution. Second, refinement helps to focus on different aspects on different levels of
abstraction. Third, refinement is a natural match for hierarchical design.

An entire family of formal methods [Sta85, AL91, AL95, CMP94], called compositional
reasoning, exist that use refinement to obtain compositional proof techniques for
software systems. These methods infer the correctness of a specification from the
specification of its parts, without additional information about their internal structure.
For example, Abadi et al. [AL91] propose a method of refining specifications of
systems by modelling a system as a sequence of permitted states, and a specification
as a set of permitted behaviours. Similar to this work, in that work a specification
implements another when every external behaviour of the abstraction is also allowed
by the refinement and a refinement mapping is a mapping that preserves state
machine behaviour and liveness. Abadi et al. describe three situations where finding a
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refinement mapping would be impossible: when the specification (i.e., the abstraction)
contains an extra state with historical information not needed by the implementation
(i.e., the refinement), when the specification specifies making a non-deterministic
choice before the implementation, or when the specification has a coarser time
granularity than the implementation. While these situations are also relevant to our
approach, we solve these potential issues by means of correspondence assumptions.

An important family of compositional approaches is assume-guarantee based
reasoning. This family of approaches can largely be subdivided into two categories.
The first is the assumption-commitment paradigm [MC81], which focuses on message
passing systems in which properties of components are expressed as pairs of
guarantees that that component will provide, given that the corresponding set
of assumptions hold. This reasoning is very similar to the well-known pre- and
postcondition based reasoning of Hoare [Hoa69] (i.e., Hoare logic). Shankar et al.
[Sha98] introduce lazy compositional verification, which is intended to help overcome
some of the problems of the assume-commit paradigm. It is a proof style that uses
a suitably weak characterization of the environment of a component so that the
component can still be shown to uphold a certain property. While the main idea of
lazy verification is very similar to the approach presented here, the main differences
are that lazy verification is a proof system that models a system as asynchronous
transition systems (a form of state transition systems), and that composition can
yield inconsistent specifications. The second is the rely-guarantee method [Jon83]
which focuses more on verifying shared variable concurrency. However, as we model
software architectures as message passing systems, this category is of less relevance
to us.

An excellent overview of compositional reasoning is presented by De Roever et al.
[Roe01]. However, as also stated in that work, one of the main disadvantages of
these approaches is that programs are represented by transition diagrams, and that
this hampers the modelling of more complicated programs. Furthermore, we are
not interested in purely functional modelling of software, but mainly in its security
as a non-functional quality. A second difference is that we are not modelling all
possible system states and transitions explicitly—a model description describes a set
of constraints that all model instances that correspond to that description should
uphold. If specific behaviour is not excluded by a constraint in the model description,
there is a model instance that allows it. In our experience, this underconstrained
modelling is key in verifying the security of systems, as it leaves the architect with
the most degrees of freedom to build the actual system.

To summarize, automatically verifying formal models is a hard problem, which
is usually solved by decomposition strategies based on refinement. However, as
refinement and decomposition are generally very specific to the formalism at hand,
no generic refinement and decomposition frameworks exist that are independent of
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the exact formalism and can readily be applied to arbitrary specifications.

4.5 Scalable analysis via model decomposition

In order to enable the verification of larger model descriptions, a mechanism is
required to split model descriptions up and verify the resulting parts independently.
Ideally, this model decomposition process follows software engineering best practices,
so the decomposition, verification and potential re-use of model descriptions can be
easily integrated with the different software design activities. We begin by laying
out the foundations of a theory that achieves these goals via model refinement in
Section 4.5.1. In Section 4.5.2, we show how model descriptions on different levels
of abstraction can be interpreted. In Section 4.5.3, we show how this theory can be
mapped to a process based on abstraction and interpretation that is realizable with
the Alloy Analyzer.

4.5.1 Model refinement

In order to make an abstraction from a part of a large detailed model description,
the principle of information hiding and encapsulation is used [Par72]. Essentially,
a component can be represented on different levels of abstraction. A high level
of abstraction (i.e., an abstract model description) allows the modeller to reason
efficiently about properties on the composition level, incorporating the abstract
component in a model of a larger system, and verifying what guarantees the
component needs to fulfil in order for that composition to be secure. On the other
hand, a low level of abstraction (i.e., a refined model description) allows the modeller
to model and verify the inner workings of that component up to an arbitrary level
of detail. The abstract component can be refined to a more detailed component
specification, or even decomposed in a proper sub architecture, until the modeller is
satisfied that the detailed model description is both secure and implementable. Ideally,
when the abstract and refined component descriptions share the same operations
(with the same operation arguments), we want to be able to transparently replace the
refinement with an abstraction in a composition, and obtain the same results.

For the remainder of this work, we refer to the abstract component description as
A = Cmpa ∧CCmpa (with Cmpa the component definition and CCmpa its context,
expressed in an abstract language La) and the refined component description as
R = Cmpr ∧CCmpr (with Cmpr the component definition and CCmpr its context,
expressed in a refined languageLr). Additionally, the n shared operations are denoted
Opi (with i in [1, n]). The abstract preconditions and postconditions are Opa,ipre, resp.
Opa,ipost. Similarly, the refined pre- and postconditions are denoted Opr,ipre and Opr,ipost.
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As an illustrative example, consider again the Logger introduced in Chapter 3. A
possible abstract model description of the Logger contains an interface of three
operations, Log, Read and Verify, (i.e., Op1,Op2 and Op3) that are used respectively
to write a new message to the Logger, read a message back, and verify whether the
Logger is still intact (in other words, if all the messages are still present). Our naive
model of the Logger has one attribute, i.e., a list of loggedmessages. The corresponding
component description Cmpa is the following.

Listing 4.1: Definition of the abstract logger.

179 sig AbstractLogger in Component {
180 contents: set Message→Time
181 }{
182 all t:Time,c:Component,m:Message,i:Int {
183 Execute[c,this,Log,m,t]⇒ this.log[m,t]
184 Execute[c,this,Read,m+ i,t]⇒ this.read[m,i,t]
185 Execute[c,this,Verify,i,t]⇒ this.verify[i,t]
186 }
187 }
188

189 pred AbstractLogger.log(m:Message,t:Time) {
190 m in this.contents.t
191 }
192

193 pred AbstractLogger.read(m:Message,res:Int,t:Time) {
194 (this.isIntact[1,t] and m in this.contents.t) implies
195 res = 1 else res = 0
196 }
197

198 pred AbstractLogger.verify(res:Int,t:Time) {
199 (all m:Message, c:Component, t1:t.prevs+ t |
200 (Execute[c,this,Log,m,t1] or m in this.contents.TO/first) implies
201 m in this.contents.t) implies res = 1 else res = 0
202 }

The log, read and verify predicates correspond to the abstract postconditions Opa,1post,

Opa,2post andOp
a,3
post. The preconditionsOpa,1pre,Op

a,2
pre andOp

a,3
pre are always the same—

that a corresponding invocation is executed on that component, as shown starting on
line 183. This abstract Logger upholds the requirement that whenever a component
invokes the Log operation, there is a future time starting at which the log entry can
be read back as long as the Verify operation returns ‘1’ (i.e., ‘true’).

Listing 4.2: The security requirement for the logger.

204 pred Requirement {
205 all t:Time,m:Message,l:AbstractLogger,c:Component|Invoke[c,l,Log,m,t] implies (
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206 some t1:t.nexts+ t {
207 all t2:t1.nexts+ t1 | l.verify[1,t2] implies l.read[m,1,t2]
208 }
209 )
210 }

The abstract logger can now be verified according to the process of Chapter 3. The
resulting context of this abstract component, CCmpa , is the following.

Listing 4.3: Uncovered abstract logger assumptions.

211 pred LogConnectorsAreReliable {
212 all l:AbstractLogger,c:Component,conn:getConnectors[c,l] { conn.isReliable }
213 }
214

215 pred LogConnectorsCorrectlyInitialized {
216 all c:Component,l:AbstractLogger,conn:getConnectors[c,l] {
217 let t = {t:Time | #conn.buffer.t > 0 and no t1:t.prevs | #conn.buffer.t1 > 0}{
218 c + l in conn.connects.t
219 }
220 }
221 }
222

223 pred LogCallsCorrectlyRouted {
224 all i:Invocation,t:Time,l:AbstractLogger |
225 i.hasAuthenticCaller and i.of = Log and l in i.receivers⇒
226 all c:Connector | i in c.buffer.t⇒ c in getConnectors[i.caller,l]
227 }
228

229 pred LogConnectorsAreTamperProof {
230 all l:AbstractLogger,c:Component,conn:getConnectors[c,l] {
231 conn.tamperProof
232 }
233 }

The advantage of this model description is that it is lightweight, and it behaves
according to our expectation of what the Logger should do. Of course, this is a
very abstract and unrealistic way of realizing the Logger. For instance, the Verify
operation assumes the Logger remembers in some way all previous executions of
the Log operation to determine whether the Logger is still intact. In reality, storing
this history list would require a secure logger by itself, leaving us with a circular
dependency. A more realistic way of realizing a Logger would be based on the Secure
Logger pattern [SNL05] as in Section 3.4.2—for the Log operation to assign sequence
numbers to logged messages and apply cryptographic signatures to check that no
message has been deleted from the Logger. The Logger would then have two attributes:
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a list of signed messages and a counter that contains the next sequence number to
assign to a message. This would be modelled as follows.

Listing 4.4: Definition of the refined logger.

234 sig RefinedLogger in Component {
235 contains: set SignedMessage→Time,
236 nextUID: Int one→Time
237 }
238

239 pred RefinedLogger.verify(intact:Int, t:Time) {
240 (this.allEntriesAccountedFor[t] and this.entriesAreValid[t]) implies
241 intact = 1 else intact = 0
242 }
243

244 pred RefinedLogger.allEntriesAccountedFor(t:Time) {
245 all i:this.nextUID.t.prevs | i ≥ 0 implies
246 some s:this.contains.t | s.content.t.id.t = i
247 }
248

249 pred RefinedLogger.entriesAreValid(t:Time) {
250 all i:Int {
251 0 ≤ i and i < this.nextUID.t implies
252 one s:this.contains.t | s.content.t.id.t = i and s.isValid[t]
253 }
254 }

The Verify operation now checks whether there is a valid signed message for every
sequence number in the interval [0..(nextUID − 1)]. This is a more refined and
realistic way to realize the Logger component. The question now becomes whether
the refinement is interchangeable with the abstraction, and if results obtained by using
the abstraction are in some way related to results obtained by using the refinement.

4.5.2 Interpreting models on different levels of abstraction

The purpose of an abstraction is that it is simpler than a corresponding refinement.
This makes the language in which the abstraction is expressed different from the
language of the refinement—in general, we would expect the abstract language to be
simpler as well. In the case of the Logger, the refinement contains concepts such as
SignedMessages and sequence numbers, while the abstraction does not. Therefore, we
need a mechanism to interpret one model instance, expressed in one language, as
another model instance, expressed in a possibly distinct language. For instance, if
our refined Logger contains a cryptographically processed message with an invalid
signature, how would the corresponding abstract view on the same Logger represent
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JAKLa JRKLr

JA ∧RKLa∪Lr

A B′
B

C′

C

ga
gr

Figure 4.4: Interpretation mapping between an abstract model A and a refined model
B. In this figure, A can be interpreted as an abstraction of B via the glue model C,
as well as B′ via the glue model C′. Conversely, B and B′ are refinements of A. As
C and C′ are glue models of the same A, C ∼ C′. The equivalence classes are denoted
with dashed ovals.

this situation? We solve this problem by defining an interpretation function that
relates abstract and refined model instances to a third model instance that upholds
both the refined and abstract model descriptions, as depicted in Figure 4.4.

Informally, given an abstract model description A in an abstract language La and a
refined model description R in a refined language Lr , we want an interpretation to
have the following properties. Every refined model instance should be in some way
representable by exactly one abstract model instance in JAKLa . If there are refined
model instances that can not be interpreted as an abstract model instance, then the
abstract model description or language is not sufficiently expressive. If there are
refined model instances that can be interpreted as multiple abstract model instances,
then the abstraction is ambiguous. Similarly, every abstract model instance should
in some way represent at least one refined model instance. If it does not, then the
refined model description (or language) is not as expressive as the abstract model
description (or language), and the abstraction does not approximate the refinement
well. On the other hand, as an abstraction by definition includes fewer details than a
refinement, it is possible that multiple refined model instances are interpreted as the
same abstract model instance.

We use the following terminology. A relation r from A to B is left total when every
a ∈ A has a corresponding b ∈ B so that (a, b) ∈ r. Conversely, r is right total or
surjective when every b ∈ B has a corresponding a ∈ A so that (a, b) ∈ r. We say that
r is injective when for every b ∈ B that has a a ∈ A so that (a, b) ∈ r, that a is unique.
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Definition 4.2 (interpretation). Given a refined model description R in language Lr ,
a refinement interpretation is a bijective function gr ∶ JRKLr → JA ∧RKLa∪Lr that
maps every refined model instance to one C ∈ JA ∧RKLa∪Lr which upholds both the
constraints ofA andR. We call the (La∪Lr)-theoryA∧R the glue model description,
and the corresponding model instances glue models. Given an abstract model description
A in language La, an abstract interpretation ga ⊆ JAKLa × JA ∧RKLa∪Lr is a relation
which is left total, right total, and injective. It relates an abstract model instance A to at
least one glue model C ∈ JA ∧RKLa∪Lr .

Given such a refinement and abstract interpretation, an interpretation g is defined as
g−1
a ○ gr ∶ JRKLr → JAKLa . It maps a refined model instance B to an abstract model
instance A. We say that B ∈ JRKLr can be interpreted as A ∈ JAKLa under g when
g(B) = A.

A valid question would be why an interpretation is defined indirectly with the help of
glue models. We are forced to take a detour via the glue models and define an
interpretation in terms of an abstract and refined interpretation, as the abstract
language is not necessarily a simple subset of the refined language. Because of
this disparity, we can not directly compare refined model instances with abstract
model instances in an automated fashion. However, glue models, as their name
implies, allow us to ‘glue’ abstract and refined model instances together in one model
description that can be used for automated verification purposes.

The conditions on both the refinement and abstract interpretations from Definition 4.2
warrant an explanation. Intuitively, an interpretation simply relates many refined
model instances to fewer abstract model instances. It does this in a way that is
compatible with the previously proposed properties, i.e., in a total and unambiguous
way. This should make an interpretation a surjective function.

Lemma 4.1. Given an abstract interpretation ga, its inverse g−1
a is a surjective function.

Proof. Observe that, as an abstract refinement ga is right total and injective, its inverse
g−1
a is a function. As ga is left total, g−1

a is surjective.

Corollary 4.2. An interpretation is a surjective function.

Proof. As an interpretation g is defined as g−1
a ○ gr with gr a bijective function and

g−1
a a surjective function, g is a surjective function.

Additionally, as depicted in Figure 4.4, an abstract interpretation implicitly groups
glue models in sets that share the same abstract model instance.

Definition 4.3 (equivalence). Given an abstract interpretation ga, two glue models
C,C′ ∈ JA ∧RKLa∪Lr are equivalent, denoted C ∼ C′, if and only if g−1

a (C) = g
−1
a (C

′).
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Intuitively, two glue models C,C′ are equivalent if they are related to the same abstract
model instance A via an abstract interpretation ga, i.e., (A,C) ∈ ga and (A,C′) ∈ ga.

Lemma 4.3. For every abstract interpretation ga, ∼ is an equivalence relation.

Proof. As Lemma 4.1 states that g−1
a is a surjective function, the relation ∼ is reflexive

(i.e., for everyC ∈ JA∧RKLa∪Lr , C ∼ C), symmetric (i.e., for everyC,C′ ∈ JA∧RKLa∪Lr ,
if C ∼ C′, then C′ ∼ C), and transitive (i.e., for every C,C′,C′′ ∈ JA∧RKLa∪Lr , if C ∼ C′

and C′ ∼ C′′, then C ∼ C′′). This makes ∼ an equivalence relation.

We use the following terminology related to the equivalence relation ∼. Denote with
[C] the set {C′ ∈ JA ∧ RKLa∪Lr ⋅ C ∼ C′} which contains all C′ that are the image
of the same A under ga. Denote with JA ∧ RKLa∪Lr/∼ the set of all equivalence
classes (also called the quotient set) of JA ∧ RKLa∪Lr defined by ∼. Denote with
π ∶ JA ∧ RKLa∪Lr → JA ∧ RKLa∪Lr/∼ the canonical projection map of ∼ so that
π(C) = [C]. In other words, the canonical projection map is a surjective function
that maps every glue model to a set of equivalent glue models that share the same
abstract model instance under the abstract refinement ga.

Lemma4.4. Given an abstract interpretation ga, then π○ga ∶ JAKLa → JA∧RKLa∪Lr/∼
that maps every A to a set of equivalent glue models, is a bijective function.

Proof. Take an arbitrary A ∈ JAKLa . Every A has at least one interpretation C under
ga. By definition, all the images of A are mapped to the same equivalence class [C].
This makes π ○ ga a function. Assume that there is a [C] ∈ JA ∧RKL∪L′/∼ that is not
the image of a A ∈ JAKLa . Then that C would not be the interpretation of any A, and
ga would not be left total, which leads to a contradiction. This makes π ○ ga surjective.
Assume that A,A′ ∈ JAKLa are mapped by π ○ ga to the same [C] ∈ JA ∧RKL∪L′/∼.
Now A,A′ are both interpretations of the same B ∈ JRKLr , with g(B) = A and
g(B) = A′. According to Corollary 4.2, this makes A = A′. Therefore, π ○ ga is
injective.

A glue model description can be encoded in Alloy in a fairly straightforward way. The
process consists of creating a new model description which imports both the abstract
and refined model descriptions under a separate name space (here, A denotes the
abstract name space and R the refinement name space). The modeller can then encode
how abstract model elements correspond to refined model elements. For instance,
the interpretation of the abstract and refined Logger as described earlier becomes the
following.

Listing 4.5: The glue model description linking the abstract logger to the refined
logger.
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255 fact Interpretation {
256 // Atomic types are trivially mapped to one another.
257 R/RefinedLogger = A/AbstractLogger
258 R/Log = A/Log
259 R/Read = A/Read
260 R/Verify = A/Verify
261 R/Message = A/Message
262

263 // Linking the contents of the refined logger to the abstract logger.
264 all l:R/Logger, t:Time, sm:l.contains.t {
265 (sm.isValid[t] and 0 < = sm.content.t.id.t and sm.content.t.id.t < l.nextUID.t) implies
266 sm.content.t.content.t in l.contents.t
267 }
268

269 // Linking the contents of the abstract logger to the refined logger.
270 all l:A/Logger, t:Time, m:l.contents.t {
271 some sm:l.contains.t | sm.content.t.content.t = m and
272 sm.isValid[t] and 0 < = sm.content.t.id.t and sm.content.t.id.t < l.nextUID.t
273 }
274 }

Similar types are trivially mapped to each other. For instance, the abstract set of
Messages is identical to the refined set of Messages. The contents of the RefinedLoggers
(the SignedMessages in the contains relationship) are related to the contents of the
AbstractLoggers (the Messages in the contents relationship). This interpretation reflects
that a refined logger only considers a message as ‘logged’ if its sequence number
falls in the interval [0,nextUID] and if it has a valid signature. The interpretation can
therefore be worded as “for every message that is considered to be in the contents
of the refined logger, it is in the contents of the abstract logger” (and the other way
around). Note that the interpretation allows RefinedLoggers with different invalid
SignedMessages (e.g., SignedMessages with an invalid id or an invalid signature) to be
interpreted as the same AbstractLogger. For instance, a RefinedLogger r1 with one valid
SignedMessage sm1 with as its contents a Message m1, and a second RefinedLogger
with one additional invalid SignedMessage sm2, would be interpreted as the same
AbstractLogger with only one Message in its contents, m1. Both RefinedLoggers are
equivalent with respect to this interpretation.

Up until now, we have not assigned any semantics to an interpretation, that is, refined
model instances could be interpreted as arbitrary abstract model instances, even
if the refinement and abstraction behave completely different. However, not just
any interpretation is strong enough to allow an abstraction to be replaced with its
corresponding refinement, and vice versa, in a composition. For instance, given
Definition 4.2, it is possible to interpret every refined Logger as an abstract Logger
that always responds ‘1’ to invocations of the Verify operation and returns arbitrary
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messages with the Read operation, and has no Log operation. Obviously, verification
results obtained by using this abstract Logger will be very different from the results
of the original refined Logger.

For the abstraction and refinement to be mutually interchangeable, the interpretation
should guarantee two things. First, the refined model description should offer at least
the same operations, with the same signature, as the abstract model description. This
includes that all types that are used in the signature of a shared operation, should
be shared as well. As a minimum, the abstract model description should offer the
necessary operations to be able to express the security requirement it should fulfill.
Second, both abstract and refined versions of every shared operation should behave
identically. By this we mean that both preconditions and postconditions of shared
operations are equivalent when interpreted in the shared language. We call such an
interpretation behaviour preserving, and the model descriptions that are related by a
behaviour preserving interpretation behaviourally equivalent.

Definition 4.4 (behaviourally equivalent). An interpretation g preserves behaviour
when, for every C ∈ JA ∧RKLa∪Lr such that there exist an A ∈ JAKLa andB ∈ JRKLr

and C the glue model that corresponds to the interpretation of both A and B, the
following holds: for every shared operation Opi, the abstract and refined preconditions,
resp. postconditions, are equivalent, C ⊧ ((Opr,ipre⇔ Opa,ipre) ∧ (Op

r,i
post⇔ Opa,ipost)).

When g preserves behaviour, A and R are said to be behaviourally equivalent model
descriptions.

In order to verify whether an interpretation is behaviour preserving, we need to
show that the mapping between an abstraction and refinement is an interpretation
according to Definition 4.2 and that the pre- and postconditions of the abstraction and
refinement are equivalent in every glue model instance. This could be done by means
of theorem proving, as it needs only be proven once per abstraction (i.e., the proof is
independent of the composition in which the abstraction is used). This would justify
trading off the effort required to create a formal proof with the extra guarantees it
offers with respect to model finding.

On the other hand, given a glue model description, it is fairly straightforward to test
whether a given interpretation preserves behaviour in Alloy. For instance, in the
previously described interpretation, we can verify behavioural equivalence with the
following property. Note that the equivalence of the preconditions does not need to
be verified—this is already equivalent, given that whenever an invocation is executed
on the abstract component, it is automatically executed on the refined component,
which are assumed to be the same (see line 257).

Listing 4.6: Encoding the check for behavioural equivalence.

275 assert BehaviourallyEquivalent {
276 all l:R/RefinedLogger, t:Time, m:Message | l.R/log[m,t]⇔ l.A/log[m,t]
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277 all l:R/RefinedLogger, t:Time | l.R/verify[1,t]⇔ l.A/verify[1,t]
278 all l:R/RefinedLogger, t:Time, m:Message | l.R/read[m,1,t]⇔ l.A/read[m,1,t]
279 }

In general, the correspondence property will not hold at first and the modeller will
have to fine-tune the involvedmodel descriptions. Thismight be due to the abstraction
that is either not sufficiently powerful and not able to express sufficient refinement
behaviour (and then the refined model description should be additionally constrained),
or too powerful and being able to express more than the refinement is able to (and
then the abstract model description should be additionally constrained). However,
one of the benefits of showing refinement in this way is that the Alloy Analyzer is
able to illustrate by means of counterexamples where the correspondence does not
hold. This is a valuable tool for the modeller to investigate exactly in what situations
the behaviour of the abstract model will diverge from the refined model and, in the
author’s experience, often leads to new insights in both abstract and refined model
descriptions.

Sometimes, however, the modeller deliberately wants to introduce simplifications by
choosing to introduce an abstraction that is not completely behaviourally equivalent
to the refinement. In order to allow this, while maintaining some form of traceability
of exactly what simplifications were made, the modeller can add correspondence
assumptions. These assumptions have to hold for the correspondence to be valid, and
should be discharged by the modeller, as is the case with the trust assumptions in the
context.

Listing 4.7: Correspondence assumptions for the abstract and refined loggers.

280 fact CorrespondenceAssumptions {
281 // No message replay.
282 all i1,i2:Invocation,m:Message | i1.of = R/Log and i2.of = R/Log and
283 (m in i1.args and m in i2.args) implies i1 = i2
284 // Message ID numbers of all processed messages in a Logger are unique.
285 all t:Time,l:R/RefinedLogger | no disj p1,p2:ProcessedMessage |
286 some sm1,sm2:l.contains.t | sm1.content.t = p1 and
287 sm2.content.t = p2 and p1.id.t = p2.id.t
288 // The refined logger can not contain more than one valid message with the same id.
289 all l:R/Logger,t:Time | one sm:l.contains.t | sm.isValid[t] and
290 0 < = sm.content.t.id.t and sm.content.t.id.t < l.nextUID.t
291 }

Given the above assumptions, the correspondence holds and the RefinedLogger is
indeed a refinement of the AbstractLogger. The first assumption is shared between
the abstraction and refinement, as it constrains invocations of the Log operation.
It expresses that, while the RefinedLogger is secure against replay attacks, the
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AbstractLogger is not. However, given the assumption that messages will not be
replayed, they are equivalent. The second and third assumptions are internal to
the refined Logger, and constrain every refined Logger not to contain two processed
messages with the same id, and similarly not to contain multiple valid signed messages
with the same contents.

Correspondence assumptions such as these allow the modeller to make trade-offs
when finding a behaviour preserving abstraction would prove too difficult—instead
of fine-tuning the interpretation, either the abstraction or refinement (or both)
are constrained so that the interpretation holds. We return to the role of these
correspondence assumptions in an engineering context in Section 4.7.

First, we prove that behaviour preserving interpretations allow us to switch refined
component descriptions and abstract descriptions in a composition, without impacting
the correctness of the verification results.

4.5.3 Abstraction based verification

In order to make the verification of complex architectural model descriptions tractable,
it should be possible to replace complex parts with simple abstractions, and then
verify both the abstract composition and the detailed refinement separately. In
the example case study, we would like to replace the refined Logger description
with the abstract Logger, as it introduces fewer types (i.e., no processed and signed
messages, no message ID numbers, etc.). However, when replacing one component
model description with another, two properties need to hold. The first is security,
i.e., that if the composition based on the abstract model description is secure, the
original composition based on the refined model description would be secure. The
second is compatibility, i.e., that the constraints introduced by the composition on
the abstraction do not conflict with the internals of the refinement—in other words,
that the composition and the refinement are not not logically inconsistent, and the
resulting system is effectively implementable. We begin by defining the concept of
an interface of a theory (not to be confused with Interface from the meta model), after
which we explain how to use this concept to prove both the security and compatibility
properties.

Definition 4.5 (interface). If T is an L-theory and L′ ⊆ L, then L′-theory I is a
sound T -interface whenever JIKL′ ⊆ JT KL ↓L′ ; it is a complete T -interface whenever
JT KL ↓L′ ⊆ JIKL′ ; and it is a faithful T -interface whenever JIKL′ = JT KL ↓L′ .

Whenever an interface is complete, the interface corresponds to at least all the
reductions of the refined model description. This interface property is important
when the modeller verifies the abstract composition—if there are no attacks against
a complete interface, there are no attacks against the same composition with the
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interface substituted for the refined component description. On the other hand, a
complete interface cannot guarantee the absence of conflicts. It is possible that a
satisfiable abstract composition is no longer satisfiable when the abstract components
are swapped out for their refined counterparts. This is where sound interfaces come
in. Whenever an interface is sound, it means that for all solutions to the interface,
there is an expansion which is a solution to the original theory.

Lemma 4.5. Given an L-theory T and I a sound T -interface over a language L′ ⊆ L,
then every A ∈ JIKL′ can be expanded to an A′ ∈ JT KL .

Proof. By Definition 4.5, we know that JIKL′ ⊆ JT KL ↓L′ . Therefore, A ∈ JT KL ↓L′ .
As the function − ↓L′ is surjective onto JT KL ↓L′ by definition, we can pick A′ so
that A′ ↓L′ = A, and A can be expanded to A′.

A special case of Definition 4.5 is when the model description T is itself an L theory.
Then we have Lemma 4.7, which states that every theory is its own faithful interface
in a larger language. But first, we show that a property expressed in the language of
the interface can be evaluated both on an original model instance, or on its reduction.

Lemma 4.6. Given a language L′ and an L′-theory T , and a smaller language L ⊆ L′

with anL-formula φ. For everyA ∈ JT KL′ we have thatA ⊧ φ is equivalent toA↓L ⊧ φ.

Proof. As per Section 4.2, A is defined as a pair (A, (⋅)A)whereA is a non-empty sets
and (⋅)A is an interpretation function defined on the symbols in L′. By induction on
φ, as it is an L-sentence, evaluating its truth only depends on on the interpretation of
L under (⋅)A. Therefore, restricting the domain of (⋅)A to L does not alter evaluating
the truth value of φ, and A ⊧ φ is equivalent to A↓L ⊧ φ.

Lemma 4.7. Given an L-theory T and a language L′ ⊇ L, JT KL′ ↓L = JT KL .

Proof. Take an arbitrary A ∈ JT KL′ . As T is expressed solely over L, Lemma 4.5.3
states that the L-reduct of that A is still in JT KL . This makes JT KL′ ↓ L ⊆ JT KL .
Conversely, take an arbitrary B ∈ JT KL . As L′ ⊇ L and T is an L-theory, B is also
in JT KL′ . The L-reduct of B (which is in JT KL ) is B itself. Therefore, JT KL′ ↓L ⊇
JT KL .

The relation between the interpretation defined in Section 4.5 and the concepts of
La-, resp. Lr-reduction, is shown in Figure 4.5. If we can show that the glue model
description JA∧RKLa∪Lr is both a faithful A- and R-interface, then the security and
compatibility properties follow easily. First, we prove the following lemmas.
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Figure 4.5: An overview of how glue models relate refinements and abstractions.
Every arrow denotes a function, with g a behaviour preserving interpretation
composed of the abstract interpretation ga and the refinement interpretation gr . The
existence of the dashed arrows is proven in Lemma 4.8, resp. Lemma 4.9.

Lemma 4.8. If there exists a behaviour preserving interpretation g between an abstract
model description A and a refined model description R, then there exists an injective
function j ∶ JRKLr → JA ∧RKLa∪Lr ↓Lr .

Proof. Define j as − ↓ Lr ○ gr . As gr is bijective, we need only show that − ↓ Lr

is injective. Consider C,C′ ∈ JA ∧ RKLa∪Lr with corresponding C ↓ Lr ,C′ ↓ Lr ∈

JA ∧RKLa∪Lr ↓Lr . As per Section 4.2, C and C′ are defined as pairs (C, (⋅)C) and
(C ′, (⋅)C

′

), where C and C ′ are non-empty sets and (⋅)C and (⋅)C
′

are interpretation
functions defined on the symbols in La ∪Lr . If C↓Lr = C′ ↓Lr , then that means that
there are two glue models that have identical interpretation functions when their
domain is restricted to Lr . Now either the interpretation functions specific to La

are also identical, and then C = C′, or the La-specific interpretation functions differ,
and then C is different from C′. However, the latter would imply that there are two
distinct glue model instances that are the interpretations of the same refined model
instance, and therefore g would not be a valid interpretation. Therefore, C = C′ and
−↓Lr is injective.

Lemma 4.9. If there exists a behaviour preserving interpretation g between an abstract
model description A and a refined model description R, then there exists an injective
function k ∶ JAKLa → JA ∧RKLa∪Lr ↓La .
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Proof. Define h ∶ (JA ∧RKLa∪Lr/∼) → (JA ∧RKLa∪Lr ↓La) that, for every [C] in
the quotient set JA ∧RKLa∪Lr/∼, chooses a C ∈ [C] and maps it to its La-reduction.
This function is well-defined because h is left total, as every equivalence class in
the quotient set is non-empty, and every C has an La-reduction. Pick two [C], [C′]
from the quotient set and assume that C↓La = C′ ↓La . As the operations Opi under
which the refinement is behaviourally equivalent are part of La, we can evaluate
the truth value of these Opi in C, C′, and their respective La-reductions. Given
the assumption that C ↓ La = C′ ↓ La , we have (C ↓ La ⊧ Opa,ipre) ⇔ (C′ ↓ La ⊧

Opa,ipre) and (C ↓ La ⊧ Opa,ipost) ⇔ (C′ ↓ La ⊧ Opa,ipost). Lemma 4.6 implies that

(C ⊧ Opa,ipre) ⇔ (C
′ ⊧ Opa,ipre) and (C ⊧ Op

a,i
post) ⇔ (C

′ ⊧ Opa,ipost). This makes
C ∼ C′, and consequently [C] = [C′]. Hence, h is an injective function.

Define k as h○π ○ga. As π ○ga is a bijective function from JAKLa to JA∧RKLa∪Lr/∼
(according to Lemma 4.4) and h is an injective function from JA ∧ RKLa∪Lr/∼ to
JA ∧RKLa∪Lr ↓La , k is an injective function from JAKLa to JA ∧RKLa∪Lr ↓La .

We can now prove the following.

Theorem 4.10. If there exists a behaviour preserving interpretation g between an
abstract model description A and a refined model description R, then A ∧R is both a
faithful R-interface and a faithful A-interface.

Proof. First observe that JA∧RKLa∪Lr ↓Lr can be trivially injected into JRKLr , making
JA∧RKLa∪Lr ↓Lr ⊆ JRKLr . The converse property JA∧RKLa∪Lr ↓Lr ⊇ JRKLr follows
directly from Lemma 4.8. This makes A ∧R a faithful R-interface.

Second, observe that JA ∧ RKL∪L′ ↓ L can be trivially injected into JAKL , making
JA ∧RKL∪L′ ↓L ⊆ JAKL . The converse, JAKLa ⊆ JA ∧RKLa∪Lr ↓La , follows directly
from Lemma 4.9. This makes A ∧R a faithful A-interface.

The interpretations JA ∧ RKLa∪Lr can therefore be used as stand-ins for both a
refinement and a corresponding abstraction, as both every refinement and abstraction
has an interpretation. Taking the La-restriction of that interpretation, we get the
abstraction. Conversely, taking the Lr-restriction gives us the refinement. This can
be used to prove that a behaviour preserving abstraction can be used as a placeholder
for a refinement in a composition S over a language Ls. Intuitively, this works as
follows. Given a model instance of an architectural composition that makes use
of an abstraction A over La, we can replace the A-specific parts of that model
instance with a glue model, after which we can drop the A-specific parts all together.
This leaves us with a composition that now makes use of a refinement R over Lr .
There is only one caveat. We need to assume that the composition can neither
constrain the internals of the abstraction, nor the internals of the refinement, but it
can place constraints on shared language concepts—in other words, the component
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internals should be completely encapsulated from the composition, and S should be
an (Ls ∪ (La ∩Lr))-theory.

However, this separation of assumptions on the composition level on one hand,
and the internals of a component on the other, is not an issue in well-designed
architectures, as these should already uphold the design principle of information
hiding [Par72]. This states that clients of a component should only interact with it via
its interface, and that the internals of that component should be treated as a black box.
Therefore, the composition S should only be allowed to place constraints on either
the operationsOpi of a component definitionCmp, or the types shared between both
abstraction and refinement, such as types used in their interface—in other words, the
concepts from La ∩Lr . We can therefore expect S to be an (Ls ∪ (La ∩Lr))-theory.
Note that the meta model as introduced in Section 3.2.2 is an (La ∩ Lr)-theory by
default.

If the composition S upholds the principle of information hiding, then we can
replace the refined component descriptionR with the abstract descriptionA, without
changing anything to S. This leaves us with two parts: an abstract composition S ∧A
which uses the abstract component description, and a separate theory R containing
the refined component description. This allows us to verify both model descriptions
separately—compositional properties can be verified on the abstract composition,
while detailed analysis on the component in question can be performed on the refined
component description.

Definition 4.6 (decomposition). A model description S ∧R in Ls ∪Lr is said to be
decomposed in an abstract composition S ∧ A as an (Ls ∪ La)-theory (with A an
La-theory) and a refined component description R as an Lr-theory when there exists a
behaviour preserving interpretation betweenR andA, and S is anLs∪(La∩Lr)-theory.

We can now define and prove the following two properties.

Definition 4.7 (compatibility). The decomposition of a model description S ∧ R in
Ls ∪Lr (with S a composition and R a refined component definition) in S ∧A as an
(Ls∪La)-theory andR as an Lr-theory (withA a behaviourally equivalent abstraction
of R) is compatible or non conflicting when, if the abstract composition S ∧ A is
satisfiable, the original model description S ∧R is satisfiable.

If a decomposition is compatible, it is possible to still find valid instantiations
for the combined model or, conversely, the refinements introduced in the refined
component description do not conflict with the compositional constraints in the
abstract composition. This is essential for the decomposition to be useful. The
following theorem states that a model decomposition always results in a compatible
decomposition.
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Theorem 4.11. Given a model description S ∧ R, with S an Ls-theory and R an
Lr-theory, with A an La-theory that is a behaviourally equivalent abstraction of R,
and Ls ∩ (Lr ∖La) is empty (i.e., Ls does not share vocabulary with Lr that is not in
La), then the decomposition S ∧A,R is compatible.

Proof. Choose a model instance A ∈ JS ∧ AKLs∪La . From Definition 4.7 we know
that there is at least one such A. Now A ∈ JAKLs∪La . By Lemma 4.5, as A is a
faithful (R ∧ A)-interface, A can be extended to A′ ∈ JA ∧ RKLs∪La∪Lr . Hence,
A′ ∈ JRKLs∪La∪Lr . Assume that A′ ∉ JSKLs∪La∪Lr . Then S would contain a sentence
φ for which A′ ⊭ φ. As φ is necessarily expressed over the language Ls ∪ (La ∩Lr),
Lemma 4.6 states that A ⊭ φ. But this would imply that A ∉ JS ∧AKLs∪La , which
is a contradiction. Therefore, A′ is both in JSKLs∪La∪Lr and in JRKLs∪La∪Lr . Now
A′ ∈ JS∧RKLs∪La∪Lr and, according to Lemma 4.7, also in JS∧RKLs∪Lr . This proves
that S ∧R is satisfiable.

At this point, we know that we can replace a refined component description with
an abstraction and verify both the abstract composition and the refined component
description independently, as long as they are behaviourally equivalent. Even better,
such a decomposition is always compatible—if both parts of the decomposition
still have instances, the combined model will have at least one instance. The only
remaining question is whether the result is secure.

Theorem 4.12. Given a model description S ∧ R, with S an Ls-theory and R an
Lr-theory, withA an La-theory that is a behaviourally equivalent abstraction ofR, and
Ls∩(Lr ∖La) is empty (i.e., Ls does not share vocabulary with Lr that is not in La). If
the abstract composition S ∧A is secure with respect to a requirement Q expressed over
La ∩Lr , then the original composition S ∧R is secure with respect to that requirement.

Proof. If the abstract composition is secure, but the original model description is not,
then there is an attackX ∈ JS∧R∧¬QKLs∪Lr . Given that bothQ and S are expressed
over a language disjoint from La ∖Lr , Lemma 4.7 gives X ∈ JS ∧R ∧ ¬QKLs∪Lr∪La .
However X ↓ Lr ∉ JAKLa , otherwise X would be an attack against the abstract
composition, which is assumed to be secure. Now A cannot be a behaviourally
equivalent abstraction of R, which leads to a contradiction. Therefore, the original
model description S ∧R is secure.

As a thought experiment to illustrate the relevance of the conditions that Ls ∩ (Lr ∖
La) is empty and that the abstraction should be behaviourally equivalent, consider
the following illustration of a conflicting feature interaction between confidentiality
and auditing. Assume that we are to verify a system that handles transactions. It is
composed of an AuditInterceptor which is tasked with intercepting all transactions so
they can be kept for auditing reasons, and a ConfidentialTransactionProcessor which is
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tasked with processing transactions so that they never leak to (i.e., be observed by)
third parties.

Clearly, Transaction is a type in the language shared between the AuditInterceptor
and ConfidentialTransactionProcessor, and forms part of the interface used to inter-
act with both components. Assume that the refined model of AuditInterceptor
has an assumption that it should be able to observe all Transactions. Similarly,
ConfidentialTransactionProcessor assumes that no one else can observe Transactions
(apart from the Client and ConfidentialTransactionProcessor involved). When both
models are abstracted, these assumptions either have to be true in the abstractions
(otherwise they could never be behaviourally equivalent) or they end up as accepted
correspondence assumptions. In the first case, both assumptions end up in the
composition and lead to an observable conflict. In the second case, no conflict is
detected by the analysis itself (as the assumptions were explicitly accepted by the
modeller, which goes to show that care should be taken when adding correspondence
assumptions carelessly). However, the conflict is still explicit in the correspondence
assumptions, and can be traced back to an (unrealistic) simplification made by the
modeller.

This implies that for modelling and security verification purposes, a behaviourally
equivalent abstraction can safely be used as a stand-in for its refined component
description if the following two conditions hold: the abstraction and refinement need
to be behaviourally equivalent, and the composition can not directly constrain their
internals. In the next section, we showwhat the practical implications of this approach
are, and their impact on the verification overhead of large model descriptions.

4.6 Model decomposition in practise

The theory from the previous section is now applied to the architecture presented
in Figure 4.1, which proved to be difficult to verify given current model finding
techniques. We show that the decomposition approach from Section 4.5.3 allows us
to verify the architecture for a larger scope, with a much lower performance penalty.

In order to achieve this, the architecture is decomposed in three parts: the Logger part,
the AuditInterceptor part, and the Service part (which includes the AuthorizationEnforcer).
The choice of how to decompose is based around standard software design principles
(such as low coupling, high cohesion, and reusability of the individual model
descriptions), and is independent of the proposed verification approach. In this
section, we base our decomposition strategy on the security patterns present in the
solution, i.e., the Secure Logger, Audit Interceptor and Authorization Enforcer
patterns [SNL05]. We do this as security patterns are readily reusable, highly cohesive,
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and their coupling to the rest of the system is sufficiently low (so they can easily be
isolated).

Monolithic
composition

Monolithic
composition

Reusable
library

isolate
part

reuse

Refined
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Abstract
compos.

verify
glue model

verify compositionverify
refinement

Secure
composition

Secure
composition

verify
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Figure 4.6: An overview of the verification process for both the monolithic approach
and the modular approach. Rectangles denote artefacts, rounded blocks denote
modelling steps, arrows denote the normal progression of the verification process.

An overview of the modular decomposition and verification process, compared to
the monolithic process, is given in Figure 4.6. The monolithic approach depicted on
the left only allows verification of the monolithic model description which, when it
succeeds, results in a secure model description. The modular approach depicted on
the right, however, introduces more flexibility in the verification process. Starting
from a monolithic composition, individual parts are isolated and abstracted. The
refinedmodel descriptions can be verified independently (and, if required, additionally
decomposed). The corresponding glue model description that links the refinement
to the abstraction is then verified. The abstract model descriptions are composed
in an abstract composition, which is verified independently of the refined model
descriptions. The abstract composition can potentially reuse libraries of previously
modelled components or patterns, as we will see in Chapter 5.

In the remainder of this section, we isolate and abstract the Logger, AuditInterceptor,
and the Service with embedded AuthenticationEnforcer. We conclude with an overview
on the performance gains obtained by the modular approach.
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4.6.1 Abstracting the Logger

The Logger component is used by the AuditInterceptor to store audit events in a secure
way, i.e., so that they can not be deleted. Verifying the monolithic model description C
from Section 4.3 (which directly composed the AuditInterceptor with the RefinedLogger,
as presented in Section 4.5), resulted in the following assumptions on the composition
of the AuditInterceptor and RefinedLogger.

Listing 4.8: Uncovered composition assumptions with the refined logger.

292 fact Context {
293 Deployment // The system is deployed correctly.
294 Interception // Every invocation can be intercepted.
295 TamperproofConfig // The integrity of the configuration is protected.
296 AtLeastOneLog // There is at least one logger.
297 LogIsIntact // The logger is always intact.
298 ReadCallsCorrectlyRouted // Read invocations are routed to the correct logger.
299 SameLogUsed // The system always uses the same logger.
300 }

The first three assumptions are specific to the AuditInterceptor. They state that
initially, the AuditInterceptor is configured correctly; that the integrity of that
configuration should be protected (i.e., the configuration should be immutable);
and that every invocation can be intercepted by at least one AuditInterceptor. The
rest of the assumptions are specific to how the RefinedLogger is composed with the
AuditInterceptor—there should be at least one Logger, which should always be intact
(i.e., the Verify operation should return ‘1’); invocations to read back log entries should
be routed to the correct Logger; and the AuditInterceptor should always log to the same
Logger.

In Section 4.5 we showed that the AbstractLogger is behaviourally equivalent to the
RefinedLogger. This implies that, in theory, we can simply remove the RefinedLogger
model description from the model description of the composition, and replace it
with the AbstractLogger model description. Practically, as Alloy supports import
statements, this is as straightforward as replacing the import RefinedLogger statement
with import AbstractLogger.

According toTheorem 4.12, replacing the RefinedLoggerwith the AbstractLogger should
not compromise security. Additionally, according to Theorem 4.11, the composition
with the abstraction will still have instances (i.e., no conflicts can be introducedmerely
by replacing a refinement with a behaviourally equivalent abstraction). Replacing
the RefinedLogger with the AbstractLogger unsurprisingly leads to exactly the same
uncovered assumptions as in the previous listing, and the AuditInterceptor composition
remains secure.
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However, other possible abstractions for a logger exist. The AbstractLogger still
contained state in the form of an attribute, i.e., a list of logged messages. While
that was already a simpler model than RefinedLogger, it turns out it is possible to find
an abstraction that does not maintain state at all. As simpler model descriptions in
general introduce less verification overhead (as illustrated in Section 4.3), a stateless
logger alternative would be preferable to the AbstractLogger.

In order to create this simpler model description, which we will refer to as
StatelessLogger, the modeller can proceed as follows. In order for StatelessLogger to
meet the requirements of Definition 4.4, it should realize at least the same operations
of RefinedLogger that are relevant to the composition—in this case, Log, Read and Verify.
These operations should behave similarly to those of the RefinedLogger. Ideally, the
postconditions of the Log operation should be true whenever an invocation of the
Log operation is executed. An unrealistic yet straightforward way to model this is by
letting the Read operation return ‘1’ for a specific message as long as the log operation
was executed previously with that message as its argument. In this idealized situation,
the StatelessLogger would always be intact, as there is no way that a logged message
can be deleted. Therefore, the Verify operation can simply always return ‘1’. In Alloy,
this becomes the following.

Listing 4.9: Definition of the stateless abstract logger.

301 pred StatelessLogger.log(m:Message,t:Time) {
302 // A message is considered logged when a corresponding invocation was executed.
303 some c:Component,t1:t.prevs+ t | Execute[c,this,Log,m,t1]
304 }
305

306 pred StatelessLogger.read(m:Message,res:Int,t:Time) {
307 // A message can be read back if a corresponding invocation of the log operation
308 // took place previously.
309 (some t1:t.prevs+ t,c:Component | Execute[c,this,Log,m,t1]) implies
310 res = 1 else res = 0
311 }
312

313 pred StatelessLogger.verify(res:Int,t:Time) {
314 // A StatelessLogger is always considered intact.
315 res = 1
316 }
317 …

The modeller can now create a glue model description that shows how an instance of
this StatelessLogger should be interpreted in terms of the RefinedLogger, and vice versa.
In the case of StatelessLogger, this glue model description is trivial, as there is no state
involved.
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Listing 4.10: Glue model for the RefinedLogger and StatelessLogger. S denotes the
StatelessLogger namespace, while R denotes the RefinedLogger namespace.

318 fact Interpretation {
319 // Atomic types are trivially mapped to one another.
320 S/Logger = R/Logger
321 S/Log = R/Log
322 S/Read = R/Read
323 S/Verify = R/Verify
324 }

Given this glue model description, we can now verify whether the behavioural
equivalence holds. The equivalence check is identical to the check used to verify
the equivalence between the RefinedLogger and the AbstractLogger on line 275. The
equivalence holds under the following correspondence assumptions.

Listing 4.11: Correspondence assumptions for the refined and stateless logger model
descriptions.

325 fact CorrespondenceAssumptions {
326 // The logger is always intact.
327 all l:R/RefinedLogger,t:Time | l.R/verify[1,t]
328 // Whenever read returns true, the log operation was previously executed.
329 all l:R/RefinedLogger,t:Time,m:Message | l.R/read[m,1,t] implies
330 some c:Component,t1:t.prevs+ t | Execute[c,l,R/Log,m,t1]
331 }
332 }

When the AuditInterceptor is composed with the StatelessLogger, the audit requirement
still holds and the composition still has instances. The following assumptions are
uncovered.

Listing 4.12: Uncovered composition assumptions with the stateless logger model
description.

333 fact Context {
334 Deployment // The system is deployed correctly.
335 Interception // Every request can be intercepted.
336 TamperproofConfig // The integrity of the configuration is protected.
337 AtLeastOneLog // There is at least one logger.
338 ReadCallsCorrectlyRouted // Read invocations are routed to the correct logger.
339 SameLogUsed // The system always uses the same logger.
340 }

If we compare the uncovered assumptions of both abstractions, then the results are
equivalent except for one assumption, LogIsIntact on line 297. That assumptions is
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no longer relevant for the StatelessLogger as it always remains intact by construction
(as shown on line 315). However, the attentive reader will have noticed that this
assumption is uncovered as a correspondence assumption that needs to hold for
StatelessLogger to be an abstraction of RefinedLogger (line 327). This illustrates that,
even though the assumptions can be uncovered during different steps in the process,
the end result remains equivalent.

4.6.2 Abstracting the AuditInterceptor

Similar to how the AbstractLogger is modelled, the AuditInterceptor can also be
abstracted by a simple component that does not maintain internal state. Instead of
maintaining a local configuration file with a list of invocations that should be logged
when they occur, the abstract AuditInterceptor directly refers to the initial configuration
(called MasterConfig), which acts as an oracle to decide whether invocations should
be logged. The resulting abstraction is the following.

Listing 4.13: Glue model linking the refined audit interceptor to its abstraction.

341 fact Interpretation {
342 // Atomic types are trivially mapped to one another.
343 R/AuditInterceptor = A/AuditInterceptor
344 R/Read = A/Read
345 R/Log = A/Log
346 // The ‘contents’ of the abstract and refined configuration files are identical.
347 A/MasterConfig.logWhenExecuted = R/MasterConfig.logWhenExecuted
348 }
349

350 pred AuditInterceptor.audit(i:Invocation,t:Time,t_post:Time) {
351 // Whenever something should be audited according to the ’oracle’, the log
352 // operation is executed.
353 all d:Data | ShouldAudit[d,i,MasterConfig,t] implies Execute[this,this,Log,d,t]
354 }
355

356 pred AuditInterceptor.read(d:Data,res:Int,t:Time,t_post:Time) {
357 // Any data that should have been audited can be read back.
358 (some i:Invocation, t1:t.prevs+ t | this.canIntercept[i,t1] and
359 ShouldAudit[d,i,MasterConfig,t1]) implies res = 1 else res = 0
360 }

The glue model description trivially maps similar types to each other, and ensures
that the abstract configuration and refined configuration of the AuditInterceptor have
the same contents (line 347). Whenever the abstract AuditInterceptor should audit
an invocation, it executes the Log operation on itself. Similarly, whenever a client
attempts to read back audited data, the call succeeds if there was a corresponding
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invocation that the AuditInterceptor could intercept and should have audited. The
correspondence assumptions reflect the fact that the abstract AuditInterceptor is an
abstraction of two components: the refined AuditInterceptor and the Logger. Therefore,
we have to assume that both the refined AuditInterceptor and Logger component
instances are identical to the abstract AuditInterceptor component instance.

Listing 4.14: Correspondence assumptions for the audit interceptor.

361 fact CorrespondenceAssumptions {
362 // The audit interceptor is its own logger.
363 all a:R/AuditInterceptor, t:Time | a.log.t = a
364 // Reading something back from the audit interceptor triggers an (internal)
365 // call to the read operation of the logger.
366 all a:R/AuditInterceptor, t:Time, d:Data | a.A/read_impl[d,1,t,t] implies
367 some res:Int | Execute[a,a,A/Read,d+ res,t]
368 // Whenever the audit process is triggered, the audited invocation could be intercepted.
369 all a:R/AuditInterceptor,t,t1:Time,i:Invocation |
370 a.A/auditInvocation_impl[i,t,t1] implies a.canIntercept[i,t]
371 }

Note the correspondence assumption on line 367. This assumption shows that, while
the refined model description explicitly invokes the Logger to read back messages, the
abstraction does not. In other words, this assumption hides the Read invocation and
transforms it to an internal invocation. This illustrates that, although an abstraction
is simpler than an equivalent refinement, details of the original refinement are never
lost. They are either hidden behind the abstraction, or show up eventually as explicit
correspondence assumptions. For instance, it might be that another component in the
composition depends on the correct interception of all invocations. In that case, this
correspondence assumption would ensure that the interception facility still works as
expected.

It is here that the real power of abstraction shows up for the first time. While
the StatelessLogger was indeed more simple than the RefinedLogger in terms of
internal state representation and number of types used, this abstraction replaces
two component descriptions at the same time. Similarly, whole subsystems can be
abstracted away and replaced by only one simple component description. A similar
abstraction is used for the Service.

4.6.3 Abstracting the Service

The Service subsystem is similar to the AuditInterceptor in that it delegates a part of its
responsibilities to another component. Where the AuditInterceptor delegates secure
storage of audit events to the SecureLogger, the Service delegates the responsibility
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of authorization decisions to the AuthorizationEnforcer. Unlike the AuditInterceptor,
however, the decision of the AuthorizationEnforcer influences the behaviour of the
Service.

Listing 4.15: Part of the definition of the service component.

372 pred Service.processRequest(c:Component,r:Request,t:Time) {
373 // A request is considered processed when the operation was executed and the
374 // caller was authorized according to the ’oracle’.
375 Execute[c,this,ProcessRequest,r,t] and ActuallyAuthorized[c,this,r]
376 }
377

378 pred Service.checkForTransaction(r:Request,res:Int,t:Time) {
379 // A transaction is present when there was a corresponding invocation of process request.
380 some t1:t.prevs+ t,c:Component | (Execute[c,this,ProcessRequest,r,t1] and
381 ActuallyAuthorized[c,this,r]) implies res = 1 else res = 0
382 }

In the above definition of the abstract Service, a request is considered processed if the
ProcessRequest operation is executed and the caller was authorized to do this. As with
the AuditInterceptor, whether someone is authorized is determined via an unrealistic
‘oracle’ predicate, in order to abstract away the complexity of the actual authorization
process. A transaction is registered in the system whenever, on a previous time, the
ProcessRequest operation was executed and the corresponding caller authorized to do
so.

The glue model description of the abstract service is analogous to the AuditInterceptor.
Again, corresponding types are directly mapped to one another, and the contents of
the authorization policy are assumed to be identical. The correspondence assumptions
are listed below.

Listing 4.16: Correspondence assumptions for the service.

383 fact CorrespondenceAssumptions {
384 // Authorization invocations are instantaneous.
385 all i:Invocation | i.of = R/Authorize implies i.instantaneous
386 // The postconditions of ProcessRequest are only true if it was actually executed.
387 all s:R/Service,c:Component,r:Request,t:Time |
388 s.R/processRequest[c,r,t,t] implies Execute[c,s,R/ProcessRequest,r,t]
389 // Transactions are never deleted from the internal list.
390 all s:R/Service, t:Time−TO/last | all r:s.transactions.t |
391 r in s.transactions.(t.next)
392 // Every service serves as its own authorization enforcer.
393 all s:SVC/Service,t:Time | s.authzEnforcer.t = s
394 }
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We can now compare the verification results of the decomposed model descriptions
with the original monolithic model description.

4.6.4 Putting it all together

Now that the original monolithic model description C has been split up in four
parts, the runtime verification overhead of the decomposed model descriptions can
be compared to the original monolithic model description. As shown earlier in
Figure 4.6, the overhead introduced by the modular model descriptions is spread over
three verification phases: verifying the composition based on the abstract model
descriptions, verifying the individual model parts (i.e., the refined model descriptions),
and verifying that the behavioural equivalences hold (i.e., verifying the glue model
descriptions of every abstraction). We begin by comparing the verification of the
composition, after which we document the performance of verifying the refinedmodel
descriptions and their glue models. We conclude with a direct comparison of the total
overhead of both approaches.
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The verification overhead of verifying the composition is shown in Figure 4.7. Observe
that the abstract composition check is farmore efficient than themonolithic check—for
scope 7, for instance, the monolithic check takes 294 minutes, while the modular check
takes slightly less than 10 minutes. It is also possible to verify the abstract composition
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for larger scopes than the monolithic description—the abstract description verifies
up to scope 9 in less than a third of the time it takes to verify the monolithic for its
maximum scope 7.

The verification overhead of verifying the refined pattern descriptions is shown in
Figure 4.8. All these refined model descriptions verify up to scope 6, which is well
above what is required to gain sufficient assurance in their security. The overhead of
verifying the glue model descriptions of these refinements is not included in Figure 4.8,
but shown in Table 4.1. Note that all glue model descriptions were checked for a
scope of 3. A large factor of the performance overhead is the abstraction level of
the abstract description. For instance, as the Service abstraction is almost trivial, the
verification overhead of its glue model description is similarly low. On the other hand,
the verification overhead of the glue model of the AbstractLogger (not in the table) is
208.0 seconds—more than the 16.6 seconds of the simpler StatelessLogger, but well
within the capabilities of model finders.

However, as both the verification results of the refined model descriptions and the
glue model descriptions are independent of the composition, they are reusable. This
is a key difference with the monolithic approach. For instance, if a flaw is found
in the architecture specific to the case study (i.e., the composition), then only the
model description of the abstract composition needs to be checked again. Assuming
that we verify the composition in a scope of 4, then this amounts to about 5% of the
verification overhead of the monolithic model description.
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Model Time
StatelessLogger 16.6 s
AuditInterceptor 13.0 s

Service 3.2 s

Table 4.1: Verification overhead for the refinement check of the different glue model
descriptions, all for a global scope of 3.

Scope Monolithic Modular
3 12 seconds 46 seconds
4 112 seconds 75 seconds
5 13 minutes 4,5 minutes
6 67 minutes 37 minutes

Table 4.2: Total verification overhead for the monolithic approach versus the modular
approach. Glue model descriptions were always verified for a scope of 3, the scope of
the other model descriptions is given in the first column.

Nevertheless, even when the modular approach increases reuse of results for the
modeller, the total verification overhead of verifying the abstract composition, the
refined parts, and their glue model description is significantly lower than the overhead
of the monolithic approach. Table 4.2 contains an overview of the verification
overhead of themonolithic approach, versus the sum of all individual verification steps
of the modular approach (i.e., verifying the abstract composition, all the individual
refined model descriptions, and all the glue model descriptions). For instance, at
scope 4, the total modular overhead (75 seconds) is only 66% of the overhead of the
monolithic model description (112 seconds). Even then, the depth of the resulting
verification of the decomposed model description is an order of magnitude better.
Consider that a scope of 4 for the monolithic model description is barely sufficient
to instantiate a representative model, as argued in Section 4.3. A scope of 4 for
the decomposed model descriptions, however, is well above the minimal scopes of
the individual model description parts—a scope of 4 for the Logger model implies
reasoning about situations with four parallel Loggers, etc.

Finally, the maximum achievable depth of analysis of the monolithic approach in
our setup is a scope of 7, which verifies in slightly under 5 hours (294 minutes).
The maximum achievable depth of analysis of the modular approach is a scope of
9 for the abstract composition (which verifies in 90 minutes), and a scope of 6 for
the refined model descriptions (which verifies in 34 minutes all in all, including
glue model description verification). This implies that the decomposition approach
presented here cut down the total verification overhead by a factor of 2.38, while
simultaneously increasing the depth of the analysis and enabling reuse of verification
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results by separating compositional properties (which are usually domain specific)
from detailed component properties (which are specific to that component and not
dependent on the composition).

4.7 Discussion

Two important discussion points are on trading off formal guarantees and practical
applicability of the approach, and (closely related to this) how to create good
abstractions. These topics are handled in Section 4.7.1 and Section 4.7.2.

4.7.1 Trading off formal guarantees and practical applicability

While the correctness of any verification approach is important, it is paramount in
the domain of software security where even the smallest error might make the entire
system vulnerable. On the other hand, a correct approach can be equally useless if it
is too cumbersome to be applied in practise. In our approach, we have tried to allow
for sufficient flexibility in the form of correspondence assumptions, which allow the
modeller to trade off rigour in modelling with ease of finding an abstraction while
not compromising the correctness of the approach.

The constraints imposed on an interpretation are essential to guarantee that every
abstract instance corresponds to at least one refined instance, and that every refined
instance corresponds to exactly one abstract instance. If this were not the case, then
there would be potentially more, resp. fewer refined instances than abstractions (up
to equivalence). If there are more refinements, then it is possible that an abstract
composition would be deemed secure while there exist refined model instances
that are potentially insecure. This would violate the security of the decomposition.
Conversely, fewer refinements would mean that while the abstract composition is
free of conflicts (i.e., still has instances), the refinement could potentially no longer
have instances. This would violate the compatibility of the decomposition. The role
of the correspondence assumptions is to restrict the set of abstract, resp. refined
model instances so that a proposed interpretation upholds these criteria. In a way,
the correspondence assumptions help to operationalize the strict criteria imposed on
behavioural equivalence. However, they do this while maintaining traceability of the
exact trade-offs that were made.

The scope in which the verification is performed versus verification overhead is
another trade-off to be made by the modeller. Most counterexamples are uncovered
in reasonably small scopes [Jac06]. By starting the analysis in a small scope and
gradually increasing it, the analysis process upholds the security principle of fixing
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the ‘low hanging fruit’ (the trivial weaknesses) first, and only then focusing on the
more complex weaknesses. Nevertheless, the analysis is only complete up to the
size of the scope, unlike approaches such as theorem proving. However, the main
advantage of this approach compared to theorem proving is the visualisation of
counterexamples, allowing the modeller to more easily assess and remedy potential
issues with the model description.

Our concept of behavioural equivalence is very related to the Liskov substitution
principle [LW94], which states that behavioural refinements of a type should weaken
the preconditions and strengthen the postconditions of their operations. Indeed, the
preconditions of the operations of a refined component description are implied by
those of the abstraction, and the postconditions of the operations of the refinement
in turn imply the postconditions of the abstraction. However, these constraints only
guarantee that the refinement is a sound interface with respect to the abstraction,
and not a faithful interface. In other words, only imposing the Liskov substitution
principle suffices to make the decomposition process secure, but is not sufficient to
make it compatible or to avoid false positives (i.e., irrelevant counterexamples) on the
composition level.

4.7.2 Creating good abstractions

As illustrated in Section 4.6.1, there is more than one way to create an abstraction.
While the AbstractLogger still contained state as a list of logged messages, the
StatelessLogger did not. While the subsequent verification of the StatelessLogger
was more efficient, the StatelessLogger is also less expressive. For instance, the
StatelessLogger is unable to represent a log in which messages have been deleted—
a fact that is made explicit by the correspondence assumption that needed to be added
for the StatelessLogger to be a behaviour preserving refinement of the RefinedLogger.
So which is better? This depends on the realism of the correspondence assumptions,
e.g., whether reasoning about how a non intact log is handled is important to the
architecture at hand. A second consideration to take into account is expressiveness
of the counterexamples—the more abstract the model description, the more abstract
the counterexamples. While overly detailed counterexamples are usually difficult
to interpret, the same holds for overly abstract counterexamples. For instance, it is
much easier to understand a counterexample with the AbstractLogger (compared to
the StatelessLogger), as it is clear what messages it contains.

The model decomposition approach does not depend on the refined component
description upholding any specific security requirement—the modeller only needs
to show that one is a behaviour preserving interpretation of the other, and not
that the refined component description upholds (part of) the requirements of the
composition. Any properties that hold over the interface of the abstraction, also
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hold over the interface of the refinement as they are behaviourally equivalent.
Ideally, however, the refined component description realizes some partial security
requirement that contributes directly to the requirements of the composition. Eliciting
the exact security functionality to delegate to the refined component is a requirement
engineering problem. However, if the refined component description does not directly
contribute to the fulfillment of the requirements of the composition, the missing
security guarantees from the refinement will be uncovered as trust assumptions
in the compositional model description. This forces the modeller to wade through
counterexamples and rediscover the same trust assumptions every time that that
component description is reused in a composition. Therefore, finding the optimal
security requirement to delegate to the refinement and verifying it beforehand greatly
increases both reusability and usefulness of the refined model description.

4.8 Conclusion

Model finding is a powerful technique that can be leveraged to uncover potential
security threats on a model of the architecture of a software system. However, model
finding alone does not lend itself well to verifying large, detailed models.

This dissertation solves this problem by defining an approach to decompose a large
model (i.e., intractable with state-of-the-art model finders) of a software architecture
in an abstract composition on one hand, which leverages an abstract component
description as a stand-in for a refined component description on the other hand. Both
parts of the model decomposition can be individually verified. The resulting runtime
verification overhead is significantly lower and provides a more in-depth analysis.
Moreover, by aligning the formal modelling approach with the iterative nature of
software development, the model can be iteratively refined down to the required
level of detail. Additionally, these refined model descriptions are independent of the
property to be verified on the composition, and therefore reusable. Finally, we proved
that the resulting model decomposition is both secure and free of conflicts.



CHAPTER 5
Modelling security patterns

Now that we have presented both a modelling technique and a formal decomposition
framework that allows large models to be split up by means of abstraction, it is time
to investigate how this can be applied in practise. One of the key tools to package and
reuse architectural knowledge are architectural design patterns (and, in the context of
security, security patterns). This chapter shows how the abstraction technique from
Chapter 4 can be leveraged to create reusable libraries of security pattern models.

5.1 Introduction

In the previous chapters, we have presented an approach to formally model software
architectures intended for critical systems, e.g., electronic health record management
systems and smart energy grids. Although they are not safety critical, these systems
do require a higher level of assurance and justify the extra effort of adopting formal
techniques. Especially in the early stages of the software development life cycle
(including architectural design), formal modelling needs to be adopted as state of the
practice, given the key role of these stages in realizing the required system qualities
such as security—often a high priority in critical systems.

However, a second aspect is commonly swept under the rug. Usually, developers of
more critical systems are of no different breed than the developers of less critical
systems (e.g., the next social networking site). Still, the level of expertise required to
master many of the present formal techniques goes beyond the skill set of the average
software architect. This chapter shows how our formal modelling technique can be
aligned with mainstream architectural design practises, which are dominated by the
use of component based modelling and patterns. In particular security patterns are
gaining popularity in the secure software engineering domain.

101
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The main contribution of this chapter, presented in Section 5.2, is a technique to
rigorously model architectural security patterns in two connected formal models,
according to the technique presented in Chapter 4. The refined model contains the
internals of the pattern and is defined by a security expert who undergoes the task of
interpreting the pattern documentation, translating it into a sound formal model, and
verifying its security properties. The complexity of the refined model is not exposed
to the architect. Rather, the refined model is simplified by the security expert to an
equivalent abstract model, which is easier to both understand and use. This model
is directly used by the architect, who can more easily integrate it in larger models
(the whole design) to reason about compositional security properties. We achieve
usability by first keeping models close to architectural concepts and integrating
well with architectural design processes, and second by packaging patterns into
understandable, reusable models. The technique is illustrated by modelling a pattern
language, i.e., a self-contained set of five architectural security patterns, for the domain
of accountability.

The second contribution, presented in Section 5.3, is geared towards the security
patterns community. While creating the refined models, we gained insight into these
five patterns and discovered gaps in their documentation. Obviously, insufficient
documentation forces the architects to interpret the patterns by themselves, thereby
opening up the possibility for design flaws and impairing the assurance that the
patterns provide. The uncovered gaps are discussed in this chapter with the aim at
improving the quality of the pattern documentation. Our technique could be applied
systematically to the body of security patterns in order to unearth even more issues.

A discussion of the results of the modelling process is presented in Section 5.4,
including an overview of the gap between the assumptions uncovered as a result
of the analysis, and those referred to in the original documentation. Additionally,
we show how the uncovered assumptions can add additional structure to pattern
collections. We conclude in Section 5.5.

5.2 Modelling architectural patterns

So far, we have mainly limited ourselves to documenting the Secure Logger pattern
as an illustration. It turns out that every security pattern can be modelled similarly
based on a handful of concepts.
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Figure 5.1: Modelling security patterns with Alloy (top part based on [HYS+11]).

5.2.1 Translating essential pattern concepts to Alloy

In general, security patterns can be modelled following the philosophy of [HYS+11],
which decomposes these patterns in new components, roles, requirements, expecta-
tions, and residual goals, as depicted in Figure 5.1. This work contributes how these
essential pattern concepts are translated to Alloy.

Newly introduced components are introduced solely to realize the pattern. For instance,
the Secure Logger pattern introduces the Logger as a new component. In Alloy,
new components are modelled as new component types as per Chapter 3. These
components uphold behavioural requirements. The Logger, for instance, should allow
its users to log messages so that they cannot be altered or deleted, and so that events
cannot be lost [SNL05]. Behavioural requirements are encoded as verifiable assertions
expressed over the interface of the new component(s), e.g., theNoDeletion requirement
on line 134 from Section 3.2.3.

Roles are named references that should be mapped to existing components, that is,
components that already exist in the architecture and that interact in some way with
the security pattern. This allows the pattern writer to document how new components
can be properly integrated in an existing architecture. The Secure Logger mentions
the Client role that sends requests to be logged, and the Logger role that stores the
processed log entries in the backend. Roles can be modelled in two ways. First, they
can be made explicit by introducing a new component type. For example, the Shop
on line 32 in Section 3.2.2 can be seen as an instantiation of the client role on which
additional constraints can be placed. Second, roles can be modelled implicitly—the
client role for the Logger can be described as the set of all components that invoke
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the Log operation at some point in time.

Listing 5.1: Implicit definition of the client role.

395 fun ClientRoleSet : set Component { { c:Component |
396 some l:Logger,m:Message,t:Time | Invoke[c,l,Log,m,t] }
397 }

Not only does this show that the concept of a role is well-defined, it also facilitates
creating pattern models. By explicitly enumerating the members of a role, their
behaviour can easily be constrained by adding so-called expectations.

Expectations are additional requirements imposed on the roles and their interaction
with the new components. Expectations are crucial for the correct integration of a
pattern in an existing architecture. For instance, the Secure Logger warns that care
should be taken that messages are not altered while sent from the Client to the Logger.
Using our meta model, this would be expressed as the following fact.

Listing 5.2: Modelling an expectation as a fact.

398 fact ClientExpectation {
399 all l:Logger,c:ClientRoleSet,conn:getConnectors[c,l] | conn.tamperProof
400 }

Residual goals are other security considerations on which the correct operation of the
new components depend. However, these considerations fall outside the scope of the
pattern description. For instance, the Secure Logger mentions that cryptographic
keys should be properly managed. These residual goals should then be fed back
into the requirements engineering process. As residual goals are very related to
requirements that are assumed to hold without additional verification, they can simply
be modelled as extra facts that are added to the model.

Using these concepts to interpret and formalize the textual pattern documentation
makes the translation less arbitrary and provides additional insights in trust
assumptions.

5.2.2 Creating connected abstract models

From Chapter 4, we know that an abstraction needs to expose the same interface
as the refinement, so that it can be used as a replacement for a refined model in a
composition. Additionally, the abstraction needs to be behaviourally equivalent to the
refinement. This has implications on creating abstraction of security pattern models,
and determines which pattern concepts from Section 5.2.1 are shared between the
abstraction and refinement.
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As an abstraction must share the same interface as its refinement and uphold the
same behavioural requirement expressed over this interface, clearly the abstraction
must introduce at least one new component that realizes this required interface. It is
possible that multiple newly introduced components from the pattern description are
mapped to that same component in the abstraction. In the case of the Secure Logger,
the refined model only contains one newly introduced component. However, we have
encountered an example of mapping multiple components on one abstract component
in Chapter 4. For instance, the abstract Audit Interceptor from Section 4.6.2 maps
both the newly introduced AuditInterceptor component and the Logger to the abstract
AuditInterceptor component.

As an abstraction and refinement should be transparently interchangeable in a
composition, it is clear that both roles and their expectations must be shared between
an abstraction and refinement, as those concepts determine how a pattern model is
integrated in a composition. In the Secure Logger example, nothing changes in the
ClientRoleSet definition in Listing 5.1 if we replace the refined Logger definition with
an abstraction. Similarly, expectations on this role do not change.

Whether residual goals are shared between the refined and abstract pattern
models, depends on whether they constrain the internals of any of the newly
introduced components that are not withheld in the abstraction. As an example,
the AssumeTamperproofNextUID assumption from the refined Secure Logger model
from Section 3.4.2, on line 163, is clearly not retained in the abstraction from Listing 4.3
in Section 4.5.1, as that version of the Logger does not have a nextUID attribute. The
fact that some residual goals and all expectations are shared between abstraction and
refinement, has implications on whether assumptions are shared as well, as we will
see next.

5.2.3 Security patterns and trust assumptions

As we have discussed in the previous chapters, trust assumptions are constraints on
the model elements that are assumed to be true in order for the security requirements
to hold. It turns out that these trust assumptions are precisely the expectations and
residual goals presented in Section 5.2.1. If the assumption is predicated over a role or
its interaction with the new components, it is an expectation. If the assumption is role
independent, it is a residual goal. This, in turn, shows that trust assumptions form an
integral part of reusable solutions such as security patterns—a reusable solution needs
to be integrated properly in an existing architecture for it to work as intended, which
implies the need for expectations and residual goals, which implies the presence of
trust assumptions.

As patterns can be modelled on different levels of abstraction, trust assumptions
are also present on different levels of abstraction. On the abstract level, the trust
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assumptions found by connecting the abstract model to the rest of the system
document what the composition requires to realize its security requirements. As
mentioned in Section 5.2.2, these assumptions are mainly expectations on roles and
residual goals that are not specific to the pattern internals. These assumptions clearly
serve as essential feedback for the architect to determine whether the composition
(and, a fortiori, the architecture) is secure. We return to these compositional
assumptions in Chapter 6. The assumptions specific to the refinement, on the other
hand, document what the pattern requires of its environment for its internals to
function correctly. Clearly, this is crucial information for the users of those patterns
(i.e., the architect) and the pattern community. As these assumptions focus on the
internal details of the pattern, they are independent of the actual pattern composition.
We discuss the uncovered detailed assumptions from a number of patterns in the next
section.

5.3 A formal pattern language

This section presents the pattern library constructed according to the method of
Section 5.2, and discusses trust assumptions that were found in the refined pattern
models. The library contains the patterns Audit Interceptor, Authentication
Enforcer, Authorization Enforcer, Secure Logger and Secure Pipe by Steel et al.
[SNL05]. We begin with an in-depth discussion of two security patterns that we have
not encountered until now, the Authentication Enforcer and Secure Pipe, and
show step-by-step how the guidelines of Section 5.2 can be applied to construct an
Alloy model, starting from the original documentation. Results of the other patterns
are summarized. Both abstract and refined models of these patterns, including the
formalized trust assumptions, are available online [Hey12].

5.3.1 Authentication Enforcer

Modelling the Authentication Enforcer. The Authentication Enforcer
creates a centralized service to provide authentication of users while encapsulating
the details of the authentication mechanism. According to its documentation [SNL05],
the following entities play a role in realizing this pattern.

Client. A client uses the AuthenticationEnforcer to authenticate a user.

AuthenticationEnforcer. TheAuthenticationEnforcer authenticates the user using
the credentials passed in the RequestContext.

RequestContext. TheRequestContext contains the user’s credentials extracted from
the protocol-specific request mechanism.
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Subject. The AuthenticationEnforcer creates a Subject instance that represents the
authenticated user.

UserStore. TheAuthenticationEnforcer uses the UserStore to retrieve the credentials
of a user (e.g., a hash of the password).

User. The entity that requests to be authenticated by the AuthenticationEnforcer.

Of these entities, it is clear that the Client is a role, AuthenticationEnforcer and
UserStore new components, and both the RequestContext and Subject domain specific
data types that are not components. The User will also be represented by a domain
specific data type.

The documentation also specifies how these entities collaborate to perform au-
thentication. The general outline of the workings of the pattern are described as
follows in [SNL05]. “AuthenticationEnforcer retrieves the user’s credentials from
the RequestContext and attempts to locate user’s Subject instance in its cache based
upon the supplied user identifier in the credentials. […] Unable to locate an entry in
the cache, the AuthenticationEnforcer retrieves the user’s corresponding credentials
in the UserStore. […] The AuthenticationEnforcer will verify that the user-supplied
credentials match the known credentials for that user in the UserStore and upon
successful verification will create a Subject for that user. The AuthenticationEnforcer
will then place the Subject in the cache and return it to the SecureBaseAction.” The
documentation then goes on to refine this general outline in a number of specific
strategies, such as container or authentication provider based authentication, or via
the JAAS Login Module in Java Enterprise Edition systems. However, these specific
strategies are not relevant for our purposes.

Next, the identified entities are translated to Alloy code, according to the guidelines
from Section 5.2. The AuthenticationEnforcerwill have to offer an Authenticate operation,
while the UserStore will need to allow us to check credentials. Additionally, the
AuthenticationEnforcer will need to have a reference (in the form of an attribute) to its
UserStore. The client role can be implicitly defined as “all components that invoke the
authenticate operation”. All this results in the following (partial) code.

Listing 5.3: Encoding the new components and role from the Authentication
Enforcer in Alloy.

401 sig AuthenticationEnforcer in Component {
402 store: UserStore lone→Time
403 …
404 }
405

406 one sig Authenticate in Operation {}
407
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408 one sig AuthenticationIF in Interface {
409 }{
410 methods = Authenticate and AuthenticationEnforcer in realizedBy
411 }
412

413 sig UserStore in Component { …}
414

415 one sig CheckCredentials in Operation {}
416

417 one sig UserStoreIF in Interface {
418 }{
419 methods = CheckCredentials and UserStore in realizedBy
420 }
421

422 fun ClientRoleSet : set Component { { c:Component |
423 some ae:AuthenticationEnforcer,…,t:Time | Invoke[c,ae,Authenticate,…,t] }
424 }

Before we can model the details of the operations of the new components, the
domain specific data types need to be introduced. We begin by modelling a User. We
know from the documentation that every User has a UserID and Credential, which are
modelled as attributes of a User. Similarly, we model a Subjectwith attributes that refer
to theUser it represents. The documentation specifies that a RequestContext is nothing
more than a container of the Credential of a User as specified in a request, and we will
therefore not model it explicitly as a new type. Finally, given these domain specific
types, we can model that the UserStore contains mappings of valid UserID→Credential
mappings, as per the documentation, and implement the CheckCredentials operation.
Note that we simplify slightly by not modelling the lookup of cached Subjects by the
AuthenticationEnforcer. This leads us to the following code.

Listing 5.4: Encoding the domain specific types from the Authentication Enforcer
in Alloy.

425 sig UserID {}
426

427 sig Credential {}
428

429 sig User {
430 id: lone UserID,
431 credential: lone Credential
432 }
433

434 sig Subject {
435 represents: lone User,
436 createdOn: lone Time
437 }
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438

439 sig UserStore in Component {
440 contents: UserID→Credential→Time
441 }{
442 all t:Time,c:Component,id:UserID,cred:Credential,res:Int {
443 Execute[c,this,CheckCredentials,id+ cred+ res,t] implies
444 this.checkCredentials_impl[id,cred,res,t]
445 }
446 }
447

448 pred UserStore.checkCredentials_impl(id:UserID,cred:Credential,res:Int,t:Time) {
449 (id→cred in this.contents.t) implies res = 1 else res = 0
450 }

Based on the preceding code, we can finish modelling the Authenticate operation.
While its specification in Listing 5.5 looks unwieldy, it simply states that the
CheckCredentials operation of the current UserStore of that AuthenticationEnforcer
should be invoked. At the first Time that the invocation is executed, a suitable Subject
is created and returned. Note that during the modelling of that operation it becomes
clear that there should be a concept to represent an invalid subject to be returned in
the case of a failed authentication attempt. This is modelled as the NULL_SUBJECT.

Listing 5.5: Encoding the authenticate operation from the Authentication Enforcer
in Alloy.

451 pred AuthenticationEnforcer.authenticate_impl(u:UserID,c:Credential,s:Subject,t:Time,
452 t_post:Time) {
453 some res:0+ 1 | Invoke[this,this.store.t,CheckCredentials,u+ c+ res,t]
454 let t1 = {t1:t.nexts+ t | Execute[this,this.store.t,CheckCredentials,u+ c+ 1,t] and
455 no t2:t.nexts+ t | (Execute[this,this.store.t,CheckCredentials,u+ c+ 1,t] and
456 t2.lt[t1])}{
457 some t1 implies (
458 (s.represents.id = u and s.createdOn = t and s.createdBy = this) and
459 t_post = t1
460 ) else (
461 (s = NULL_SUBJECT) and t_post = TO/last
462 )
463 }
464 }
465

466 one sig NULL_SUBJECT in Subject {
467 }{
468 no represents // the null subject does not represent a user
469 }
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Finally, the requirement that the AuthenticationEnforcer needs to fulfil can be modelled.
However, as no explicit requirement is mentioned in the documentation, we will
need to interpret the problem section of the documentation to formulate an explicit
requirement ourselves. In this case, we decide upon the interpretation that for every
successful authentication call, the returned subject should match the corresponding
user of the authenticated component. As per Section 5.2, this is expressed as an
assertion over the interface exposed of the AuthenticationEnforcer (note that this
includes the domain specific types that are used in that interface). In order to facilitate
modelling the security requirement, we introduce some helper predicates as well.

Listing 5.6: Encoding the security requirement of the Authentication Enforcer in
Alloy.

470 pred Subject.isValid(u:User,t:Time) {
471 t.gte[this.createdOn] // A subject is only valid after it has been created.
472 this.represents = u
473 // How do we know that the subject was created by an AuthenticationEnforcer?
474 }
475

476 pred Subject.authenticates(c:Component,u:User,t:Time) {
477 // How is the specified component linked to the user?
478 }
479

480 assert Requirement {
481 all c:ClientRoleSet,s:Subject,t:Time,ae:AuthenticationEnforcer,cred:Credential,id:UserID,
482 u:User | Execute[c,ae,Authenticate,id+ cred+ s,t] and s.isValid[u,t] implies
483 s.authenticates[c,u,t]
484 }

In Listing 5.6, we discover two gaps in the original pattern documentation. Clearly,
a Subject can only be valid if it was created by an authentic AuthenticationEnforcer.
Similarly, it is not evident how Users (i.e., real world entities) can be reconciled with
Clients (i.e., software entities). We solve this by adding an attribute to both the Subject
and User.

Listing 5.7: Revisiting the encoding of both subjects and users in the Authentication
Enforcer model.

485 sig User {
486 …
487 runs: set Component
488 }
489

490 sig Subject {
491 …
492 createdBy: lone AuthenticationEnforcer
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493 }
494

495 pred Subject.isValid(u:User,t:Time) {
496 t.gte[this.createdOn]
497 this.represents = u
498 some this.createdBy
499 }
500

501 pred Subject.authenticates(c:Component,u:User,t:Time) {
502 c in u.runs
503 this.isValid[u,t]
504 }

Verifying the Authentication Enforcer. We are now ready to begin verifying
the model, and elicit both residual goals and expectations as assumptions as per
Section 5.2. Consider for instance the counterexample in Figure 5.2. It shows a
Component ‘client’ that invokes the Authenticate operation of the Authentication
Enforcer, providing a valid user ID and credential. However, the caller of that
invocation is spoofed by a Component ‘attacker’. This results in the Authentication
Enforcer creating a valid Subject that authenticates the attacker for the specified User,
instead of the client. In order to prevent counterexamples of this sort, the modeller
adds the NetworkAuthentication assumption from Listing 5.81, among others.

Listing 5.8: Adding assumptions to mitigate counterexamples.

505 pred NetworkAuthentication {
506 all conn:Connector,ae:AuthenticationEnforcer,t:Time |
507 (ae in conn.connects.t) implies conn.callersAuthenticated
508 }
509

510 pred ClientOnlyUsesCredentialsOfCurrentUser {
511 all c:Component,t:Time,cred:Credential,i:Invocation {
512 i.of = Authenticate and i.orig_caller = c and cred in i.args and i.invoked = t implies
513 some u:User | c in u.runs and u.has[cred]
514 }
515 }
516 …

The elicited assumptions can be categorized as follows. A first category contains
general residual goals on authentication, i.e., UserIDs should uniquely represent Users,
and clients of the authentication service should only use the UserID and Credential as

1These assumptions are the formal versions of the anecdote from Section 1.2, i.e., avoiding phishing
attacks and ensuring that you are logged out on public computers.
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Figure 5.2: Counterexample illustrating an authentication spoofing attack.

specified by the User. While the latter assumption might appear odd at first glance, it
signifies well-known situations such as forgetting to log out on a public computer. The
second category comprises expectations and residual goals on the UserStore—every
Authentication Enforcer should have a reference to an effective UserStore, and the
User should know the Credentials as contained in the UserStore. The third category
contains expectations on the underlying middleware. It assumes that authentication
Invocations are instantaneous (i.e., they are executed immediately) in order to avoid
race conditions, and it assumes that the components involved in authentication are
themselves authenticated on the network layer.

This last assumption hints at the inherent recursiveness of authentication—in order
to trust authentication, the Authentication Enforcer should ascertain that the
client is authentic. The assumption can be mitigated by either refining the model
to authenticate components involved in authentication on a lower level (potentially
down to the hardware level, as with a tamper proof module), or by applying the
Secure Pipe pattern from Section 5.3.2.

Abstracting the Authentication Enforcer. At this point, we have successfully
leveraged the guidelines from Section 5.2, which build on the results from Chapter 3,
to create a refined model of the Authentication Enforcer. However, in order to
be usable for the architect to create compositions with this model, we need a simple
abstract version as well. This can be done, following the guidelines from Chapter 4,
as follows.

First of all, the AuthenticationEnforcer component and its interface needs to be retained,
as we need this to express the security requirement from Listing 5.6. This includes the
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types used in the interface, such as Subject. The UserStore, however, is not required
and can be removed. To compensate, we can alter the AuthenticationEnforcer to
store UserID→Credential mappings internally as an attribute. As a consequence, the
implementation of the Authenticate operation can be greatly simplified as well. The
resulting abstract AuthenticationEnforcer is modelled as follows.

Listing 5.9: Abstracting the Authentication Enforcer.

517 sig AuthenticationEnforcer in Component {
518 userDB: UserID→Credential→Time
519 }{
520 …
521 }
522

523 pred AuthenticationEnforcer.authenticate_impl(u:UserID,c:Credential,s:Subject,t:Time,
524 t_post:Time) {
525 (u→c in this.userDB.t) implies
526 (s.represents.id = u and s.createdOn = t and s.createdBy = this and t = t_post) else
527 (s = NULL_SUBJECT)
528 t_post = t
529 }

In order to verify that this is a valid abstraction of the original AuthenticationEnforcer,
we create a glue model. Note that A stands for the name space of the abstract model,
and R for the name space of the refined model.

Listing 5.10: Abstracting the Authentication Enforcer.

530 fact Interpretation {
531 // Identical types are mapped directly to each other.
532 A/AuthenticationEnforcer = R/AuthenticationEnforcer
533 A/Authenticate = R/Authenticate
534 …
535 }

How an abstraction is interpreted in terms of a refinement is shown in Listing 5.10.
Most of these interpretations are trivial. However, due to the nature of Alloy, it is
not possible to similarly map abstract Subjects directly to refined Subjects, as these
types are determined by their attributes (in Java parlance, we can not compare them
by identity, but must compare them by value). Therefore, we need to leverage a
modelling trick and introduce a helper type to link abstract Subjects to refined ones.
This SubjectMapping simply maps one abstract Subject to a refined one, so we can later
say that the attributes of the Subjects that are mapped to each other are the same
(which, in Java, would correspond to writing an ‘equals’ method).
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Listing 5.11: Abstracting the Authentication Enforcer, continued.

536 sig SubjectMapping {
537 abstr: one A/Subject,
538 ref: one R/Subject
539 }
540

541 fact Interpretation {
542 …
543 all sm1,sm2:SubjectMapping {
544 sm1.ref = sm2.ref implies sm1 = sm2
545 sm1.abstr = sm2.abstr implies sm1 = sm2
546 }
547 }

Given the mapping of every abstract instance to a refined instance (and vice versa), the
following assertion verifies whether the interpretation represents a valid behavioural
equivalence.

Listing 5.12: Verifying behavioural equivalence of the Authentication Enforcer.

548 assert Correspondence {
549 all a:R/AuthenticationEnforcer, t,t1:Time, u:UserID, c:Credential, sm:SubjectMapping {
550 a.A/authenticate_impl[u,c,sm.abstr,t,t1]⇔ a.R/authenticate_impl[u,c,sm.ref,t,t1]
551 }
552 }
553

554 fact CorrespondenceAssumptions {
555 // In our abstraction, AuthenticationEnforcers are their own user stores.
556 all a:R/AuthenticationEnforcer,t:Time | a.store.t = a
557 // The contents of the abstract user database (i.e., as stored in an attribute
558 // of the abstract AuthenticationEnforcer) are identical to the contents of
559 // the UserStore in the refinement.
560 all a:R/AuthenticationEnforcer,t:Time | a.store.t.contents = a.userDB
561 …
562 }

It turns out that this correspondence holds, given the correspondence assumptions
given in Listing 5.12. As none of these assumptions is overly constraining, they can
be accepted. Therefore, the abstract AuthenticationEnforcer can safely be used instead
of the refined version.
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5.3.2 Secure Pipe

Modelling the Secure Pipe. The Secure Pipe pattern protects the confidentiality
and integrity2 of communication (i.e., Invocations) between two connected Endpoints.

The original documentation specifies one new component, the SecurePipe, which
serves as an encrypted communication channel. Two roles interact with the SecurePipe,
i.e., the Client which initiates the communication, and the Application which creates
its own SecurePipe to communicate with the Client. Essentially, a SecurePipe therefore
exists as two Components, one executing on behalf of the Client, and one on behalf of
the Application. In order to avoid confusion, we will refer to each of these components
as an Endpoint.

Listing 5.13: Encoding the Secure Pipe in Alloy.

563 // An atomic representation of data.
564 sig Data {}
565

566 // A (symmetric) encryption key.
567 sig Key {}
568

569 // Symmetrically encrypted data.
570 sig Ciphertext in Data {
571 of: one Data, // the encrypted contents
572 key: one Key // the encryption key
573 }{
574 // this can not be an encryption of itself
575 this not in this.̂@of
576 }
577

578 // An endpoint is a component that implements one ”half” of a secure pipe.
579 // Two endpoints connect to form a secure pipe.
580 sig Endpoint in Component {
581 other: Endpoint lone→Time, // the other endpoint
582 key: Key lone→Time // its key used for encryption/decryption
583 }
584

585 // Abstraction of a symmetric encryption operation.
586 pred Endpoint.encrypt_impl(d:Data,c:Ciphertext,t:Time) {
587 c.of = d and c.key = this.key.t
588 }

2The original documentation of the Secure Pipe also provides confidentiality features. However, as
confidentiality of transmitted data is not directly required for accountability, this version of the pattern
only includes the integrity requirement.
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Listing 5.13 shows how we can model encrypted data with the Ciphertext type
introduced on line 570. Note that Ciphertext is itself Data, enabling recursive
encryption. An Endpoint is a component that has a reference to another Endpoint, with
which it communicates. Additionally, Endpoints ‘know’ a Key by having a reference
to it, as shown on line 582. They can use this to encrypt data, as shown in the
Endpoint.encrypt_impl predicate.

We can now add operations to the Endpoint. According to the documentation, an
Endpoint supports three operations. Connect connects to another Endpoint, Send to
send a request to the Application, and Transmit which decrypts received requests. This
can be modelled as follows.

Listing 5.14: Encoding the Secure Pipe operations in Alloy.

589 sig Endpoint in Component { …}{
590 all t:Time,c:Component,d:Data,e:Endpoint {
591 Execute[c,this,Send,d,t]⇒ this.send_impl[d,t]
592 Execute[c,this,Transmit,d,t]⇒ this.transmit_impl[c,d,t]
593 Execute[c,this,Connect,e,t]⇒ this.connect_impl[e,t]
594 }
595 }
596

597 pred Endpoint.send_impl(d:Data,t:Time) {
598 let e = {e:Ciphertext | this.encrypt_impl[d,e,t]}{
599 some this.other.t and Invoke[this,this.other.t,Transmit,e,t]
600 }
601 }
602

603 pred Endpoint.transmit_impl(c:Component,d:Data,t:Time) {
604 d in Ciphertext
605 this.connectedTo[c,t]
606 some d1:Data | this.decrypt_impl[d,d1,t]
607 }
608

609 pred Endpoint.connect_impl(e:Endpoint,t:Time) {
610 some this.key.t and this.key.t = e.key.t
611 this.other.t = e and e.other.t = this
612 }

How Keys are exchanged is shown on line 610. This simple key exchange process
corresponds to an idealized version of, for instance, the Diffie-Hellman protocol. The
Keys are then used to encrypt (resp. decrypt) Data, as shown on line 598. Note that this
model assumes that the cryptographic algorithms themselves (i.e., encryption and key
exchange) are secure—it is not the purpose of this approach to uncover weaknesses
in cryptographic algorithms themselves. Nevertheless, this straightforward way to
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model encryption suffices to uncover many assumptions, ranging from protecting
access to the Key (i.e., only connected Endpoints share a Key), to key freshness (i.e.,
negotiating a new Key requires that that Key has not been used before).

Verifying the Secure Pipe. As with the Authentication Enforcer, formalizing
the security requirement of this pattern takes some interpretation from the modeller.
We specify the integrity requirement as follows. If some data is received and decrypted
successfully by an Endpoint, then that datawas encrypted by another Endpoint towhich
the first Endpoint is connected. This can be formalized as follows.

Listing 5.15: Encoding the Secure Pipe operations in Alloy.

613 // The intended situation is that whenever an endpoint c4 receives a
614 // transmission from a component c3, then there was a corresponding component c1
615 // that used an endpoint c2 to send that data, and c2 was connected to c4.
616 pred Requirement {
617 all c3:Component,c4:Endpoint,ct:Ciphertext,t2:Time {
618 (Execute[c3,c4,Transmit,ct,t2]) implies
619 (some c1:Component,c2:Endpoint,t1:t2.prevs+ t2,d:Data |
620 Execute[c1,c2,Send,d,t1] and c2.connectedTo[c4,t1] and ct.of = d)
621 }
622 }

The uncovered assumptions are the following. First, as the Secure Pipe uses
cryptographic primitives to realize its requirement, it includes assumptions on
those primitives as well. Endpoints should only use the cryptographic key that
they ‘know’ (i.e., have in memory), and only connected Endpoints should share that
key. Additionally, the key should be fresh (i.e., not used previously). Second, the
Secure Pipe should be trusted to only transmit what it receives from its client (i.e., it
should not encrypt and send messages that did not originate from the client). Finally,
communication between Endpoints should be authenticated.

As with the Authentication Enforcer, the Secure Pipe abstracts that certain
trust relationships are implicitly recursive and can only be solved by depending
on the trustworthiness of a lower layer. This results in either an unmitigated trust
assumption (e.g., the architect blindly accepts the security of an underlying library),
or can be solved by refining the architecture until the ‘chain of trust’ is grounded in a
sufficiently trustworthy source (e.g., by depending on a tamper proof module realized
in hardware).

Abstracting the Secure Pipe. As the process is similar to that of the Authenti-
cation Enforcer, it is not repeated here. The abstract model of the Secure Pipe, as
well as the glue model, is available online [Hey12].
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Figure 5.3: Counterexample illustrating the need for message delivery guarantees.

5.3.3 Secure Logger

The Secure Logger is modelled as described in Section 5.2, which in turn is an
operationalization of the documentation3 in [SNL05]. The pattern is verified to uphold
the security requirement that whenever the Log operation is invoked on a Logger
with a specific message, there is a time in the future so that for all further times either
that message can be read back from the Logger, or the Verify operation of the Logger
returns false.

When verifying that security requirement, counterexamples such as in Figure 5.3 are
generated by the analyzer. This example shows a Component ‘client’ connected to
a Component ‘logger’. The client invokes the Log operation on the logger. However,
as the Secure Logger does not provide delivery guarantees ‘out of the box’, it is
possible that invocations are never executed (i.e., they are lost). This seemingly
trivial counterexample hints at an important assumption—if the client can not trust
that Log invocations are actually executed (e.g., because of a network problem or
an attacker staging a denial of service attack), it is possible that Messages never get
logged, effectively deleting them.

This assumption could be resolved by equipping the Secure Logger with some
form of message delivery notifications, or by ensuring that the middleware offers
message delivery guarantees. Ideally, the original pattern description should either
document the most common solutions as implementation alternatives, or explicitly
document this trust assumption as a relevant security consideration. However, the
documentation does not contain this information, which impairs the intended security
assurance of the pattern.

The Secure Logger trust assumptions can be categorized as follows. A first category
is assumptions on the correct operation of the newly introduced components (i.e.,

3The original Secure Logger also provides data confidentiality. However, this was not required for
accountability and therefore not modelled.
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residual goals on the Logger itself). The assumptions on the correct operation of the
Logger entail that it should not overwrite previous entries, and that the integrity of
the nextUID message counter should be protected. A second category of assumptions
are expectations on the interaction with its roles. The expectations on the roles
are that the connectors used to interact with the Logger should be reliable (i.e., do
not disconnect previously connected components), tamper proof (i.e., provide data
integrity), properly initialized (i.e., not be used before the client and the Logger are
connected) and provide guaranteed delivery of invocations of the Log operation (i.e.,
as discussed previously). Additionally, only these secure connectors should be used.
A final category of assumptions are residual goals that fall outside of the scope of
the pattern. These assumptions include that the cryptographic primitives used by
the Logger to digitally sign its messages are themselves secure, and that the digital
signatures should be impossible to forge. Depending on how digital signatures are
realized, refining this assumption will in turn result in trust assumptions on key
management.

Note that the trust assumptions on the connector being tamper proof can be resolved
by the Secure Pipe pattern, as documented in Section 5.3.2.

5.3.4 Audit Interceptor

The Audit Interceptor pattern is used to centralize auditing functionality and
support declaratively defining audit events. It realizes the security requirement
that for all executed Invocations deemed to be sensitive, there exists a corresponding
AuditEvent and AuditInterceptor from which that AuditEvent can be read back in the
future.

The trust assumptions of the Audit Interceptor can be subdivided in two categories.
First, the AuditInterceptor is assumed to be initialized with the correct configuration,
and it should be impossible to tamperwith that configuration. Second, every Invocation
should be intercepted by at least one AuditInterceptor (i.e., full mediation). Every
AuditInterceptor should have an effective Logger, and always read and write to that
same Logger. Furthermore, that Logger should be intact (i.e., its contents not deleted).
Finally, Invocations to read back AuditEvents are routed to the correct AuditInterceptor.

Note that the trust assumptions on the Logger role can be resolved by the Secure
Logger pattern from Section 5.3.3.

5.3.5 Authorization Enforcer

The Authorization Enforcer acts as a mediator that encapsulates and performs
authorization checks. It realizes the following requirement. For all Components that
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invoke anOperation to which access is controlled, if that Invocation is actually executed,
either it was called on the AuthorizationEnforcer (which acts as a mediator), or the
Invocation is authorized.

The Authorization Enforcer depends on a correct initialization of its configuration
and corresponding protection of its integrity. Similarly, it also depends on full
mediation of access to the protected operations, and should be trusted to only forward
requests on the behalf of other parties. As was the case with the Secure Logger, this
represents the added trust required from components that fulfil a security role. The
final assumption denotes that authorization depends on successful authentication.

That last assumption could be fulfilled by the Authentication Enforcer or Secure
Pipe.

5.4 Discussion

While well-documented security patterns such as those in [SNL05] include reference
code to aid the developer in implementing the patterns securely, we conclude that the
same patterns contain few hints for the architect to verify that an architecture built
around these patterns is secure. This work shows that it is possible to produce reusable
formal models that are of practical value to the software architect. The abstract pattern
models can be used by the architect as ‘reference code’ for formal verification purposes.
Additionally, the refined pattern models can be used to more exhaustively document
the trust assumptions on which the correct operation of the pattern is based. We
propose that adding abstract models and explicit trust assumptions to the security
pattern description would increase the assurance it offers to the architect.

One question that frequently emerged during the modelling process, was how the
modeller could be certain of the correctness of the interpretation of the original pattern
documentation and its subsequent translation to Alloy. Unfortunately, as the original
pattern documentation is informal, there is no way to verify whether the Alloy model
corresponds completely to the pattern as it is described. This ambiguity problem
extends itself to the security requirements that the pattern intends to fulfill. The
documentation of a security pattern often does not document its security requirements
explicitly, but instead documents the problem that the pattern tries to solve as a set
of conflicting forces. This implies that, before any type of formal verification can
happen, these requirements need to be elicited and formalized by the modeller, which
is an error prone process.

In most cases presented here, ambiguities were indeed discovered in the original
documentation while creating the Alloy models. As an example, consider the
ambiguities we encountered while modelling the Authentication Enforcer in
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Figure 5.4: The amount of trust assumptions found per pattern, and the amount of
those mentioned in the original pattern documentation.

Section 5.3.1. Another example is the original documentation of the Secure Logger
from [SNL05]. In that documentation, no mention is made in the description of
the Logger component of a verify operation, except for the following: “The other
strategy, the Secure Data Logger Strategy, secures the data so that any alteration or
deletion of it can be detected.” This leaves the specification of the verify operation
completely open for interpretation. Even given the facts in the documentation that
the Logger uses sequence numbers and digital signatures, specifying such a verify
operation is not trivial. Consider, for instance, the situation where a log entry is
encountered with a sequence number of −1, or superfluous entries are added that
were not generated by a client of the Logger, or an entry is deleted and then put back4;
should the verify method return true or false? Indeed, in none of these situations has
an existing entry been deleted or modified during the time of inspection. While in
this work the ambiguities were resolved by judgement calls from the modeller, ideally
the ambiguities would serve as feedback to the pattern community to improve the
original documentation.

Nevertheless, the amount of uncovered assumptions is significant. Figure 5.4 contains
the results of cross checking the explicit assumptions with the assumptions with the
original pattern documentation, and shows that the majority of the trust assumptions
that we found are not documented at all in the original descriptions. Clearly, this is an
important observation, as missing assumptions imply that it would be very difficult
indeed to build a solid argument to assure that the pattern is correctly integrated in
the rest of the architecture. This approach can be systematically applied on the whole
corpus of architectural security patterns to improve their documentation.

4These hypothetical situations were all encountered at one point or another as counterexamples during
the analysis, sometimes causing the security requirement (i.e., NoDeletion) to be revised.
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Figure 5.5: Dependencies uncovered between patterns in the pattern language. The
‘known’ relations are documented in [SNL05], and were also found by our approach.

One observation that sheds light on the gap between the assumptions uncovered in the
model and those in the original descriptions is that practically every trust assumption
in the original documentation is related to the use of cryptographic primitives.
As the Secure Logger and Secure Pipe patterns depend heavily on cryptography,
the documentation of their assumptions is more complete, as shown in Figure 5.4.
However, while trust assumptions on cryptography are important, they are far from
the only trust assumptions, as this section has illustrated.

Apart from improving pattern descriptions, there is another benefit to uncovering
and documenting assumptions. Some security patterns depend on trust assumptions
that are realized by other patterns. These inter-pattern relations are at the core of
pattern languages. The relationships that emerged in the accountability language are
shown in Figure 5.5. They indicate that some security patterns naturally benefit from
another. This is corobborated by the experience of the authors in various projects
ranging from e-government to e-health and e-publishing, in which these patterns
frequently occurred together. While some of these relations are also documented in
the original description (i.e., the solid arrows in Figure 5.5, as mentioned per pattern
in the ‘related patterns’ section [SNL05]), many of them are not (the dashed arrows).
Again, adding this information to the pattern documentation could assist the architect
in selecting the right patterns for the task at hand. This approach can be used to
systematically elicit these inter-pattern relations.

A final note is on the effort required to create these pattern models. It takes on
average one to two person days to create the refined model of a pattern on the level
of detail as presented in this chapter. Most of that time is taken up by “debugging”,
i.e., analyzing and correcting counterexamples either by adjusting the goal, model,
or by adding an assumption. However, the total time spent on creating a pattern
model depends heavily on two factors. These are the intended level of detail and
completeness of the pattern documentation. First, more detailed models will take
longer to create and verify, in extremis requiring the detailed model to be split up
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according to the technique presented in Chapter 4. In this respect, modelling effort
is related to risk—higher risk incurs higher modelling overhead. Second, and as
mentioned previously, not all patterns are documented equally. A ambiguous or
incomplete pattern documentation will require the modeller to make more judgement
calls and explore more alternatives, which greatly increases the modelling effort.

5.5 Conclusion

Based on the combined results of Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, we have presented a novel
approach tomodel and verify security patterns. The resultingmodels uncover relevant
trust assumptions as illustrated by modelling a pattern language for accountability,
which uncovered many previously undocumented issues. Additionally, these
assumptions can be leveraged to uncover dependencies between patterns, thereby
imposing additional structure on the pattern landscape. These trust assumptions could
additionally be used as a checklist to perform more efficient security evaluations.





CHAPTER 6
Evaluation

This chapter evaluates the approach proposed in the previous chapters in three dimen-
sions, i.e., the support offered by the approach for modelling various architectures, its
support for well-known security properties, and the usability of the pattern library
for software architects. Additionally, we discuss the skills required to successfully
apply the proposed approach. We conclude by critically reflecting on suboptimal
modelling idiosyncrasies and propose language features to mitigate them.

6.1 Introduction

The purpose of this chapter is threefold. First, we verify whether the proposed
approach is applicable to the modelling of realistic systems. This includes verifying
whether the approach is sufficiently expressive to model various real-world architec-
tural styles and communication paradigms. This is handled in Section 6.2.

Second, we evaluate the support of the verification approach to uncover security issues
by analyzing its support for the most common security properties, i.e., confidentiality,
integrity, availability and authenticity (also known as the CIAA) in Section 6.3.

Third, as already extensively argued in this work, reusability forms a key part of an
approach being usable in practise. In order to verify whether partial architectural
models (such as the security pattern library from Chapter 5) can be successfully
reused by non experts, we performed an observational case study in which two
subjects were tasked with composing some of these patterns. This is presented in
Section 6.4. We also provide a discussion on the required skills to successfully apply
this approach, from two viewpoints: the software architect that wants to model a
software architecture by composing abstract parts in a composition, and the security
expert that wants to create reusable refined architectural models.

125
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Throughout this text, we have encountered some modelling quirks that are amenable
to improvement (e.g., the convoluted way to handle return values in Listing 5.5). We
document these and propose language features to remove them in Section 6.6. Among
other things, these new language features allow us to automatically enforce almost
all relaxation rules. We conclude in Section 6.7.

6.2 Evaluating the support for mainstream
modelling practises

During the development of the modelling approach, many models were created,
including more than 5000 lines of formal specification for security patterns alone (not
including previous revisions). During the creation of these models, many issues were
uncovered that subsequently led to improvements in either the meta model or the
approach itself. This section aims to reflect on some of these issues in order to show
that the proposed approach is sufficiently flexible to model a wide range of software
architectures.

Section 6.2.1 discusses the different modes of communication supported by the meta
model. Section 6.2.2 discusses how a number of important architectural styles can be
modelled by our approach.

6.2.1 Explicit and implicit communication

So far, we havemainly focussed on invoking operations directly (i.e., standardmessage
passing, where one component sends an invocation to another component). Message
passing is modelled straightforwardly as “the execution of an Invocation implies that
the postconditions of that operation become true”. An illustration of this is the
AbstractLogger specification in Section 4.5.1, particularly on lines 183–185 on page 72.
Note that, as mentioned in Section 3.2.4, the default definition of Invocation and
Connector provides no message delivery guarantees whatsoever. If this is required,
themodeller will either have to assume that Invocations always reach their destinations,
or model an explicit message delivery notification mechanism.

However, one-to-one message passing is only one of the few ways in which real
systems communicate. The definition of Invocation in the meta model does not limit
communication from one to another Component. As seen on line 77 in Section 3.2.2,
page 40, the receivers of an Invocation are defined as a set. Therefore, the meta model
supports multicast—whereby one Invocation is sent to many different recipients at
the same time—without requiring any modifications. Although not that common,
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multicast is sometimes used in multimedia applications to deliver content to many
different recipients without duplicating the different content streams.

Additionally, more advanced methods of communication can readily be modelled. For
instance, aspect oriented software, Java Enterprise Edition interceptors, and intrusion
detection systems are based on the principle of message interception. This can be
modelled by changing the precondition of an operation from “the component receives
an invocation to execute” to “the component intercepts a corresponding invocation”.
For instance, this is the underlying mechanism that allows the AuditInterceptor
component from the Audit Interceptor pattern to intercept and analyze Invocations,
as shown in the following code snippet. In Listing 6.1, line 630 shows how interception
is leveraged by the AuditInterceptor component to trigger specific behaviour, i.e.,
the AuditInterceptor.auditInvocation_impl predicate, as a response to intercepting an
Invocation. Compare this to line 634, which shows an example of normal message
passing as discussed previously. Note that the Component.canIntercept predicate is
defined in the meta model.

Listing 6.1: Example of using invocation interception to trigger postconditions, as
opposed to invocation execution.

623 sig AuditInterceptor in Component {
624 config: Config lone→Time, // An AuditInterceptor has a configuration.
625 log: Logger lone→Time // An AuditInterceptor has a Logger to log to.
626 }{
627 all t:Time {
628 // Whenever an AuditInterceptor can intercept an invocation, the
629 // postconditions of the AuditInvocation operation become true.
630 all i:Invocation | this.canIntercept[i,t] implies this.auditInvocation_impl[i,t]
631 // Whenever an invocation of the Read operation is executed, the
632 // postconditions of the Read operation become true.
633 all c:Component,d:Data,res:Int | Execute[c,this,Read,d+ res,t] implies
634 this.read_impl[d,res,t]
635 }
636 }

Conversely, the same interception mechanism allows the analysis to take into
account message interception attacks—the meta model does not preclude arbitrary
components to intercept Invocations that are not addressed to them directly. Therefore,
default instantiations of the meta model will take message interception by arbitrary
components into account.
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6.2.2 Architectural styles

Based on the different communication paradigms presented in Section 6.2.1, it is
possible to support modelling various architectural styles. According to Rozanski
and Woods [RW11], an architectural style expresses a fundamental structural
organization schema for software systems. It provides a set of predefined element
types, specifies their responsibilities, and includes rules and guidelines for organizing
the relationships between them. We now show how some popular styles can be
mapped to our modelling approach.

The client-server model. This well-known style is ubiquitous in today’s Internet.
A number of security patterns, notably the Secure Logger and Authentication
Enforcer, are designed according to the client-server architectural style. Each
provides a server (the Logger, resp. AuthenticationEnforcer) that awaits incoming
requests from clients.

Event-driven architectures. This style of architectures is based around the
notion of events, which may be any significant change in state. One way to
classify the relevant participants in event-driven architectures is as event generators,
event channels that transport events, and event processors that receive events and
potentially trigger other events [Mic06]. This allows a very loose coupling between
event generators and the event consumers.

As an illustration of how event-driven architectures can be modelled, consider the
following example of a book store taken from [Mic06]. Whenever the inventory of
a book store drops below a certain threshold, a ‘low inventory’ event is generated
and received by an event processing engine. This event processor is configured to
trigger both a ‘reorder’ event to registered subscribers, including the inventory buyer
and the inventory manager’s dashboard. In order to model this, we can proceed as
follows.

Listing 6.2: Modelling event-driven architectures in Alloy.

637 sig Book {}
638

639 // A bookstore which contains books as its inventory.
640 sig BookStore in Component {
641 inventory: Book set→Time
642 }{
643 // Fact that triggers new InventoryLow events whenever the amount of books in the inventory
644 // drops below 2. The event is sent to ‘epe’, the event processor, which will be defined later.
645 all t:Time | #inventory.t < 2 implies Invoke[this,epe,ProcessEvent,InventoryLow,t]
646 }
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647

648 sig Event {} // Abstraction of an event and its specific instances.
649 one sig InventoryLow extends Event {}
650 one sig Reorder extends Event {}
651

652 // An inventory manager component which manages the inventory of a bookstore.
653 sig InventoryManager in Component {
654 }{
655 all c:Component,e:Event,t:Time | Execute[c,this,ProcessEvent,e,t] implies
656 this.processIMEvent_impl[c,e,t]
657 }
658

659 // Operation to process an incoming event (in this case, reorder events).
660 pred InventoryManager.processIMEvent_impl(sender:Component,event:Event,t:Time) {
661 event = Reorder implies …// process a Reorder event
662 }
663 …

Listing 6.2 shows how we can model a trivial bookstore, without operations, which
contains a trigger to send out InventoryLow events whenever the inventory drops
below an arbitrary amount (here, 2). This event should then be processed by an
InventoryManager, which contains a regular ProcessEvent operation which accepts a
sending component and an event as its arguments. Note that both components are
completely decoupled. The missing link is the EventProcessor, which can be modelled
as follows.

Listing 6.3: Modelling an event processor in Alloy.

664 // An event processor receives and handles events. It is configured with a set of event−component
665 // combinations and offers one regular ‘ProcessEvent’ operation.
666 sig EventProcessor in Component {
667 // a configuration entry is of the form…
668 // ‘triggering event’→‘reaction event’→‘destination component’
669 config: Event→Event→Component→Time
670 }{
671 all c:Component,e:Event,t:Time {
672 Execute[c,this,ProcessEvent,e,t] implies this.processEPEvent_impl[c,e,t]
673 }
674 }
675

676 // What to do when an event is received. The EventProcessor will look up the corresponding
677 // event→action→destination tuple in its configuration, and send out new events for every match.
678 pred EventProcessor.processEPEvent_impl(sender:Component,event:Event,t:Time) {
679 all action:Event, dest:Component | event→action→dest in this.config.t implies
680 Invoke[this,dest,ProcessEvent,sender+ action,t]
681 }
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682

683 // There is one EventProcessor called ‘epe’ (as used by the bookstore). It is initially configured
684 // to trigger a Reorder event on an InventoryManager on receiving an InventoryLow event.
685 lone sig epe in EventProcessor {}{
686 lone im:InventoryManager | InventoryLow→Reorder→im in epe.config.TO/first
687 }

The manager dashboard can be modelled identical to the InventoryManager. Note
that this example is for a simple event-driven architecture. Other event-driven
architectures can be identified, such as stream-driven and complex event-driven
architectures [Mic06]. However, these can be similarly modelled by modifying
the EventProcessor—the configuration will need to be made more expressive, the
EventProcessor might need to store state in a component attribute, and the event
processing logic in EventProcessor.processEPEvent_impl will need to be refactored.
However, none of these changes fundamentally alter the illustration as presented
here.

Pipes and filters. This style consists of components and connectors arranged in
a ‘pipeline’ so that the output of one element is the input of the next. This can be
modelled as follows.

Listing 6.4: Modelling the pipe and filter architectural style.

688 sig Data {} // We consider ‘computation’ to map one data on another.
689 one sig NULL in Data {}
690

691 // A filter is a component that receives input via the Process operation, and
692 // stores its output in an attribute ‘output’.
693 sig Filter in Component {
694 output: Data→Time
695 }{
696 all c:Component,d:Data,t:Time {
697 Execute[c,this,Process,d,t] implies this.process_impl[d,t]
698 }
699 }
700

701 one sig Process in Operation {}
702

703 pred Filter.process_impl(d:Data,t:Time) {
704 // Do processing on data…
705 some result:Data | result in this.output.t
706 }
707

708 pred Filter.getOutput_impl(d:Data,t:Time) {
709 d = this.output.t
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710 }
711

712 // A pipe, however, is a specialization of a connector (as opposed to a
713 // component). It has two attributes, a source filter and a destination filter.
714 sig Pipe in Connector {
715 source: Filter lone→Time,
716 dst: Filter lone→Time
717 }{
718 // Whenever the source filter has output available and both the source and destination are
719 // connected to this pipe, the pipe itself generates an invocation with the output of the source
720 // component to the destination component.
721 all t:Time {
722 let d = {d:Data | this.@source.t.getOutput_impl[d,t]}{
723 (source.t in connects.t and dst.t in connects.t and not d = NULL) implies
724 Invoke[source.t,dst.t,Process,d,t]
725 }
726 }
727 }

Listing 6.4 shows how it is possible to create specializations of types besides
Component. It models Pipe as a special type of Connector. Note that this precludes
creating refinements of the Pipe as per Chapter 4, as it is not a proper Component.
However, should this be required, it is equally possible to model Pipe as a set of two
connected endpoints, as is the case in the model of the Secure Pipe.

Blackboard. This style, based on the metaphor of several experts meeting around a
blackboard, originated in the domain of artificial intelligence [EHRLR80]. Modelling
a basic blackboard in Alloy is fairly straightforward.

An architecture conforming to the blackboard style has three types of components.
The knowledge sources (or software specialist modules) are components that each
perform a specialized service. The blackboard itself is a container for contributions,
or partial solutions, to the problem being solved. The control shell mediates access to
the blackboard. An example blackboard model might look as follows.

Listing 6.5: Modelling knowledge sources of the blackboard architectural style.

728 // A knowledge source, with one operation ‘Notify’ that can be called
729 // by the blackboard when new information is available.
730 sig KS in Component {}{
731 all c:Component,i:Information,t:Time {
732 Execute[c,this,Notify,i,t] implies this.notify[i,t]
733 }
734 }
735
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736 // The reification of the Notify operation.
737 sig Notify in Operation {}
738

739 // The postconditions of the Notify operation.
740 pred KS.notify(i:Information,t:Time) {
741 // …process new information.
742 }
743

744 // The interface exposed by the knowledge sources.
745 one sig KSIF in Interface {}{
746 Notify in methods and KS in realizedBy
747 }

Here, a knowledge source (KS) is modelled as a simple component with only one
operation, Notify. This corresponds to a publish-subscribe system, where the KS
subscribes itself to a Blackboard for updates whenever new Information is available.
The Blackboard then manages adding and removing Information, and notifies registered
KSs whenever something new is added. The Blackboard is then modelled as follows.

Listing 6.6: Modelling the blackboard component of the blackboard architectural style
in Alloy.

748 // The Blackboard component, which contains a set of managed information,
749 // as well as a list of subscribed contributing knowledge sources.
750 sig Blackboard in Component {
751 contents: Information set→Time,
752 contributors: KS set→Time
753 }{
754 all c:Component,i:Information,t:Time {
755 Execute[c,this,Put,i,t] implies this.put[i,t]
756 Execute[c,this,Get,i,t] implies this.get[i,t]
757 Execute[c,this,Register,none,t] implies this.register[c,t]
758 }
759 }
760

761 // The Blackboard exposes three operations: Put, Get and Register.
762 one sig BlackboardIF in Interface {}{
763 Put + Get + Register in methods and Blackboard in realizedBy
764 }
765 …
766

767 // The postconditions of the Put operation store the new Information in the contents of this
768 // Blackboard, and invoke the Notify operation on all registered knowledge sources.
769 pred Blackboard.put(i:Information,t:Time) {
770 i in this.contents.t
771 all ks:this.contributors.t | Invoke[this,ks,Notify,i,t]
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772 }
773

774 // The postconditions of the Get operation check whether the requested
775 // Information is managed by the Blackboard, and subsequently remove it.
776 pred Blackboard.get(i:Information,t:Time) {
777 i in this.contents.t
778 t ≠ TO/last implies not i in this.contents.(t.next)
779 }
780

781 // The postconditions of the Register operation ensure that the calling
782 // component is a KS, and register it as a contributor.
783 pred Blackboard.register(c:Component,t:Time) {
784 c in KS implies c in this.contributors.t
785 }

Note that this is only one way to model a blackboard architectural style, but it suffices
to illustrate that the proposed modelling approach is sufficiently expressive to model
architectures based on this style.

6.3 Evaluating the support for mainstream security
properties

In this section, we go into detail on the security properties confidentiality, integrity,
availability (also known as the CIA triad of security properties), and authenticity. For
every security property, we discuss how it manifests itself in the modelling approach.
The decomposition of the security properties is based on [SYHJ08], which is itself a
refinement of [SS75].

6.3.1 Confidentiality

Confidentiality consists of both protecting the confidentiality of stored data and data
during transmission1.

Transmission confidentiality. Data transmission confidentiality is directly related
to the STRIDE threat category of data flow information disclosure. These issues can

1A third way to interpret confidentiality is application confidentiality, or security through obscurity.
This is generally not considered a good security practise (it is the inverse of the principle of open design
[SS75]), and is not considered in this work.
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readily be uncovered in default instantiations of the meta model, as the following
assertion shows.

Listing 6.7: Encoding a data flow information disclosure check in Alloy.

786 assert InvocationsCanNotBeIntercepted {
787 no i:Invocation,c:Component,t:Time {
788 c not in i.orig_caller
789 c not in i.receivers
790 c.canIntercept[i,t]
791 }
792 }

The InvocationsCanNotBeIntercepted assertion produces counterexamples upon veri-
fication that show that Invocations can be intercepted by random components in
default instantiations of the meta model, which in turn indicates that the contents of
a transmission can readily leak to third parties.

The set of ‘knowledge’ of a Component can then be modelled as whatever the
Component knows initially, and whatever additional knowledge the Component gains
via Invocations that it observes.

Listing 6.8: Encoding knowledge in Alloy.

793 // Function to determine what a component learns at a specific time.
794 fun DataLearned[c:Component,t:Time] : set univ {
795 {d:univ | some i:Invocation | c.canIntercept[i,t] and d in i.args }
796 }
797

798 // Relation that stores the knowledge of a specific component.
799 sig Knowledge {
800 data: univ set→Time,
801 of: one Component
802 }{
803 // At every time, a component knows what it knew before plus what it learned.
804 all t:Time − TO/first {
805 data.t = data.(t.prev) + DataLearned[of,t]
806 }
807 }

This is a simple yet effective way to model basic transmission confidentiality issues.
However, the extra Knowledge relation can often be replaced by simply specifying
in a requirement that the data that needs to be kept confidential will never arrive
at unauthorized third parties as the argument of an Invocation (as we have done to
model the Secure Pipe in Section 5.3.2).
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Storage confidentiality. The case for storage confidentiality can largely be reduced
to transmission confidentiality, as the only way to exchange data provided by the meta
model is to send that data as the argument of an Invocation. As default instantiations
of the meta model place restrictions on neither the amount or type of Invocations that
a Component can send, nor the arguments thereof, the verification will take situations
into account where a Component ‘leaks’ data to other Components.

A limiting factor in uncovering confidentiality issues is the simple way in which
the learning of new data is modelled. In general, epistemic modal logics (which
allow reasoning about knowledge) include various knowledge axioms, which usually
include a distribution axiom that states that if an agent (i.e., a component) knows
φ and knows that φ ⇒ ψ, then that agent also knows ψ. Examples of this in a
security context are that if an agent learns a ciphertext and the decryption key, that
the agent automatically learns the decrypted plaintext as well. However, this sort of
higher order reasoning is not directly supported by Alloy, and can not be encoded in
a generic way in the meta model. The modeller can work around this, if necessary,
by explicitly adding inference rules to the model (e.g., by stating in a fact that if a
component knows a ciphertext and corresponding key, the component knows the
plaintext). Alternatively, the modeller can specify in a requirement that a component
should never learn both the ciphertext and its decryption key.

6.3.2 Integrity

Integrity can be seen as the integrity of data, which includes its secure storage and
transmission, and the integrity of the application itself. Both categories of integrity
issues are supported by the approach ‘out of the box’.

Transmission integrity. This corresponds to the STRIDE threat of tampering with
a data flow, and in part also denial of service against a data flow. As all data is
exchanged by means of Invocations, which can be modified in transit and deleted
from a connector by default, transmission integrity violations are readily discovered
in default instantiations of the meta model. In order to verify this, the following
assertion can be used.

Listing 6.9: Encoding data flow tampering checks in Alloy.

808 assert InvocationArgumentsCanNotBeAltered {
809 all c1,c2:Component, o:Operation, arg1,arg2:univ, t:Time |
810 Invoke[c1,c2,o,arg1,t] implies all t1:t+ t.nexts | Execute[c1,c2,o,arg2,t1] implies
811 arg1 = arg2
812 }
813

814 assert InvocationsCanNotBeDeleted {
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815 all conn:Connector | conn.isLocal implies
816 all c1,c2:Component,o:Operation,args:univ,t1:Time | some t2:t1.nexts+ t1 |
817 Invoke[c1,c2,o,args,t1]⇒ Execute[c1,c2,o,args,t2]
818 }

As both these assertion produces counterexamples, it is clear that transmission
integrity issues can be discovered.

Storage integrity. This corresponds to the STRIDE threat of tampering with a
data store, and in part also to denial of service against a data store. Data can be
stored in two ways: it can be buffered in a Connector, or stored by a Component via
an attribute. Buffered invocations are susceptible to both alteration and deletion,
as the discussion on transmission integrity has pointed out. By correctly applying
the third relaxation rule from Section 3.3.1, every component attribute should be
time dependent and therefore mutable. This implies that in properly relaxed models
without other assumptions, data stored in Components can be readily modified or
deleted (as has been illustrated in the Secure Logger model from Section 3.4.1).

6.3.3 Availability

Availability implies that a service can be invoked when required and that its results
are available to clients. It is directly related to the STRIDE threat of denial of service
(DoS). Availability issues can arise on both the component and the connector level, i.e.,
the service itself might not be available, or the communication infrastructure might
not be. Both types of availability issues are supported by the approach in default
instantiations of the meta model. In order to verify this, the following assertions can
be used.

Listing 6.10: Encoding denial of service checks in Alloy.

819 assert InvocationsCanNotBeDeleted {
820 all t:Time,conn:Connector,i:conn.buffer.t |
821 all t1:i.invoked.nexts | t1.lte[i.executed] implies i in conn.buffer.t1
822 }
823

824 assert InvocationsCanNotFail {
825 all browser,shop:Component | some buy:Operation,click,bought:Time,inf:Interface {
826 buy in inf.methods and shop in inf.realizedBy
827 Invoke[browser,shop,buy,none,click]⇒ Execute[browser,shop,buy,none,bought]
828 }
829 }
830

831 assert AllExecuted {
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832 all i:Invocation | one i.invoked implies one i.executed
833 }

All these assertions produce counterexamples. The InvocationsCanNotBeDeleted
assertion shows that it is possible for Invocations to be removed from a Connector
between their time of invocation and execution. The InvocationsCanNotFail assertion
shows in a more general context that invoking an operation on a service does
not necessarily lead to execution of that operation. Finally, AllExecuted shows
that Invocations themselves do not guarantee that being invoked leads to becoming
executed. This shows that both communication channels and services themselves can
be unresponsive.

Moreover, by correctly applying the fourth relaxation rule from Section 3.3.1, properly
relaxed instantiations of the meta model do not guarantee that there will be at least
one instance of the intended service, additionally ensuring that availability issues
with services are unearthed.

6.3.4 Authenticity

Authenticity implies that communicating entities are who they claim to be, and that
data exchanged between these entities did indeed originate from the proper sender.
Authenticity is directly related to the STRIDE threat of spoofing, which is further
subdivided in spoofing of external entities and spoofing of processes. As in our
approach both external entities and processes are represented by Components, these
can be handled together.

Authenticity issues are supported by the approach, and can readily be uncovered
in default instantiations of the meta model. This is due to Invocations having both a
logical caller, i.e., the caller as expressed by the Invocation, and a physical caller, i.e.,
the component that originally invoked the Invocation. An Invocation is considered
authentic when both the caller and original caller are the same, as shown in the
following code.

Listing 6.11: Encoding spoofing checks in Alloy.

834 pred Invocation.hasAuthenticCaller {
835 this.caller = this.orig_caller
836 }
837

838 assert InvocationsCanNotBeSpoofed {
839 all i:Invocation | i.hasAuthenticCaller
840 }
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As the InvocationsCanNotBeSpoofed assertion produces counterexamples, it is clear
that Invocations can be spoofed in default instantiations of the meta model.

6.3.5 Accountability and privacy

Both accountability and privacy are application level properties—privacy concerns
exist wherever personally identifiable information is collected and stored, while
accountability is can be described as an account-giving relationship between
individuals [Sch99]. This makes privacy very related to confidentiality, and
accountability to authenticity and integrity (which should come as no surprise, as the
pattern library for accountability mainly consists of both authenticity and integrity
protecting patterns).

As opposed to confidentiality, integrity and authenticity, however, these properties
focus on the concept of an individual. As individuals are obviously not technical
architectural elements, these properties fall outside of the scope of the meta model.
While users can be modelled on top of the meta model, as we have done explicitly
in the Authentication Enforcer in Section 5.3.1, this is not the main purpose
of the approach. Therefore, we do not consider these properties as separate from
confidentiality, authenticity and integrity.

6.4 Evaluating the usability of the pattern library

This section reports on the usability of using the abstract models to discover
compositional assumptions, validated by an observational study in which two subjects
had to extend an architecture with two patterns. This study takes the viewpoint of
the software architect, and therefore focusses on composing existing model parts into
a larger architecture.

6.4.1 Participants

The two subjects participating in this case study were one researcher from the
department of Computer Science of the KU Leuven and another from the university
of Duisburg-Essen. Their expertise and relevant experience was established via
an interview prior to starting the exercise. Both participants have seven years of
experience in the field of software security, with one subject focussing on software
architecture research and the second on requirements engineering. Furthermore, they
have extensive experience with security patterns. Both participants have come into
contact with formal modelling (one of the subjects with Alloy in particular), but it
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is not their main expertise. The participants were selected based on their similar
experience, to remove potential bias in the results arising from different skills.

6.4.2 Experimental object

The case study is deliberately kept simple and as generic as possible. This way, the
subjects do not need to become familiar with the problem domain. Additionally, it
avoids bias through different levels of domain mastery. Finally, it allows the tasks
to be performed within a three hour slot. The application to be extended by the
subjects consists of a model of an online Shopmodule with an interface containing one
operation PlaceOrder. This operation receives anOrder, and adds it to the internal list of
orders to be processed. Additionally, an external PasswordList contains combinations
of Accounts and Password hashes. Only upon receiving valid login credentials is an
Order processed. The model of the application contains one functional requirement
that states that it should be possible for some customers to place orders.

Listing 6.12: The functional requirement of the online shop case.

841 pred FunctionalRequirement {
842 some s:Shop,c:Component,a:Account,p:Passwd,o:Order,t:Time | s.placeOrder[c,a,p,o,t]
843 }

This requirement is used later on to test that no contradictions were introduced during
modelling.

6.4.3 Tasks

The subjects were asked to complete three tasks in total. The first task consisted of a
warm-up exercise, in which the subjects were given two security requirements and
asked to make them hold in the Alloy model by adding trust assumptions, but without
introducing any security patterns yet. The first security requirement stated that every
time an order is placed, it can be read back at any later time.

Listing 6.13: The first security requirement that the online shop should uphold.

844 assert SecurityRequirement1 {
845 all s:Shop,c:Component,a:Account,p:Password,o:Order,t:Time {
846 s.placeOrder[c,a,p,o,t] implies all t1:t.nexts | s.hasOrder[o,t1]
847 }
848 }

The second security requirement stated that for every order that can be read back, a
corresponding order was placed earlier by an authenticated caller.
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Figure 6.1: Structural view on the case study reference solution.

Listing 6.14: The second security requirement that the online shop should uphold.

849 assert SecurityRequirement2 {
850 all s:Shop,o:Order,t:Time | s.hasOrder[o,t] implies
851 some a:Account,p:Password,c:Component,t1:t.prevs+ t |
852 s.placeOrder[c,a,p,o,t1] and a→p in PasswordList.contents
853 }
854 }

Additionally, the subjects were tasked with verifying that their solution still had
functional instances. The purpose of the warm-up exercise was to familiarize the
subjects with the initial model, while gaining some experience with the analysis
process. The second task was to extend the model with the secure logger pattern
to operationalize the first security requirement. The subjects were not allowed to
change the security requirement or the signatures of the operations of the system.
The third task was then to extend the resulting model with the authentication enforcer
to realize the second security requirement. A UML representation of the Alloy model
to be created is provided in Figure 6.1.

6.4.4 Setup

All three tasks were performed by both subjects in the same room during one
supervised session. The subjects each worked on their own laptop computers, and
were provided with an archive containing the following items: a JAR file of the Alloy
Analyzer version 4.1.10, the architectural meta model, both the abstract and refined
models of the secure logger and authentication enforcer patterns, the initial model of
the online shop system (counting 147 lines of code), and a ‘cheat sheet’ with some
domain independent code snippets on how to use the Alloy language. This material
is available for reproducibility [Hey12].

After the warm-up, the subjects were only allowed to ask specific modelling questions
related to Alloy (e.g., “How do I model an if-else construction?”, “What does this
syntax error mean?”). Questions related to how the patterns should be integrated, or
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open-ended questions (e.g., “What should I do here?”) were not allowed. Additionally,
the subjects were not allowed to collaborate.

6.4.5 Measurements

The subjects were timed during the task execution (not during the warm-up). After
finishing all three tasks, the subjects were asked to send in their final models. A
reference solution was created beforehand, which was used as a baseline to evaluate
the solutions of the subjects.

At the end, the subjects were asked to fill out a brief exit questionnaire asking about
the perceived effort of applying the patterns, the usability of the abstract models, and
the subjects’ confidence in the security of the end result.

6.4.6 Observed results

Feasibility. Both candidates successfully extended the system without external
support (except for answers to specific Alloy questions not related to integrating the
patterns, as mentioned earlier). Subject A managed the tasks in one hour and three
minutes, subject B in two hours thirty minutes. This can probably be attributed to
subject A having more prior experience with Alloy.

Usability. Concerning the usability of the approach, the exit questionnaire
contained the following questions. Q1. Did you find the library useless (score 1)
or useful (score 5) while modelling? Q2. Would you prefer modelling everything
from scratch (score 1) or use the library (score 5)? Q3. Did the library help convince
you of the security of the system? (Score 1, no; score 5, yes.) Q4. From trivial
(score 1) to impossible (score 5), how difficult was it to add a pattern? Q5. Did the
pattern models make interpreting counterexamples easier (score 1) or harder (score
5)? The answers are shown in Figure 6.2. They indicate that both subjects perceived
the pattern library as useful and increasing the confidence in the security of the
system (Q1-Q3). The perceived effort of adding reusable pattern models is medium
(Q4). There was no consensus on whether the pattern models helped in interpreting
counterexamples (Q5).

Correctness. Both solutions were correct (i.e., they upheld the security require-
ments and correctly integrated the patterns), except for a small design flaw in solution
A. Namely, after authentication the Shop does not verify whether the resulting Subject
is valid. This pushes the responsibility to the environment and effectively makes
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Figure 6.2: Answers to the questionnaire in Section 6.4.6.

verification of the Subject a residual goal. This was the only flaw found in either
solution, and was present in the ‘user’ code integrating the pattern in the architecture
(not in the pattern model).

Table 6.1 is used as a checklist to compare the documented assumptions of both
subjects to the reference solution. The assumptions are compared on the lowest
shared level of granularity (e.g., the assumption E and F is seen as two individual
assumptions E, F). A ✓ indicates that that solution contained the assumption. An
exclamation mark (!) denotes that the assumption was present, but made superfluous
by a later assumption. For instance, Assumption 5 was phrased by subject B as
all s:Shop,t:Time | s.log.verify[1, t]. However, subject B then wrote Assumption 6 as
Invoke[s,s.log,Log,o,t] implies s.log.read[o,1,t.next], which implies Assumption 5, making
it obsolete. A question mark (?) denotes that that assumption was absent—it was not
made explicit, but hard coded in the architectural model. For example, Assumption 2
was made implicit in solution B as the reference of the Shop to the SecureLogger was
immutable2. Solution A contains all seven trust assumptions of the reference solution.
It additionally contains Assumption 3, a stronger version of Assumption 4, making
the latter superfluous. It expresses the residual goal introduced by the authentication
flaw discussed earlier. Five assumptions of Subject B are also present in the reference
solution. Solution B contains one extra assumption, Assumption 9, due to a slightly
weaker wording of Assumption 4, so that the logging requirement does not hold if
the Shop initially already contains orders. However, this is not a design flaw.

2These implicit assumptions would have been made explicit by applying relaxation rules as presented
in Chapter 3. However, the subjects were not tasked with applying these due to time constraints.
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Table 6.1: Checklist to assess the correctness of the compositions.

Assumption A B Ref.
1. Only one Shop. ✓ ✓ ✓
This assumptions was provided to both participants in the warm-up exercise, in
order to scope the analysis better.
2. Shops use the same Logger. ✓ ? ✓
The reference a Shop has to a Logger should be immutable.
3. Every order has an authorized originator. ✓
Whenever the Shop has an order, it was placed by someone that was allowed to
place that order.
4. Orders result from PlaceOrder. ! ✓ ✓
Whenever the Shop has an order, it is a direct result from executing the PlaceOrder
operation. This implies that the Shop can be trusted to only store actual Orders
on behalf of customers.
5. The Logger is always intact. ✓ ! ✓
If the Logger detects that it has been tampered with, the security of the Shop is
no longer guaranteed.
6. Logging is instantaneous. ! ✓ ✓
Every invocation of the Log-operation is executed immediately, so as to avoid
race conditions between writing an Order and reading it back.
7. AuthenticationEnforcer configured correctly. ✓ ✓ ✓
Every AuthenticationEnforcer is configured with the initial Account-Password
list. This was alternatively split in two statements “the configuration is initially
correct” and “the configuration never changes”.
8. Only one AuthenticationEnforcer. ✓ ? ✓
This assumptions was alternatively worded as “always use the same Authentica-
tionEnforcer”.
9. Shop initially empty. ✓
The Shop initially does not contain Orders.
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6.4.7 Threats to validity

Conclusion validity. An obvious threat to the validity of the conclusions of the
case study is the small number of participants. Nevertheless, the different results
corresponded sufficiently for them to be seen as a positive first step on the road to a
larger scale experiment.

Internal validity. Both participants have a similar level of experience with software
architecture and requirements engineering, and are familiar with state-of-the-art
design processes. While we acknowledge that it would be interesting to investigate
the impact of prior architectural experience on the methodology, this was not the goal
of this case study. Furthermore, we believe that the experience of the participants
adds weight to their answers on the questionnaire. Similarly, not all participants had
equal experience with modelling in Alloy. In order to mitigate this, apart from the
initial presentation and warm-up exercise, participants could also refer to a short list
of templates of common expressions of method invocation and return value handling
(i.e., a ‘cheat sheet’). These templates were not specific to the task at hand.

External validity. The main threat to external validity is the reasonably small size
of both the application used in the case study and the tasks performed by the subjects.
Additional research is required to validate the applicability of this approach to larger
architectures, and its applicability by architects with different formal backgrounds.
As this case study only applies a subset of the library, care must be taken to generalize
results. We have tried to mitigate this last threat by selecting one of the simplest and
one of the more complex patterns in the library for the case study.

6.5 Evaluating skills required for modelling

In this section, we evaluate the knowledge and skills that are expected of the modeller
during the various phases of the approach. We focus on the skills required to create
abstract compositions in Section 6.5.1, while creating refined models is discussed in
Section 6.5.2.

6.5.1 Creating abstract compositions

In Section 6.4 we have documented an experiment to evaluate whether a “standard”
software architect, if indeed there is such a person, is able to use our approach to create
secure abstract compositions out of individual building blocks. The observations made
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during that experiment lead us to propose the following skills that are required of the
software architect to successfully apply the approach.

Formal modelling background. As was observed in Section 6.4.6, having a
working knowledge of the underlying modelling language (Alloy, in this case), makes
a significant impact on the time spent modelling and verifying. On the other hand,
while acquiring a basic working knowledge of the modelling language is not trivial, it
is also not overly difficult, especially when the person already has notions of formal
modelling and SAT solving (something which many students are exposed to during
their education). This is corroborated by one subject who was not familiar with Alloy,
yet gained sufficient working knowledge during the warm-up task to successfully
complete the experiment.

Architectural know-how. Having sufficient architectural background knowledge
and insight in the requirement that is being verified is essential in being able to
understand and interpret the counterexamples. An important factor here is having a
working knowledge of the underlying architectural meta model. Themeta model itself
is conceptually simple enough to be easily grasped (it contains far fewer concepts than,
for instance, UML). However, because it deliberately contains few constraints (as per
Section 3.3.2), it produces counterexamples that do not always behave as the modeller
expects. This can take some getting used to, but as the subjects successfully extended
the architectural model, we conclude that this is feasible with some experience (i.e.,
the warm-up task sufficed to allow the subjects to interpret the relatively simple
counterexamples from the experiment).

Security background. Even though the counterexamples are not directly linked
to attacker behaviour, it is unavoidable (and probably even helpful) that the modeller
bases their interpretation on prior security expertise. For instance, consider one of
the counterexamples experienced during the experiment in which a Shop starts out by
writing orders to one Logger, but then changes to another Logger. This counterexample
was subsequently interpreted and mitigated by subject A by adding the assumption
from Listing 6.15.

Listing 6.15: Assumption to mitigate the counterexample where a Shop logs orders to
an incorrect Logger.

855 fact OnlyOneLoggerIndependentOfTime{
856 all t:Time−TO/first, s:Shop | s.orders.t = s.orders.(t.prev)
857 }
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It can be helpful for the architect to have a basic understanding of types of security
threats (e.g., that the Logger might be spoofed). However, this example and the rest
of the uncovered assumptions in Table 6.1 illustrate that it is feasible to interpret
these reasonably abstract compositional counterexamples in an attacker agnostic way
(i.e., without anticipating the method by which the reference from a Shop to a Logger
should be manipulated). Even though these assumptions can be linked to, and are
assessed against, an explicit attacker model during the risk assessment phase, it is
not required that the software architect has a thorough knowledge of security at this
point.

We therefore conclude that creating architectures by composing abstract building
blocks is feasible by a software architect that has 1) a basic exposure to formal
modelling, 2) solid architectural know-how and insight in things that typically
go wrong in a system at runtime (e.g., reading or writing data from the wrong
component, unreliable communication, and synchronization issues), and 3) basic
security knowledge (e.g., is familiar with the STRIDE threat categories).

6.5.2 Creating refined models

The experiment from Section 6.4 neither considered the usability of the approach
for creating refined models, nor the skills required to show that a refined model is
behaviourally equivalent to an abstraction. We evaluate this by critically reflecting
on the experience gained while creating the pattern library from Chapter 5.

Formal modelling background. While formal modelling skills to create refined
models by themselves are not fundamentally different to those required to create
abstract compositions, a better understanding of formal modelling is necessary to
create abstractions, for two reasons. First, in order to create an abstraction that can
be quickly verified, a more in-depth understanding of the strengths and weaknesses
underlying the verification tool is required. For instance, in order to create efficient
abstractions in Alloy, the modeller should know that limiting the amount of types
greatly speeds up SAT solving, and that the Alloy Analyzer can not verify models with
deeply chained relations (e.g., a relation between Type1→Type2→…→TypeN). Second,
depending on the dissimilarity between an abstraction and a refinement, linking
them together in a glue model can require some creative modelling tricks (as in the
SubjectMapping trick in Listing 5.11).

Architectural know-how. The expected architectural know-how is similar to
creating abstract compositions, as the same architectural concepts are used. However,
note that the generated counterexamples tend to get more complex as the complexity
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of the refined model increases, so the effort required to verify overly refined models
increases subsequently.

Security background. The required security background changes once the models
become more refined (and especially when they concern security critical parts of
the architecture, as in the security patterns of Chapter 5). In this case, having
a more solid security background is a necessity, for two reasons. First, in order
to create a detailed model of (part of) an architecture that is critical for security,
a larger security domain knowledge is required. This manifests itself mainly
during the modelling of abstract cryptographic primitives (e.g., digital signatures
as on line 60) and the subsequent interpretation of counterexamples (e.g., the
LoggerSignaturesCannotBeForged assumption on line 164). Second, as the model
becomes more refined, its internal details start to lean towards the implementation
level. Consider, for instance, the abstract assumption DeletionIsImpossible on line 155.
Interpreting and assessing that assumption does not necessarily take detailed security
expertise (e.g., a basic understanding of STRIDE suffices). On the other hand, assessing
the AssumeTamperproofNextUID assumption on line 163 does—it might even lead to
consider memory protection models and the resilience of the target environment to
buffer overflows.

To conclude, creating architectural models as a composition of abstract building blocks
is feasible by a software architect with both basic knowledge of formal modelling
and security. On the other hand, creating and verifying refined models takes a much
stronger security background—possibly down to the level of secure coding practises
and systems security, depending on the level of detail of that model. Additionally,
creating efficient abstractions and verifying that they are behaviourally equivalent
requires a more thorough formal modelling background, depending on the required
efficiency of the abstraction and the complexity of the glue model.

6.6 Identifying modelling idiosyncrasies for
improvement

As Alloy is a generic modelling language, it lends itself well to expressing various
concepts, such as the architectural concepts that are encapsulated in the meta model
as introduced in Chapter 3. However, the trade-off for this genericity is that some
modelling concepts are not as concise as they could be—the modeller needs to
introduce ‘plumbing’ code to link operations to their postconditions, the explicit
modelling of time and return values is sometimes subtle, and care needs to be taken
that errors are not introduced, and so on. This section identifies these modelling
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idiosyncrasies that were uncovered during both the creation of the pattern library in
Section 5.3, and the experiment presented in Section 6.4. We also provide hints on
how architectural models can be made more elegant by means of a new language and
tool support, which mitigates many of the uncovered issues.

6.6.1 Modelling idiosyncrasies

Throughout the various code examples presented in this text, a number of suboptimal
modelling quirks popped up that are mainly due to the characteristics of the Alloy
language. While working around these quirks is not technically difficult, it is tedious
and brings with it a higher opportunity for introducing bugs in a model.

Modelling components and their interfaces. In the current version of the
modelling approach, components, interfaces and operations have to be modelled
separately, and then correctly linked together by the modeller. This includes linking
the interfaces to both their operations and the components that implement them, and
the components to their postconditions of every operation. An example is shown in
Listing 6.16.

Listing 6.16: Template for modelling a new component in Alloy.

855 sig AnOperation in Operation {}
856

857 sig AnInterface in Interface {
858 methods = AnOperation and TheComponent in realizedBy
859 }
860

861 sig TheComponent in Component {}{
862 all c:Component,r:SomeType,t:Time {
863 Execute[c,this,AnOperation,r,t] implies this.operation_impl[r,t]
864 }
865 }
866

867 pred TheComponent.operation_impl(r:SomeType,t:Time) {
868 …
869 }

Invoking operations and handling return values. While operations are in-
tended to be invoked by means of the Invoke predicate, this is not enforced
and it is possible for the modeller to circumvent this by directly calling the
postconditions on the target component. For example, in Listing 6.16, nothing
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prevents another component from calling theComponent.operation_impl[r,t] directly
instead of Invoke[this,theComponent,AnOperation,r,t].

This problem is exacerbated by how return values are handled. Consider for example
the authenticate operation from the Authentication Enforcer, as specified in
Listing 5.5 in Section 5.3.1. The generic template for invoking an operation and
handling its return value is the following.

Listing 6.17: Template for invoking an operation and handling the result in Alloy.

870 pred OtherComponent.otherOperation(c:TheComponent,t:Time,t_post:Time) {
871 Invoke[this,c,AnOperation,result,t]
872 let t1 = {t1:t.nexts + t | Execute[this,c,AnOperation,r,t1] and
873 no t2:t.nexts + t | Execute[this,c,AnOperation,r,t2] and t2.lt[t1]}{
874 some t1 implies (
875 // what to do if the invocation succeeds
876 and t_post = t1) else t_post = TO/last
877 }
878 }

Also, due to the declarative nature of Alloy, there is no distinction between arguments
to operations and their return values. For instance, by only looking at line 867, it is
unclear whether r is a regular argument or a return value. Clearly, there is room for
improvement.

Explicit time. As time is just another type, it needs to be passed as an argument to
every operation and added to relationships (as per the relaxation rules). Furthermore,
some temporal expressions quickly become complex, as in the following example.

Listing 6.18: An example temporal expression.

879 all t:Time {
880 (some t1:t.prevs + t { SomeEvent[t1] } and OtherEvent[t]) implies
881 all t2:t.nexts + t | Effect[t2]
882 }

The example from Listing 6.18 encodes the illustration “it is always so that if earlier
SomeEvent has happened, and OtherEvent happens, then from now on Effect will be
true.”

Manually enforcing relaxation rules. The relaxation rules presented in Sec-
tion 3.3.1 have to be enforced manually by the modeller, which is error prone.
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Supporting verification tasks. Two tasks in particular are very useful for the
modeller to perform, yet tedious to execute. The first is minimizing the scope of a
counterexample. Usually, the first counterexample that is presented is cluttered, which
makes interpreting it difficult. One way to reduce a counterexample to its essence, is
by trying to find the smallest scope in which it still holds. This has to be donemanually
by reducing the scopes of every individual type, until no more counterexamples are
produced—then the previous scope was minimal for that type. The second task is
minimizing the context of a model to find the minimal set of assumptions that are
required for the model to be secure. This involves commenting out every assumption,
one by one, and verifying whether its absence induces counterexamples (implying
that that assumption is necessary).

6.6.2 Facilitating modelling with new language features

Fortunately, the idiosyncrasies described in Section 6.6.1 can be mitigated by means
of tool support, as documented below.

Modelling components and their interfaces. By adding Operation, Interface and
Component from the meta model to the language as first class language concepts, the
modelling of components can be greatly simplified. For instance, by borrowing syntax
from Java, the example from Listing 6.16 can be rewritten as follows.

Listing 6.19: Alternative template for modelling a component.

883 interface AnInterface {
884 SomeType anOperation();
885 }
886

887 component TheComponent implements AnInterface {
888 SomeType anOperation() {
889 …
890 }
891 }

Invoking operations and handling return values. By adding additional lan-
guage support (i.e., an invoke keyword) and extra verification rules, it is possible to
enforce that only operations which are explicitly declared in one of the interfaces of
a component can be invoked by other components.
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Handling return values of operations can also be simplified by adding a returns
expression, and enforcing that every body of an operation actually returns values of
the correct type.

An example illustrating these improvements is provided in Listing 6.20, which also
makes use of a local variable declaration by means of a let statement, similar to Alloy.

Listing 6.20: An example of returning non boolean values and subsequently using
the return value in other operations.

892 component OtherComponent {
893 void otherOperation(TheComponent c) {
894 let SomeType r = invoke c.anOperation() {
895 // what to do if the invocation succeeds
896 }
897 }
898 }

Listing 6.20 is clearly more concise and less prone to errors than Listing 6.17.

Implicit time. By making time implicit, the need to pass a time instance to every
operation is removed. Additionally, by adding temporal syntax to the language,
temporal constraints can be expressed more concisely. Consider, for instance, the
following keywords that each define a block in which time is implicitly defined. The
first four, initially, always, never and sometimes, are global time blocks, and can be
used as a regular boolean expression. The last six, earlier, fromnowon, later, sofar,
previous and next, are nested time blocks. They can only be used within another
temporal scope, i.e., in operation bodies or in any of the global time blocks. This
would allow the example from Listing 6.18 to be rewritten as follows.

Listing 6.21: An alternative version of the example temporal expression.

899 always {
900 if (earlier { SomeEvent() } and OtherEvent()) then fromnowon { Effect() } }
901 }

Note that the SomeEvent, OtherEvent, and Effect predicates no longer require a time
argument.

Automating relaxation rule enforcement. While not all relaxation rules from
Section 3.3.1 can be completely automated, significant support can be provided. The
following rules can be enforced automatically.
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1. Avoid overly constraining the cardinality of relationships. It is easy to enforce
that component attributes can only have cardinalities of lone or set.

2. Avoid overly constraining the number of instances of components and nodes. This
rule can not be automated completely in a straightforward way. However, by
simplifying the specification of new components, enforcing this rule manually
is simplified.

3. Do not assume that relationships are constant throughout time. As time is now
implicit, it can be enforced that all component attributes are time dependent
by default.

4. Avoid making timing assumptions. Again, as time is implicit, this rule can now
be enforced on a language level.

5. Avoid assuming that events are ordered. This rule is already enforced on the
meta model level.

Supporting verification tasks. While it is tedious to do by hand, it is trivial
to automate both scope and context minimization. For instance, the scope can be
minimized by starting from a known scope that produces a counterexample, and then
systematically reducing the maximum scope for every individual type by one, until
no additional counterexamples are found.

While not part of this dissertation, a prototype of the above language features has
been implemented in the Smarmy language3. An example fragment of the Secure
Logger specification in Smarmy is shown in Listing 6.22.

Listing 6.22: Fragment of the Secure Logger specification in Smarmy.

902 …
903 // Definition of the Log interface.
904 interface LogIF {
905 void log(Message m);
906 }
907

908 // Definition of the Logger component. Note that the Logger implements the Log interface.
909 component Logger implements LogIF {
910 // The Logger contains two attributes: a set of SignedMessages and the next
911 // sequence number to assign, as one integer value.
912 set SignedMessage contains;
913 lone int nextUID;
914

915 // This is the implementation of the log operation.

3Smarmy stands for ‘secure modelling of architectures methodology’.
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Figure 6.3: Smarmelade in action.

916 boolean log(Message m) {
917 some { ProcessedMessage pm; SignedMessage s |
918 pm.content = m and
919 0 <= pm.id and pm.id < this.nextUID and
920 s.content = pm and (s in this.contains) and
921 s.sign(LoggerEntity)
922 }
923 }
924

925 // This is the implementation of the verify operation.
926 int verify() {
927 if (allEntriesAccountedFor() and entriesAreValid()) then returns 1 else returns 0
928 }
929 …
930 }
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The syntax of Smarmy is deliberately kept as close as possible to Java, while
maintaining the declarative features of Alloy. Smarmy is supported by Smarmelade,
an integrated development environment built on top of the Chameleon framework
[vDSJ12], which is a generic object oriented framework for language development.
Practically, Smarmelade is offered as a plug-in to the Eclipse framework as shown
in Figure 6.3. The prototype implements the improvements suggested in this section.
Both the language and implementation are documented in [HSJ12].

6.7 Conclusion

To summarize, although the meta model is kept simple on purpose, it is very flexible
and allows modelling various architectural styles. Additionally, most security issues
can readily be uncovered, and the concept of knowledge can straightforwardly be
introduced to reason about confidentiality. This supports our claim that security
experts can use this approach to model a broad range of systems and uncover relevant
security issues. Furthermore, non experts can successfully (re-) use the models created
by security experts to design architectures with reasonable overhead, as validated
by a small but rigorous observational study. Finally, while there are a number of
modelling quirks in the modelling technique as presented, mainly due to the nature
of Alloy, these can be mitigated by means of extra notational concepts.



CHAPTER 7
Conclusion

The observations made at the beginning of this dissertation, i.e., that software systems
inherently collaborate and that the border between system and environment is vague
at best, are becoming ever more crucial. The current trend to decouple a service
from both its underlying hardware and software (which are now offered as services
themselves), implies that systematically eliciting the minimum guarantees that a
software system needs of its environment becomes more important still. Also, given
the rising amount of assets handled by these systems, including personal, financial
and medical data, appropriately securing them is paramount. Formal methods provide
the only reasonable alternative in offering strong guarantees in an automated way
that the resulting composition of a system and its environment is secure. However,
the current level of adoption of formal methods in the domain of software architecture
security indicates that there is a way to go before this goal is achieved.

This work has presented three main contributions towards that goal. The first
contribution is a novel formal modelling technique for software architectures that
focusses on security. The modelling technique provides the software architect with a
solid assurance argument that the security of the architecture is indeed well-founded.
The second contribution is a formal framework, based on model theory, that allows
the systematic decomposition of large models in smaller, tractable, reusable parts.
The framework provides a strong foundation for the decomposition of large models
by proving that the result is free of conflicts and secure. The third contribution is an
application of the modelling technique to create reusable models of security patterns,
illustrated by modelling a pattern library for accountability.

We present some lessons learned throughout this work in Section 7.1. Motivated by
these observations, we propose directions for future work in Section 7.2.

155
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7.1 Lessons learned

The underlying goal of this work, as stated in Chapter 1, is to bring the formal
and engineering aspects of secure software architecture design closer together. The
motivation for building the core of the approach on a formal framework is clear—
formal underpinnings are essential in enabling rigorous reasoning and finding the
subtle flaws that lead to security issues, yet are so easily overlooked during an informal
analysis. This is corroborated by the experience gained while modelling the pattern
library (and other models not covered in this document); finding ambiguities, gaps,
and flaws in informal specifications is the rule rather than the exception, even for
very simple architectures and in the documentation of well-known security patterns.
This leads us to conclude that for the domain of security, formal reasoning is more a
necessity than an option.

As argued in Chapter 1, the most rigorous formal approach is useless to the software
architect if it can not be applied in practice. Our dependence on underconstrained
modelling techniques all but rules out model checking to automate verification, and
limits the choice to either assisted theorem proving or model finding. To increase
the practical applicability of the approach, we have opted for model finding as it
provides an easier visualisation of model instances, and is able to verify models in a
completely automated way (as opposed to proof assistants that typically only provide
partial automation for verification and can not automatically generate and visualize
model instances). Increasing the practical applicability of the proposed approach is
additionally done in two dimensions: improving the integration of the verification
results in a larger software development process, and allowing controlled trade-offs
between modelling detail and practical feasibility.

Key to improving the integration of verification in a larger development process are
trust assumptions. By systematically eliciting the trust assumptions on which the
security of a system is founded, we link the results of the formal verification (i.e., “the
modelled architecture upholds its security requirements”) to its environment, thereby
helping to integrate the verification results in a larger secure software development
process. They promote stakeholder interaction as they help the software architect
to isolate the security foundations of the architecture, and hand off the decision
of whether these foundations are acceptable to a security expert. Additionally, the
assumptions can serve as a checklist for application deployment. In this regard, they
also serve as a bridge between the design and deployment phases.

Making trade-offs is supported in two ways. First, trust assumptions help in making
trade-offs as they focus modelling attention on the higher risk parts of the software
architecture. Second, correspondence assumptions help by allowing the modeller
to make controlled simplifications during the abstraction process. Normally, in
software development, information loss due to abstraction is handled by allowing the
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abstraction to be less precise (i.e., the abstraction has stronger operation preconditions
and weaker postconditions). However, these constraints alone are not strong enough
for our security verification purposes and would lead to inconsistent verification
results. Instead, we require a stronger behavioural equivalence. Here, correspondence
assumptions allow trading off our stronger behavioural equivalence condition with
practical feasibility in a controlled way. Via these correspondence assumptions, we
maintain both formal correctness and traceability of the exact trade-offs that were
made.

As shown in this work, the proposed modelling technique is sufficiently expressive to
both model a wide range of architectures, and uncover many types of security issues,
all of which are relevant and many non-trivial. The newly uncovered assumptions
are not only cryptographic in nature, e.g., as is often the case in security pattern
documentation, but also focus on the correct integration of a pattern in a larger
composition, exactly where the original pattern documentation is often lacking. We
have shown that non experts (i.e., persons with a strong background in software
architecture but not in the proposed approach) can use the abstract models to create
correct architectural compositions. The results of the detailed model verification
process can also be leveraged to improve architectural documentation, as formal
modelling enforces clear and consistent documentation, identifies gaps, and ensures
that the security requirements are unambiguous.

Of course, the proposed technique still leaves many opportunities for improvement. A
first opportunity is to additionally integrate the verification results in a larger software
engineering process by monitoring the fulfillment of uncovered trust assumptions at
runtime. This would bridge the gap between design time and runtime, and help
in identifying suboptimal trade-offs. Second, even though the counterexamples
generated during the experiment are attacker agnostic, it is unclear to what degree
having a security background helps in interpreting the counterexamples. And, as
argued in Section 6.5.2, security expertise becomes more important as models are
additionally refined and come closer to the physical level. In this case, linking
the generated counterexamples back to potential attacker behaviour can facilitate
their interpretation. Third, observations made during the experiment presented in
Section 6.4 indicate that both experience with the underlying tool and experience
in interpreting counterexamples still plays a significant role in the usability of the
overall approach. This suggests that improving the tool support can have a substantial
impact on the overall modelling and verification effort.
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7.2 Future work

This section proposes a number of extensions to the proposed approach that would
realize the improvements suggested in Section 7.1. We discuss the potential of integrat-
ing the verification results in a security monitoring approach in Section 7.2.1, how an
explicit attacker model could be integrated in the visualization of counterexamples to
help with interpreting them in Section 7.2.2, and how tool support could additionally
be improved in Section 7.2.3.

7.2.1 Trust assumptions and security monitoring

As summarized in Chapter 3, trust assumptions can function as a driver for risk based
refinement of an architecture—when the risk inherent to an uncovered assumption is
unclear, that is a clear indication that that assumption is not sufficiently understood.
Consequently, the part of the architecture that gives rise to that assumption needs to
be refined. This continues until all assumptions are either accepted or mitigated.
However, a third alternative is to monitor uncertain assumptions so that their
realization can be tracked throughout the life cycle of the system, and provide feedback
to the software architect when trade-offsmade during design turn out to be suboptimal
or unrealistic.

A logical extension of this work would be to develop a monitoring framework that
takes these assumptions as input, and provides assistance to automatically gather
data on whether these assumptions hold up in reality. Whenever a violation of an
assumption is detected, the framework can feed this information back to the system
maintainer, who is then presented with a visualisation of the potential impact of that
violation. The framework would be able to automatically identify 1) what security
requirements are impaired by the violated assumption (i.e., the requirements that no
longer hold when the violated assumption is removed from the model description),
and 2) an illustration by means of a counterexample that denotes how the violated
assumption could be leveraged to break the security of the system.

This idea could be taken one step further. As the security of a system depends on the
realization of the assumptions, it is intuitively clear that one system with a subset
of the assumptions of another system is inherently more secure—the other system
is susceptible to all weaknesses of the first system, but the first system remains
secure in situations where the other system would become insecure. In other words,
context strength could be used as a security metric to compare the inherent security
of different alternative architectures. This would allow a software architect, when
confronted with different design alternatives, to make a more well-founded decision
from a security perspective.
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7.2.2 Supporting explicit attacker models

By not depending on an explicit attacker model during modelling and verification,
we ensure that the results of the analysis itself are reusable (i.e., models do not need
to be verified again if the environment changes, only the risk assessment needs to
be redone), and the software architect does not need to think in terms of attacker
behaviour (i.e., the negative perspective), but can analyze the counterexamples in
terms of unwanted behaviour (i.e., the positive perspective). On the other hand, not
having an explicit attacker model can make life more difficult for the security expert,
as system behaviour is not linked to potential attacker actions, and it is more difficult
to reason about the relative strength of the analysis (e.g., “Would the system be
resistant against a Dolev Yao style attacker?”).

To facilitate the task of the security expert, an explicit attacker model could
retroactively be integrated in the analysis. By adding an explicit attacker to the
meta model, unwanted behaviour exposed by counterexamples can be linked back
to attacker actions. Additionally, the security expert would gain assurance that the
results of the verification are at least as strong as the envisioned explicit attacker
model. An example of incorporating an explicit Dolev Yao attacker in a simple model
is shown in Figure 7.1. There, a simple client-server model is verified against the
requirement that the password used for authentication should never leak. However,
instead of showing unnamed components in the counterexample that intercept the
password, the analysis now shows an attacker component that explicitly observes
the password.

Invocation 1 
(invoked)
of: Login

receiverarguments orig. caller

Component 3 
(server) 

Component 1
(aacker)

Component 2
(client)

Password

Connector

knows

observes

connects connects

Figure 7.1: Adding an explicit attacker model. In this instance, the attacker observes
an invocation of the login operation, and therefore knows the password that is sent
as an argument to the login invocation.

Note that retroactively adding an explicit attacker does not impact the results of an
analysis in any way, it merely extends the counterexamples with an explicit attacker
that can be reasoned about. It is therefore still possible for these explicit attackers to
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execute attacks in both positive (i.e., secure) and negative (i.e., insecure) instances of
the system when there is no causal connection between these attacks and the security
requirements, i.e., when the attacks do not directly impact the security requirements.
For instance, an attack where the attacker successfully obtains the contents of an
encrypted message is irrelevant when the security requirements only state that the
system should protect the integrity of that message. Additional research is required
to filter out irrelevant attacks during the visualisation of counterexamples.

Similarly, as we do not reason about systems in terms of individual traces, it would
be interesting to verify to what degree the analysis can take into account properties
such as non-interference, which can not be expressed as simple traces of systems (i.e.,
so-called hyperproperties, as proposed by Clarkson and Schneider [CS10]).

7.2.3 Improved tool support

A number of potential enhancements can be envisaged that would greatly increase
the value offered by the prototype implementation Smarmelade. We summarize some
of them.

Assisted model creation. As UML is still the de facto standard of documenting
software architectures, support for assisted model creation based on a UML model
of a software architecture could alleviate the modelling effort. Similarly, mappings
could be foreseen that automatically translate (parts of) an Alloy model back to UML.

Assisted counterexample solving. At the moment, the task of interpreting a
counterexample and ‘solving’ it by adding an assumption, is up to the modeller. One
potential direction for facilitating counterexample interpretation is linking them back
to potential attacker behaviour, as discussed in Section 7.2.2. However, a second
alternative is provided in the recent work by Alrajeh et al. [AKL+12], who apply
inductive logic programming to counterexamples to automatically come up with a list
of suggested clauses (i.e., assumptions) that would mitigate those counterexamples.
At the risk of generating assumptions that are difficult to interpret and map to reality,
this technique might prove valuable.

Automated context generation. In many cases, a number of fundamental
assumptions keep reappearing, e.g., that invocations are ‘live’ (and are eventually
executed), that connectors are reliable, and that component attributes are immutable.
Tool support could help the modeller by automatically verifying whether any of
these fundamental assumptions help in securing the architecture. This would allow
the modeller to focus on the more complex counterexamples (which are usually
manifestations of domain specific weaknesses).
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Integrating different modelling formalisms via abstraction. According to
van Lamsweerde [vL00], a good formal method is topical and does not prevent the
modeller from choosing other formalisms for other tasks. For instance, parts of
an architecture might already be verified by means of other verification techniques
such as UMLSec or SAM. By leveraging the compositional abstraction approach, it
might suffice to create a suitable abstraction that encapsulates the verified part of that
architecture and hides the different formalism underneath, after which the abstraction
can be integrated in one model and reasoned with as normal.

Integrating security monitoring and measuring. This entails providing inte-
gration of the future work presented in Section 7.2.1 with our proof of concept
implementation, Smarmelade.

These ideas build upon the approach presented in this work and pave the way for
larger scale empirical validation. That, in turn, would facilitate the transition of the
proposed approach from academic research to industrial practise.





APPENDIXA
An architectural meta model

in Alloy

This chapter includes the complete meta model in Alloy. It is tested with the Alloy
Analyzer 4.1.10. A digital version can be found in [Hey12].

The meta model includes assertions that model corresponding STRIDE threat classes,
beginning on line 334, in order to verify that these threats are also allowed by the
meta model.

1 module metamodel[Time]
2 open util/ordering[Time] as TO
3

4 // A link corresponds to a physical connection medium.
5 // A link connects a set of nodes at any one time.
6 sig Link {
7 connects: set Node→Time
8 }
9

10 // Once this link connects a number of nodes, they remain connected.
11 pred Link.isReliable {
12 all t:Time − TO/last | this.connects.t in this.connects.(t.next)
13 }
14

15 // A node corresponds to a physical device, capable of hosting a set of components.
16 sig Node {
17 hosts: set Component→Time
18 }
19

20 // An interface represents a coherent set of operations that can be realized by
21 // a number of components.

163
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22 sig Interface {
23 realizedBy: set Component,
24 methods: set Operation
25 }
26

27 // The reification of an operation.
28 sig Operation {
29 }
30

31 // Components, as run−time instances of self−contained units of deployment.
32 // A component is deployed on exactly one (not necessarily the same) node at all times.
33 sig Component {
34 }{
35 all t:Time | one n:Node | this in n.hosts.t
36 }
37

38 // A predicate to verify whether a component is deployed on at least one node at
39 // a certain time.
40 pred Component.isDeployed(t:Time) {
41 some n:Node | this in n.hosts.t
42 }
43

44 // Checks whether the component can intercept the specified invocation at time t.
45 pred Component.canIntercept(i:Invocation,t:Time) {
46 some c:Connector | this in c.connects.t and i in c.buffer.t
47 }
48

49 // Connectors ”wire” components together. A connector connects a number of components
50 // at any one time instance. It buffers an amount of invocations that are being routed
51 // between (not necessarily connected) components.
52 sig Connector {
53 // The set of components connected by this connector
54 connects: set Component→Time,
55 // The set of invocations buffered by this connector
56 buffer: set Invocation→Time
57 }{
58 // Connectors have to be supported by a physical communication path
59 all disj c1,c2:Component,t:Time {
60 c1 + c2 in connects.t implies
61 some n1,n2:Node {
62 c1 in n1.hosts.t
63 c2 in n2.hosts.t
64 n1 = n2 or some l:Link | n1+ n2 in l.connects.t
65 }
66 }
67 }
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68

69 // It is impossible to inject ”fake” invocations, pretending to originate
70 // from another caller, in this connector.
71 pred Connector.callersAuthenticated {
72 all t:Time,i:this.buffer.t | i.hasAuthenticCaller
73 }
74

75 // It is possible to either ”delete” invocations by removing intended receivers from the
76 // set of actual receivers, or intercept them by adding unintended receivers to the set
77 // of actual receivers.
78 pred Connector.receiversAuthenticated {
79 all t:Time,i:this.buffer.t | this.connects.t = i.receivers + i.caller
80 }
81

82 // It is impossible to delete invocations from this connector.
83 pred Connector.deleteProof {
84 all t:Time − TO/last, i:this.buffer.t | i in this.buffer.(t.next) or i.executed = t
85 }
86

87 // It is impossible to tamper with arguments of invocations on this connector.
88 pred Connector.tamperProof {
89 all t:Time,i:this.buffer.t | #equiv[i] = 1
90 }
91

92 // Once this connector connects a number of components, they remain connected.
93 pred Connector.isReliable {
94 all t:Time − TO/last | this.connects.t in this.connects.(t.next)
95 }
96

97 // This connector only connects components deployed on one (the local) host
98 // throughout its life time.
99 pred Connector.isLocal {
100 one n:Node {
101 all t:Time | all disj c1,c2:this.connects.t | c1 + c2 in n.hosts.t
102 }
103 }
104

105 // A helper function to find connectors connecting the two specified components
106 // at two specific times.
107 fun getConnectors[c1:Component,c2:Component] : set Connector {
108 { c:Connector |
109 some t1,t2:Time | c1 in c.connects.t1 and c2 in c.connects.t2
110 }
111 }
112

113 // An invocation reifies the calling and executing of an operation. All invocations
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114 // uphold both invocation and execution semantics specified below.
115 sig Invocation {
116 // The invoked operation.
117 of: lone Operation,
118 // The arguments of the invocation.
119 args: set univ,
120 // The supposed calling component.
121 caller: lone Component,
122 // The actual calling component.
123 orig_caller: one Component,
124 // The supposed receiving components.
125 receivers: set Component,
126 // The time at which the invocation is made (if any).
127 invoked: lone Time,
128 // The time at which the invocation is executed (if any).
129 executed: lone Time
130 }{
131 this.invoke
132 this.execute
133 }
134

135 // Invocation semantics.
136 pred Invocation.invoke {
137 // If there is a time when this invocation is invoked, then…
138 some this.invoked⇔ {
139 // The original calling component is connected to (at least) one connector
140 // to pass the invocation on. The invocation will only be buffered in one
141 // connector.
142 let conn = { c:Connector | this.orig_caller in c.connects.(this.invoked) } {
143 // There is maximum one such connector…
144 one c:conn {
145 // There is a new corresponding invocation buffered by the connector.
146 this in c.buffer.(this.invoked)
147 (this.invoked) ≠ TO/first⇒ this not in c.buffer.((this.invoked).prev)
148 }
149 }
150 }
151 }
152

153 // Execution semantics.
154 pred Invocation.execute {
155 // If there is a time when this invocation is executed, then…
156 some this.executed⇔ {
157 // Is this invocation actually invoked at some time before the execution time?
158 some this.invoked and this.invoked.lte[this.executed]
159 // There has to be one connector.
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160 one conn:Connector {
161 // The invocation should be buffered in this connector.
162 this in conn.buffer.(this.executed)
163 // One corresponding invocation is removed from the connector buffer.
164 this.executed ≠ TO/last⇒ this not in conn.buffer.((this.executed).next)
165 }
166 }
167 }
168

169 // Live invocations are executed at some point in time. Note that live invocations
170 // can still be ”deleted”, i.e. they do not reach their intended receiver.
171 pred Invocation.live {
172 one this.executed
173 }
174

175 // Instantaneous invocations are executed when (and if) they are invoked.
176 pred Invocation.instantaneous {
177 this.executed = this.invoked
178 }
179

180 // Invocations with authentic callers are actually invoked by the calling component.
181 pred Invocation.hasAuthenticCaller {
182 this.caller = this.orig_caller
183 }
184

185 // Checks whether the invocation is executed by the specified component at the
186 // specified time.
187 pred Invocation.executedBy(c:Component, t:Time) {
188 this.executed = t
189 c in this.receivers
190 c.canIntercept[this,t]
191 }
192

193 // The Invoke predicate ”creates” an invocation corresponding to the calling of operation op,
194 // with the specified details (calling component, intended receiving component, arguments,
195 // invocation time).
196 pred Invoke(callr:Component,recv:set Component,op:Operation,arg:set univ,t_i:Time) {
197 some inv:Invocation {
198 inv.of = op
199 inv.args = arg
200 inv.caller = callr
201 inv.orig_caller = callr
202 inv.receivers = recv
203 inv.invoked = t_i
204 }
205 }
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206

207 // The Invoked predicate checks whether an invocation corresponding to the calling of operation op,
208 // with the specified details (calling component, intended receiving component, arguments,
209 // invocation time), is actually invoked.
210 pred Invoked(callr:Component,recv:set Component,op:Operation,arg:set univ,t_i:Time) {
211 some inv:Invocation {
212 inv.of = op
213 inv.args = arg
214 inv.caller = callr
215 recv in inv.receivers
216 inv.invoked = t_i
217 }
218 }
219

220 // The Execute predicate checks whether an invocation corresponding to the calling of operation op,
221 // with the specified details (calling component, intended receiving component, arguments,
222 // invocation time), exists.
223 pred Execute(callr:Component,recv:set Component,op:Operation,arg:set univ,t_e:Time) {
224 some inv:Invocation {
225 inv.of = op
226 inv.args = arg
227 inv.caller = callr
228 recv in inv.receivers
229 some c:Connector | inv in c.buffer.t_e and recv in c.connects.t_e
230 inv.executed = t_e
231 }
232 }
233

234 // The ActuallyExecute predicate is true if an invocation corresponding to the calling of operation op,
235 // with the specified details (∗actual∗ calling component, actual receiving component, arguments,
236 // security principal associated to the invocation, invocation time) exists.
237 pred ActuallyExecute(callr:Component,recv:set Component,op:Operation,arg:set univ,
238 t_e:Time) {
239 some inv:Invocation {
240 inv.of = op
241 inv.args = arg
242 inv.orig_caller = callr
243 recv in inv.receivers
244 some c:Connector | inv in c.buffer.t_e and recv in c.connects.t_e
245 inv.executed = t_e
246 }
247 }
248

249 // Auxiliary function that defines an equivalence class on invocations.
250 fun equiv[j:Invocation] : set Invocation {
251 { i:Invocation {
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252 i.of = j.of
253 i.caller = j.caller
254 i.receivers = j.receivers
255 i.invoked = j.invoked
256 }
257 }
258 }
259

260

261 // Metamodel properties.
262 //////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
263

264 // Invocations are executed at least once.
265 pred AtLeastOnceInvocationSemantics {
266 all i:Invocation | some j:equiv[i] | j.live
267 //all i:Invocation | i.live
268 }
269

270 // Invocations are executed at most once. Note that this does not prevent replays
271 // of an invocation by different parties, or replays by the original sender at
272 // a later time.
273 pred AtMostOnceInvocationSemantics {
274 all i:Invocation | #{j:equiv[i] | j.live} < 2
275 }
276

277 // Typechecking ensures that operations are present at the receiving components
278 // before an invocation is done. Without typechecking, the presence of the invoked
279 // operation is only verified at execution time.
280 pred TypeChecking {
281 // For all invocations that are invoked,
282 all i:Invocation | one i.invoked implies {
283 // all receivers…
284 all r:i.receivers {
285 // …offer the correct operation in at least one of their interfaces.
286 some if:Interface | r in if.realizedBy and i.of in if.methods
287 }
288 }
289 }
290

291 // All connectors have a finite capacity ’cap’, which means that at any one
292 // time, a connector can only buffer up to (and including) ’cap’ invocations.
293 pred ConnectorsHaveFiniteCapacity(cap:Int) {
294 all c:Connector,t:Time | #c.buffer.t < = cap
295 }
296

297 // If two equivalent invocations are sent by their respective actual senders,
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298 // then their arguments are identical. In other words, senders do not send out
299 // contradictory invocations (identical invocations except for the arguments).
300 pred NoRepeatedInvocations {
301 all disj i,j:Invocation {
302 (i.hasAuthenticCaller and j.hasAuthenticCaller and j in equiv[i]) implies
303 i.args = j.args
304 }
305 }
306

307

308 // Environmental profiles.
309 //////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
310

311 // As an illustration of how specific deployment environments can be modelled,
312 // this predicate models a deployment environment in which all connectors are
313 // secured with SSL/TLS.
314 pred SSLTLS {
315 all c:Connector {
316 c.receiversAuthenticated
317 c.deleteProof
318 c.tamperProof
319 c.callersAuthenticated
320 }
321 }
322

323

324 // Metamodel assertions.
325 //////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
326

327 // POSITIVE TESTS (no counterexamples expected)
328

329 // Invocations are executed after they are invoked.
330 assert Causality {
331 all i:Invocation | some i.executed⇒ (some i.invoked and i.executed.gte[i.invoked])
332 }
333

334 // NEGATIVE TESTS (counterexamples expected)
335

336 // Simple test that shows that not all invocations have authentic callers.
337 // STRIDE: external entity (spoofing,repudiation) and process (spoofing), when combined with
338 // arbitrary component instances
339 assert InvocationsCanNotBeSpoofed {
340 all i:Invocation | i.hasAuthenticCaller
341 }
342

343 // Simple test that shows that not all invocations are delivered to all receivers, even on local connectors.
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344 // STRIDE: data flow (DoS)
345 assert InvocationsCanNotBeDeleted {
346 all t:Time,conn:Connector,i:conn.buffer.t |
347 all t1:i.invoked.nexts | t1.lte[i.executed] implies i in conn.buffer.t1
348 }
349

350

351 // Simple test that shows that not all invocations are delivered only to the
352 // intended receivers.
353 // STRIDE: data flow (information disclosure)
354 assert InvocationsCanNotBeIntercepted {
355 no i:Invocation,c:Component,t:Time {
356 c not in i.orig_caller
357 c not in i.receivers
358 c.canIntercept[i,t]
359 }
360 }
361

362 // Simple test that shows that invocations can fail (i.e., not executed, even though invoked).
363 // STRIDE: process (DoS)
364 assert InvocationsCanNotFail {
365 all browser,shop:Component,click:Time | some buy:Operation,bought:Time,if:Interface {
366 buy in if.methods and shop in if.realizedBy
367 Invoke[browser,shop,buy,none,click]⇒ Execute[browser,shop,buy,none,bought]
368 }
369 }
370

371 // All invocations are executed at some time.
372 // STRIDE: process (tampering, DoS)
373 assert AllExecuted {
374 all i:Invocation | one i.invoked implies one i.executed
375 }
376

377 // Invocations can be altered ”in transit”, so that calling an operation leads to executing that
378 // operation with other arguments.
379 // STRIDE: data flow (tampering)
380 assert InvocationArgumentsCanNotBeAltered {
381 all c1,c2:Component, o:Operation, arg1,arg2:univ, t:Time |
382 Invoke[c1,c2,o,arg1,t] implies all t1:t+ t.nexts | Execute[c1,c2,o,arg2,t1] implies
383 arg1 = arg2
384 }
385

386

387 // Illustration (to check that the model has instances).
388 //////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
389
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390 // Small illustration where someone invokes the ”buy” operation (without arguments), offered
391 // by some ”shop” component. Bob’s computer, on which the browser is deployed, is
392 // the client node. The shop is deployed on the server node. The buy−operation is
393 // invoked at time ”click”.
394 pred Show {
395 one disj client,server:Node | one disj browser,shop:Component |
396 one buy:Operation {
397 one click:Time {
398 one if:Interface | buy in if.methods and shop in if.realizedBy
399 all t:Time | browser in client.hosts.t and shop in server.hosts.t
400 Invoke[browser,shop,buy,none,click]
401 }
402 }
403 }
404

405 check Causality for 4 expect 0
406 check InvocationsCanNotBeSpoofed for 4 expect 1
407 check InvocationsCanNotBeDeleted for 4 expect 1
408 check InvocationsCanNotBeIntercepted for 4 expect 1
409 check InvocationsCanNotFail for 4 expect 1
410 check InvocationArgumentsCanNotBeAltered for 4 expect 1
411 run Show for 3



APPENDIXB
The Secure Logger

As it is used pervasively in this text, this chapter contains the full definition of the
Secure Logger pattern from [SNL05], modelled in Alloy with the meta model from
Appendix A. These models can also be found digitally in [Hey12].

B.1 The refined Secure Logger model

1 module patterns/securelogger[Message,Time]
2 open util/integer
3 open util/ordering[Time] as TO
4 open metamodel[Time]
5

6 // NOTE: for best results, make sure that the ’module’ line above matches the directory structure
7 // where you actually saved this file. The same goes for the metamodel, and its ’open’ statement.
8 // Paths are relative to the working directory of the Alloy Analyzer.
9

10

11 // An instance of the architectural meta−model in Alloy,
12 // applied to the Secure Logger security pattern from
13 // Core Security Patterns: Best Practices and Strategies
14 // for J2EE, Web Services, and Identity Management.
15 //////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
16

17 // Components and other type definitions.
18 //////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
19

20 sig Principal {}
21

22 // The AdminEntity principal represents the logging administrator.

173
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23 one sig AdminEntity in Principal {}
24

25 // The LoggerEntity principal represents the logging process.
26 one sig LoggerEntity in Principal {}
27

28 // A SignedMessage represents an envelope containing signed ProcessedMessages.
29 // It is signed by at most one principal.
30 sig SignedMessage {
31 content: ProcessedMessage one→Time,
32 signedContent: ProcessedMessage one→Time,
33 signedBy: Principal one→Time
34 }
35

36 // Predicate that denotes signing a SignedMessage.
37 pred SignedMessage.sign(signer:Principal,t:Time) {
38 this.signedContent.t = this.content.t
39 this.signedBy.t = signer
40 }
41

42 // Predicate to verify that a signature is valid (i.e., not tampered with).
43 pred SignedMessage.isValid(t:Time) {
44 this.content.t = this.signedContent.t
45 this.signedBy.t = LoggerEntity
46 }
47

48 // A processed message represents a message and associated sequence number, as stored
49 // in the log.
50 sig ProcessedMessage {
51 content: Message one→Time,
52 id: Int one→Time
53 }
54

55 // The public interface of the Logger component.
56 one sig LogIF in Interface {
57 }{
58 methods = Log and realizedBy = Logger
59 }
60

61 // The administrator interface of the Logger component.
62 one sig LogAdminIF in Interface {
63 }{
64 methods = Read + Verify and realizedBy = Logger
65 }
66

67 // The Logger component. Every Logger contains a set of signed messages (varying through
68 // time). It also contains the next sequence number to be assigned to the next message
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69 // to be logged, as state.
70 sig Logger in Component {
71 contains: set SignedMessage→Time,
72 nextUID: Int one→Time
73 }{
74 all t:Time,c:Component,m:Message,i:Int {
75 Execute[c,this,Log,m,t]⇒ some t1:Time | this.log[m,t,t1]
76 Execute[c,this,Read,m+ i,t]⇒ this.read[m,i,t]
77 Execute[c,this,Verify,i,t]⇒ this.verify[i,t]
78 }
79 }
80

81 // A helper function to calculate the nextUID−attribute of a logger at a certain point
82 // in time. This allows multiple messages to be written to the log per time tick (as
83 // opposed to simply incrementing the nextUID by one, which would make logging sequential).
84 fun calculateNextUID[l:Logger, t:Time] : one Int {
85 {nb:Int { all c:Component {
86 (t = TO/first)⇒ (nb = #{m:Message | Execute[c,l,Log,m,t]}) else
87 nb = (l.nextUID.(t.prev)).add[#{m:Message | Execute[c,l,Log,m,t]}]
88 }
89 }
90 }
91 }
92

93 // The write−predicate represents the implementation of the log−operation. Given a message,
94 // it constructs a new ProcessedMessage, signs it, and stores it in the log as an atomic
95 // operation.
96 pred Logger.log(m:Message, t:Time, t1:Time) {
97 some pm:ProcessedMessage, s:SignedMessage {
98 pm.content.t = m
99 0 < = pm.id.t
100 pm.id.t < calculateNextUID[this,t]
101 s.content.t = pm
102 s.sign[LoggerEntity,t]
103 s in this.contains.t
104 }
105 t = t1
106 }
107

108 // Reification of the Log operation.
109 one sig Log in Operation {}
110

111 // The checkForEntry−predicate represents the implementation of the read−operation. It
112 // checks whether a principal p can read a signedMessage s at time t in the log.
113 pred Logger.read(m:Message, res:Int, t:Time) {
114 ( this.verify[1,t] and some pm:ProcessedMessage |
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115 pm.content.t = m and
116 pm.id.t ≥ 0 and pm.id.t < this.nextUID.t and
117 some sm:this.contains.t | sm.content.t = pm
118 ) implies res = 1 else res = 0
119 }
120

121 // Reification of the Read operation.
122 one sig Read in Operation {}
123

124 // The implementation of the verify operation. It checks whether the log is intact at
125 // time t.
126 pred Logger.verify(intact:Int, t:Time) {
127 (this.allEntriesAccountedFor[t] and this.entriesAreValid[t])⇒
128 intact = 1 else intact = 0
129 }
130

131 pred Logger.allEntriesAccountedFor(t:Time) {
132 all i:this.nextUID.t.prevs | i ≥ 0 implies some s:this.contains.t | s.content.t.id.t = i
133 }
134

135 pred Logger.noExtraneousEntries(t:Time) {
136 all s:this.contains.t | s.content.t.id.t < this.nextUID.t and s.content.t.id.t ≥ 0
137 }
138

139 pred Logger.entriesAreValid(t:Time) {
140 all i:Int {
141 0 ≤ i and i < this.nextUID.t implies
142 one s:this.contains.t | s.content.t.id.t = i and s.isValid[t]
143 }
144 }
145

146 // Reification of the verify operation.
147 one sig Verify in Operation {}
148

149 pred Logger.verify(callr:Component, intact:Int, t:Time) {
150 Invoke[callr,this,Verify,intact,t]
151 }
152

153

154 // Assumptions.
155 //////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
156

157 // The integrity of the nextUID−attribute of every logger should be protected. I.e.,
158 // it should conform to the calculateNextUID−specification at all times.
159 pred AssumeTamperproofNextUID {
160 all t:Time, l:Logger {
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161 l.nextUID.t = calculateNextUID[l,t]
162 }
163 }
164

165 // The signature−method used should be unforgeable. I.e., either the content remains
166 // identical to the signed content, or the signer of the signature changed.
167 pred LoggerSignaturesCannotBeForged {
168 all s:SignedMessage, ts:Time {
169 all t:ts.nexts {
170 (s.signedContent.t = s.signedContent.ts and
171 s.signedContent.t.content.t = s.signedContent.ts.content.ts and
172 s.signedContent.t.id.t = s.signedContent.ts.id.ts) or
173 s.signedBy.t ≠ s.signedBy.ts
174 }
175 }
176 }
177

178 // A logger does not overwrite valid entries with the same sequence number that are already stored.
179 pred LoggerDoesNotOverwriteEntries {
180 all s:SignedMessage,t:Time | s.isValid[t]⇒
181 no s1:SignedMessage − s,t1:t.prevs |
182 s1.isValid[t1] and s1.content.t1.id.t1 = s.content.t.id.t
183 }
184

185 // A logger only stores items that were written to it via the Log operation.
186 pred OnlyStoreLoggedItems {
187 all l:Logger,m:Message,t:Time | l.read[m,1,t] implies
188 some c:Component,t1:t.prevs+ t | Execute[c,l,Log,m,t1]
189 }
190

191 // Connectors connecting loggers to shops are reliable, i.e., they remain connected.
192 pred LogConnectorsAreReliable {
193 all l:Logger,c:Component,conn:getConnectors[c,l] {
194 conn.isReliable
195 }
196 }
197

198 // Every connector used by a shop to connect to a logger has been correctly initialized,
199 // i.e., the shop waits until the logger is properly connected before initializing
200 // log−invocations.
201 pred LogConnectorsCorrectlyInitialized {
202 all c:Component,l:Logger,conn:getConnectors[c,l] {
203 let t = {t:Time | #conn.buffer.t > 0 and no t1:t.prevs | #conn.buffer.t1 > 0}{
204 c + l in conn.connects.t
205 }
206 }
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207 }
208

209 // Authentic invocations of the Log−operation are routed only through connectors between
210 // the caller and the logger associated to the caller.
211 pred LogCallsCorrectlyRouted {
212 all i:Invocation,t:Time,l:Logger |
213 i.hasAuthenticCaller and i.of = Log and l in i.receivers implies
214 all c:Connector | i in c.buffer.t⇒ c in getConnectors[i.caller,l]
215 }
216

217 // Connectors connecting loggers to shops are tamperproof, i.e., invocations buffered in
218 // those connectors are unmodifyable.
219 pred LogConnectorsAreTamperProof {
220 all l:Logger,c:Component,conn:getConnectors[c,l] {
221 conn.tamperProof
222 }
223 }
224

225 // Context definition, which consists of a set of logger−specific and more general
226 // architectural assumptions.
227 // RG denotes residual goals, while E denotes an expectation.
228 fact Context {
229 AssumeTamperproofNextUID // RG
230 LoggerSignaturesCannotBeForged // RG
231 LoggerDoesNotOverwriteEntries // RG
232 AtLeastOnceInvocationSemantics // E
233 LogConnectorsAreReliable // E
234 LogConnectorsCorrectlyInitialized // E
235 LogCallsCorrectlyRouted // E
236 LogConnectorsAreTamperProof // E
237 }
238

239

240 // Security requirement definitions.
241 //////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
242

243 // It should be impossible to delete messages logged by a shop−component
244 // to the log undetectedly. Either logged messages can be read back on all
245 // later times, or the log is no longer intact.
246 pred NothingDeleted {
247 all t:Time,m:Message,l:Logger,c:Component | Invoke[c,l,Log,m,t] implies (
248 some t1:t.nexts+ t {
249 all t2:t1.nexts+ t1 {
250 l.verify[1,t2] implies l.read[m,1,t2]
251 }
252 }
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253 )
254 }
255

256 assert Requirement { NothingDeleted }
257

258 // An example visualization of model instances.
259 pred Show {
260 #Logger = 1
261 some t:Time,callr:Component,l:Logger,m:Message | Invoke[callr,l,Log,m,t]
262 some t:Time,l:Logger | l.nextUID.t = 1
263 some t:Time,l:Logger | l.nextUID.t = 2
264 all t:Time,l:Logger | l.verify[1,t]
265 }
266

267 run Show for 2
268 check Requirement for 3

B.2 The first abstraction—AbstractLogger

1 module patterns/abstractlogger[Message,Time]
2 open util/ordering[Time] as TO
3 open metamodel[Time]
4

5 one sig Log in Operation {}
6

7 one sig Verify in Operation {}
8

9 one sig Read in Operation {}
10

11 one sig LogIF in Interface {
12 }{
13 methods = Log and realizedBy = Logger
14 }
15

16 one sig LogAdminIF in Interface {
17 }{
18 methods = Read + Verify and realizedBy = Logger
19 }
20

21 sig Logger in Component {
22 contents: set Message→Time
23 }{
24 all t:Time,c:Component,m:Message,i:Int {
25 Execute[c,this,Log,m,t]⇒ this.log[m,t]
26 Execute[c,this,Read,m+ i,t]⇒ this.read[m,i,t]
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27 Execute[c,this,Verify,i,t]⇒ this.verify[i,t]
28 }
29 }
30

31 pred Logger.log(m:Message,t:Time) {
32 m in this.contents.t
33 }
34

35 pred Logger.read(m:Message,res:Int,t:Time) {
36 (this.verify[1,t] and m in this.contents.t) implies res = 1 else res = 0
37 }
38

39 pred Logger.verify(res:Int,t:Time) {
40 (all m:Message, c:Component, t1:t.prevs+ t |
41 (Execute[c,this,Log,m,t1] or m in this.contents.TO/first) implies
42 m in this.contents.t) implies res = 1 else res = 0
43 }
44

45 // Assumptions.
46 //////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
47

48 pred LogConnectorsAreReliable {
49 all l:Logger,c:Component,conn:getConnectors[c,l] {
50 conn.isReliable
51 }
52 }
53

54 pred LogConnectorsCorrectlyInitialized {
55 all c:Component,l:Logger,conn:getConnectors[c,l] {
56 let t = {t:Time | #conn.buffer.t > 0 and no t1:t.prevs | #conn.buffer.t1 > 0}{
57 c + l in conn.connects.t
58 }
59 }
60 }
61

62 pred LogCallsCorrectlyRouted {
63 all i:Invocation,t:Time,l:Logger |
64 i.hasAuthenticCaller and i.of = Log and l in i.receivers implies
65 all c:Connector | i in c.buffer.t⇒ c in getConnectors[i.caller,l]
66 }
67

68 pred LogConnectorsAreTamperProof {
69 all l:Logger,c:Component,conn:getConnectors[c,l] {
70 conn.tamperProof
71 }
72 }
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73

74 fact Context {
75 AtLeastOnceInvocationSemantics
76 LogConnectorsAreReliable
77 LogConnectorsCorrectlyInitialized
78 LogCallsCorrectlyRouted
79 LogConnectorsAreTamperProof
80 }
81

82

83 // Security requirement definitions.
84 //////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
85

86 pred NothingDeleted {
87 all t:Time,m:Message,l:Logger,c:Component | Invoke[c,l,Log,m,t] implies (
88 some t1:t.nexts+ t {
89 all t2:t1.nexts+ t1 {
90 l.verify[1,t2] implies l.read[m,1,t2]
91 }
92 }
93 )
94 }
95

96 assert Requirement { NothingDeleted }
97

98 pred Show {
99 #Logger = 1
100 some t:Time,callr:Component,l:Logger,m:Message | Invoke[callr,l,Log,m,t]
101 all t:Time,l:Logger | l.verify[1,t]
102 }
103

104 run Show for 2
105 check Requirement for 3

B.3 The second abstraction—StatelessLogger

1 module patterns/statelesslogger[Message,Time]
2 open util/ordering[Time] as TO
3 open metamodel[Time]
4

5 one sig Log in Operation {}
6

7 one sig Verify in Operation {}
8

9 one sig Read in Operation {}
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10

11 one sig LogIF in Interface {
12 }{
13 methods = Log and realizedBy = Logger
14 }
15

16 one sig LogAdminIF in Interface {
17 }{
18 methods = Read + Verify and realizedBy = Logger
19 }
20

21 sig Logger in Component {
22 }{
23 all t:Time,c:Component,m:Message,i:Int {
24 Execute[c,this,Log,m,t]⇒ this.log[m,t]
25 Execute[c,this,Read,m+ i,t]⇒ this.read[m,i,t]
26 Execute[c,this,Verify,i,t]⇒ this.verify[i,t]
27 }
28 }
29

30 pred Logger.log(m:Message,t:Time) {
31 some c:Component,t1:t.prevs+ t | Execute[c,this,Log,m,t1]
32 }
33

34 pred Logger.read(m:Message,res:Int,t:Time) {
35 (this.verify[1,t] and some t1:t.prevs+ t,c:Component |
36 Execute[c,this,Log,m,t1]) implies res = 1 else res = 0
37 }
38

39 pred Logger.verify(res:Int,t:Time) {
40 res = 1
41 }
42

43

44 // Assumptions.
45 //////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
46

47 pred LogConnectorsAreReliable {
48 all l:Logger,c:Component,conn:getConnectors[c,l] {
49 conn.isReliable
50 }
51 }
52

53 pred LogConnectorsCorrectlyInitialized {
54 all c:Component,l:Logger,conn:getConnectors[c,l] {
55 let t = {t:Time | #conn.buffer.t > 0 and no t1:t.prevs | #conn.buffer.t1 > 0}{
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56 c + l in conn.connects.t
57 }
58 }
59 }
60

61 pred LogCallsCorrectlyRouted {
62 all i:Invocation,t:Time,l:Logger |
63 i.hasAuthenticCaller and i.of = Log and l in i.receivers implies
64 all c:Connector | i in c.buffer.t⇒ c in getConnectors[i.caller,l]
65 }
66

67 pred LogConnectorsAreTamperProof {
68 all l:Logger,c:Component,conn:getConnectors[c,l] {
69 conn.tamperProof
70 }
71 }
72

73 fact Context {
74 AtLeastOnceInvocationSemantics
75 LogConnectorsAreReliable
76 LogConnectorsCorrectlyInitialized
77 LogCallsCorrectlyRouted
78 LogConnectorsAreTamperProof
79 }
80

81

82 // Security requirement definitions.
83 //////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
84

85 pred NothingDeleted {
86 all t:Time,m:Message,l:Logger,c:Component | Invoke[c,l,Log,m,t] implies (
87 some t1:t.nexts+ t {
88 all t2:t1.nexts+ t1 {
89 l.verify[1,t2] implies l.read[m,1,t2]
90 }
91 }
92 )
93 }
94

95 assert NoDeletion {NothingDeleted}
96

97 pred Test {
98 all i:Invocation | i.of = Log and #i.receivers < 2
99 all i:Invocation | i.of = Log implies some m:Message | m = i.args
100 all i:Invocation | i.hasAuthenticCaller
101 some c:Component,l:Logger,m:Message,t:Time |
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102 Invoke[c,l,Log,m,t] and Execute[c,l,Log,m,t]
103 all l:Logger,t:Time | l.verify[1,t]
104 }
105

106 run Test for 2
107 check NoDeletion for 3
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